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There is a theory whih states that if ever anyone disovers exatly what the Universe

is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaed by something

even more bizarre and inexpliable.

There is another theory whih states that this has already happened.

Douglas Adams (1952 � 2001)
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Deutshe Zusammenfassung

Mit Fokus auf gewahsenes, biologishes Gewebe ist es das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit,

eine numerishe Methodologie für die Simulation von Shädigungen in Mehrphasenmateri-

alien zu entwikeln. Dabei wird ein konsistentes numerishes Verfahren vorgestellt, welhes

diskontinuierlihe Randwertprobleme (RWP) in einer niht-linearen dreidimensionalen

Umgebung simulieren kann. Repräsentative Beispiele aus dem Bereih biomehanisher

Problemstellungen belegen die numerishen Möglihkeiten des vorgestellten Verfahrens.

Gleihzeitig erfüllt dieses Verfahren die Anforderung der zukünftigen Erweiterbarkeit hin

zu einer virtuellen, numerishen Laborumgebung. In einer solhen numerishen Labor-

umgebung können lebensbedrohlihe Umstände bereits vor ihrem tatsählihen Eintreten

prognostiziert werden. Aufgrund der Allgemeingültigkeit der in dieser Arbeit verwende-

ten Methoden kann die daraus entwikelte Methodologie auh in völlig anderen Anwen-

dungsbereihen angewandt werden, z. B. in der Bodenmehanik. In diesem Kontext sind

Shädigungsmehanismen und -strukturen in letzter Zeit zu einer wihtigen Fragestellung

im Bereih der CO2-Sequestrierung geworden.

Die vorliegende Arbeit ist in vier Hauptkapitel untergliedert. Einleitung und Zusam-

menfassung rahmen die Arbeit ein. Kapitel 1 führt die Motivation dieser Arbeit ein und

gibt einen Überblik über den aktuellen Stand der Tehnik zu den hier behandelten The-

mengebieten. Zahlreihe Quellenangaben unterstützen den interessierten Leser bei einer

begleitenden Literaturreherhe. Drei Anhänge liefern abshlieÿend weitere Einblike der

zugrunde liegenden mathematishen, mehanishen und numerishen Details.

Die Grundlagen der Kontinuumsmehanik werden kurz in Kapitel 2 diskutiert. Darin

werden im Rahmen der Theorie Poröser Medien (TPM) grundlegende kontinuumsmeha-

nishe Prinzipe vorgestellt und ein thermodynamish konsistentes Zweiphasen-Material-

modell entwikelt. Die hier zugrunde gelegten kontinuumsmehanishen Prinzipe haben

ihren Ursprung in den klassishen Feldtheorien deformierbarer Körper. Im Allgemeinen

wird jedoh davon ausgegangen, daÿ ein solher Körper lediglih aus einem einzelnen, ho-

mogen verteilten Material bzw. einer Phase besteht. Die Annahme eines einphasigen Ma-

terials ist jedoh für viele Anwendungen niht ausreihend. Nahezu alle Materialien sind �

mehr oder minder � porös. Vor allem gewahsenes, biologishes Gewebe, dessen Beshrei-

bung mit ein Shwerpunkt dieser Arbeit ist, muÿ als Mehrphasen-Material beshrieben

werden. Biologishes Gewebe ist per se porös und durhsetzt von Blutgefäÿen, Nerven-

bahnen und vielem mehr.

Aus historisher Siht entstand die TPM aus der Kombination der Mishungstheorie

mit dem Konzept der Volumenanteile. In der Mishungstheorie wird durh einen Ho-

mogenisierungsansatz über ein poröses Material die in der Regel unbekannte ehte Mikro-

struktur eines de�nierten Gebiets bzw. Kontinuums statistish gemittelt. Die statistishe

Mittelung kann dabei als ein Vershmieren von mikroskopishen Informationen einzel-

ner Konstituierenden interpretiert werden. Dabei bleibt die Information über die zugrun-

deliegende Mikrostruktur durh die Erweiterung der Mishungstheorie um das Konzept

der Volumenanteile weiterhin erhalten. Die Volumenanteile sind das Maÿ des lokalen

I



II Deutshe Zusammenfassung

Anteils einer einzelnen Konstituierenden in Relation zum gesamten Kontinuum. Somit

ist ein Transfer der mehanishen Eigenshaften eines Mehrphasen-Kontiuums von der

Mikroskala hin zur Makroskala möglih. Das makroskopishe Modell besteht in Konse-

quenz aus mehreren superponierten, sprih, überlagerten und miteinander interagierenden

Kontinua.

Bei der weiteren Entwiklung des kontinuumsmehanishen Materialmodells werden kon-

stitutive Annahmen getro�en. Hierbei wird die Morphologie von biologishem Gewebe

mit berüksihtigt. Da jedoh der Hauptfokus dieser Arbeit in der Entwiklung einer nu-

merishen Methodologie zur Beshreibung des Shädigungsverhaltens von Mehrphasenma-

terialien liegt, beshränkt sih das hier vorgestellte Materialmodell auf zwei Phasen. Dabei

wird von einem vollständig mit Flüssigkeit gesättigten, porösen Festkörperskelett ausge-

gangen.

Als Voraussetzung der in den nähsten Kapiteln folgenden numerishen Diskretisierung

shlieÿt eine Diskussion über RWP die Einführung in die reguläre Kontinuumsmehanik

ab. Das RWP beshreibt die bisher als stark de�nierte, kontinuumsmehanishe Problem-

stellung in einer sogenannten shwahen, integralen Form. Es wird erkannt, daÿ durh die

starke Kopplung der beiden Phasen infolge der interagierenden Kontinua zwei shwah

formulierte Bilanzgleihungen notwendig sind; eine Massen- bzw. Volumenbilanz für das

Poren�uid und eine Impulsbilanz des gesamten porösen Materials. Auf weitere, höhere

Bilanzrelationen, wie z. B. die Energiebilanz, kann aufgrund der gewählten Konstitutivan-

nahmen verzihtet werden.

Eine kurze Einführung in die theoretishen Grundlagen der Bruhmehanik erfolgt im er-

sten Teil von Kapitel 3. Diese theoretishen Grundlagen bilden quasi das Fundament für

die folgende erweiterte kontinuumsmehanishe Beshreibung des Shädigungsverhaltens

von Mehrphasenmaterialien. Die Grundlagen der Bruhmehanik werden auf Basis von li-

near elastishem Materialverhalten und mit der Einshränkung auf den zweidimensionalen

Raum hergeleitet. Als Ergebnis der Herleitungen können dazu begleitend die klassishen

Bruhmehanik-Themengebiete Spannungsintensitätsfaktoren, Energiefreisetzungsrate, J-

Integral und letztlih die Kohäsivzonentheorie diskutiert werden. Obwohl diese Themenge-

biete durh die zugrundeliegenden Einshränkungen nur begrenzte Gültigkeit aufweisen,

ist deren Verständnis für die Erweiterung der Bruhmehanik hin zum dreidimensionalen,

diskontinuierlihen Mehrphasenmaterial elementar.

Der zweite Teil des Kapitels befaÿt sih mit der Eingliederung der Bruhmehanik-Grund-

lagen in einen kontinuumsbruhmehanishen Kontext. Eine detaillierte Betrahtung der

kinematishen Zusammenhänge motiviert die Einführung einer kohäsiven, gemittelten

Bruh�ähe. Die eineindeutige geometrishe Beshreibung der Bruh�ähe ermögliht

in Konsequenz die De�nition von modi�zierten Bilanzgleihungen. Diese modi�zierten

Bilanzgleihungen beinhalten auh jeweils einen diskontinuierlihen Anteil; sie werden

shwah, im Sinne eines RWP, für die im nähsten Kapitel beshriebene Diskretisierung

umformuliert. Als Abshluÿ des dritten Kapitels ergibt die Untersuhung der Lokalisierung

von Diskontinuitäten ein geeignetes Riÿausbreitungskriterium für das Festkörperskelett.

Kapitel 4 stellt die numerishe Umsetzung von Shädigungsprozessen für das vorherig

entwikelte Zweiphasen-Materialmodell vor. Die numerishe Umsetzung erfolgt auf Ba-

sis der Finite-Elemente-Methode (FEM). Zunähst wird die FEM allgemein anhand der
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räumlihen und zeitlihen Diskretisierung der shwah formulierten Bilanzgleihungen des

RWP aus Kapitel 2 praktiziert. Die zeitlihe Diskretisierung erfolgt dabei über einen im-

pliziten Lösungsansatz. Das sih ergebende, stark gekoppelte Gleihungssystem wird im

Rahmen eines Ein-Shritt-Verfahrens gelöst. Danah wird der diskontinuierlihe Anteil der

modi�zierten Bilanzgleihungen aus Kapitel 3 durh eine Erweiterung der FEM betrah-

tet. Das Grundprinzip dieser Erweiterung � auh bekannt als �extended Finite-Element

Method� (XFEM) � wird zunähst anhand eines Beispiels aus dem Bereih von elastish-

inelastishem Materialverhalten eingeführt. Jenes Beispiel führt vorab zu der Entwik-

lung einer weiteren numerishen Methode, der sogenannten �augmented Finite-Element

Method� (AugFEM).

Als Konsequenz der diskontinuierlihen Diskretisierung des RWP ist ein besonderes Au-

genmerk auf die numerishe Integration zu rihten. Die shwahen, modi�zierten Bilanz-

gleihungen müssen für die erfolgreihe Lösung des Gleihungssystems konsistent nu-

merish integriert werden. Dazu werden die lokalen Informationen über den elementweisen

Durhgang der Bruh�ähe, sprih, die Diskontinuität, mittels des aus der dreidimension-

alen Computervisualisierung bekannten �Marhing Cubes Algorithm� (MCA) berehnet.

Diese lokale Berehnung erfordert leistungsfähige Tehniken für die globale numerishe

Nahverfolgung der Diskontinuitäten. Im Rahmen dieses Kapitels werden zwei dieser Teh-

niken vorgestellt. Die erste basiert auf vektorwertigen Level-Set-Funktionen und wird für

die einfahe Lokalisierung eines Bruhs verwendet. Somit wird sie in dieser Arbeit auf

den zweidimensionalen Raum beshränkt. Um dieser zweidimensionalen Einshränkung

zu entgehen, wird alternativ der �Global Traking Algorithm� (GTA) vorgestellt. Durh

dessen Verwendung wird aber auh gleihzeitig das Gleihungsystem um eine dritte Bilanz-

gleihung erweitert. Diese kann aufgrund der Charakteristik einer shwahen Kopplung in

einem gesta�elten Lösungsverfahren im Nahlauf zu den ersten beiden Bilanzgleihungen

gelöst werden. Ein kurzes exemplarishes Beispiel zur numerishen Implementierung des

GTA in Kombination mit dem MCA shlieÿt dieses Kapitel ab.

Das letzte Hauptkapitel, Kapitel 5, präsentiert numerishe Beispiele, die auf Basis der

theoretishen Aspekte aus den vorangegangenen Kapiteln berehnet sind. Sämtlihe nu-

merishe Beispiele wurden mit dem institutseigenen FEM Programm PANDAS simuliert.

Dazu wurde das Programm im Rahmen dieser Arbeit um AugFEM, XFEM, MCA, GTA

und vektorwertige Level-Set Funktionalitäten erweitert. Dazu begleitend wurde ein zusätz-

lihes Lösungsverfahren zur gesta�elten Lösung shwah gekoppelter Bilanzgleihungen

implementiert. In diesem Kapitel der numerishen Beispiele belegen zunähst numerishe

Studien zur AugFEM die Wirksamkeit der Methode. Dazu werden die Ergebnisse der

AugFEM zur numerishen Berehnung von elasto-viskoplastishem Materialverhalten mit

den Ergebnisse aus der Standard-FEM verglihen. In dem anshlieÿenden zweidimensi-

onalen numerishen Beispiel wird der Flüssigkeitsaustaush innerhalb einer Riÿö�nung

eines hydrierten Gewebequershnitts simuliert. Dieses Beispiel bezieht sih auf die glob-

ale numerishe Nahverfolgung von Diskontinuitäten mittels vektorwertiger Level-Set-

Funktionen. Final befassen sih dreidimensionale Beispiele mit der Problemstellung einer

Fraktur eines menshlihen Obershenkelhalsknohens. Diese Simulationen sind an einer

Eht-Geometrie des menshlihen Obershenkels durhgeführt und validieren die in dieser

Arbeit entwikelte numerishe Methodologie. Alle vorausgehend diskutierten numerishen
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Aspekte sind in diesem letzten Beispiel implementiert.

Die vorliegende Arbeit ist in Kapitel 6 zusammengefaÿt. Die Vorteile der entwikelten

Methodologie sowie eventuelle Einshränkungen werden darin re�ektiert. Ein Ausblik

beshreibt sinnvolle Erweiterungen und zukünftige Anwendungen.

Einige der mathematishen Aspekte dieser Arbeit werden in ausgewählten Regeln der

Tensorrehnung im Appendix A angeshnitten. Appendix B beinhaltet mehanishe

Details, die den Rahmen der Hauptkapitel gesprengt hätten. Dennoh sind diese Details

für ein grundlegendes Verständnis der behandelten Themen von besonderem Interesse.

Appendix C stellt numerishe Algorithmen für die praktishe Umsetzung der vorgestell-

ten numerishen Methodologie zur Verfügung; darin sind auh drei Programm-Quelltexte

enthalten, die der Einfahheit halber in die Programmiersprahe PYTHON übersetzt wur-

den.



Chapter 1:

Introdution and Overview

1.1 Motivation

[ www.dohek.om ℄

Figure 1.1: Spleen rupture.

Material failure is in general a ritial situation. It is a-

ompanied with redued load apaities. Thus, buildings,

strutures, on�gurations, et. tend to ollapse and by that

loose their designated purpose. This an result in atas-

trophi onsequenes. Therefore, a reliable predition of

damage proesses is neessary. Consequently, the strutural

information of rak on�gurations is of essential interest.

The strutural information of raks is usually determined

under the assumption of homogeneous, single-phase materi-

als. Certainly, not all materials onsist of just one single phase only. Atually, nearly all

materials are � more or less � porous materials. Espeially grown, biologial tissue needs

to be regarded as a multi-phasi material. Every biologial tissue onsists of strutural

ells, blood vessels, nerves and muh more. Tissue rupture, or frature, respetively, an

beome a diret hazard to life and living. So, these damage proesses are of great in-

terest. Interstitial �uid has to be taken into aount when regarding living tissue. As a

onsequene, damage an result in �uid leaking, suking, or exhange. This an beome

a serious danger for, e. g., internal organs.

[ http://goo.gl/pHTgg ℄

Figure 1.2: Human femur frature.

The Theory of Porous Media (TPM) is

apable of a marosopi desription of

multi-phasi ontinua. Therein, the in-

formation about the underlying miro-

struture is obtained by the onept of

volume frations. Thus, the material mi-

rostruture an remain unknown. Fur-

thermore, the TPM postulates fully ou-

pled, thermodynamially onsistent bal-

ane equations for multiple onstituents.

These harateristis make the TPM the ideal approah to desribe biologial tissue as

immisible multi-phasi aggregates. Nowadays, it has beome ommon pratise to om-

pute material behaviour numerially. Therein, the Finite-Element Method (FEM) has

proven to be well-suited for the numerial approximation of di�erential balane equa-

tions. But, the FEM is limited in the simulation of material failure. Thus, the extended

FEM (XFEM) was lately developed to overome this restrition. The XFEM bears the

advantage that the �nite-element mesh does not need to honour the geometri shape of dis-

ontinuities. On this basis, espeially when targeting three-dimensional (3-d) problems,

e�ient �nite-elements are ruial for a orret disretisation. Moreover, sophistiated

1
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traking tehniques are neessary to exploit the advantage of XFEM damage simulations.

With fous on � but not limited to � grown, biologial materials, the aim of this mono-

graph is the development of a numerial methodology for the simulation of damage in

multi-phasi materials. Therein, the goal is to present a onsistent numerial method for

the simulation of disontinuous boundary-value problems (BVP) within a 3-d non-linear

setting. Representative examples from the �eld of bio-mehanial problems should re�et

the numerial apabilities of the presented method. Furthermore, the numerial apabili-

ties should meet requirements for a future extension towards a numerial laboratory. The

numerial laboratory ould then be designed to predit life-threatening irumstanes.

Due to the generality of the used methods, the presented methodology ould also be used

in � only at �rst sight � totally di�erent appliation areas, e. g., soil mehanis. Damage

proesses and strutures have always been of high interest in engineering appliations.

Lately, this has beome an important question in the ontext of CO2 sequestration.

1.2 State of the Art

The use of the TPM assures a thermodynamially onsistent ontinuum-mehanial frame-

work. Classi ontinuum-mehanial �eld theories are omprehensively re�eted in the

fundamental works of Chadwik [36℄, Gurtin [91℄, Haupt [98, 99℄, Malvern [133℄, and

Maugin [135℄. The ontext of multi-phasi materials evolved from its �rst phenomenolog-

ial approah by Biot [12℄ to the Theory of Mixtures (TM), f. Bowen [26℄, and Truesdell

& Toupin [185℄. The TM was extended by the onept of volume frations to basially

de�ne the TPM, see Bowen [27, 28℄, until it's urrent understanding, f. de Boer [16, 17℄,

de Boer & Ehlers [18℄, and Ehlers [53, 55, 58℄. Based on the TPM, a geometrially and

materially non-linear model desribing the dynamial behaviour of a saturated binary

porous medium has been presented by Diebels & Ehlers [45℄. The TPM has been su-

essfully adopted for the modelling of biomaterials in, e. g., Ehlers & Markert [64℄, Ehlers

et al. [65℄, and Karajan [116℄. The ontinuum-mehanial model disussed herein for bio-

logial tissue onsiders isotropi and hyperelasti material properties for the porous solid

matrix. The onept of hyperelastiity allows the derivation of the e�etive stress tensor

from a strain-energy density funtion, f. Ogden [149℄. However, the original Ogden-type

strain-energy funtion is not apable to aount for a ompation point, see Odgen [148℄.

Thus, it is not diretly appliable to porous media. Therefore, the strain-energy funtion

is extended by a volumetri term, e. g., postulated by Eipper [66℄. For a omprehensive

introdution on inelasti material behaviour within a standard ontinuum-mehanial ap-

proah and within the TPM framework, the interested reader is referred to Simo & Hughes

[170℄, Naghdi [143℄, Haupt [97℄, Wieners [192℄, Mahnkopf [132℄, and Ehlers [59℄.

A irumstantial introdution into the topi of frature mehanis an be found in Hahn

[92℄, and Gross & Selig [88℄. From a historial point of view to frature problems, the in-

terested reader is pointed to the ontributions of Inglis [108℄, Gri�th [86, 87℄,Westergaard

[191℄, Orowan [152℄, Irwin [109�111℄, and Rie [159℄. Beause also pure elasti materials

exhibit inelastially though small proess zones in the near viinity of sharp openings, the

ohesive frature theory is generally applied. It is based on the works of Dugdale [49℄,
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and Barenblatt [7℄. Both authors published a similar ohesive zone approah indepen-

dently of eah other. The approah in this thesis is regarded as a split-o� of the internal

mehanial work. With the onlusion of onservative stresses within the ohesive zone,

the existene of a ohesive potential funtion an be assumed. The onsequent use of

the potential funtion herein was postulated by Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄. It also hosts

transverse isotropy within the ohesive zone. The ohesive potential is limited with a

salar-valued damage funtion. Thus, isotropi damage behaviour is implied. This is a

ommon approah in the ontext of biomaterials to inlude softening material behaviour.

Its irreversible harateristi is ensured by the inlusion of the magnitude of the maxi-

mum displaement jump. Sophistiated numerial implementations of the ohesive zone

approah in onjuntion with disrete frature models have been presented in de Borst

et al. [22�24℄. Fundamental details on the ontinuum-mehanial aspets of frature me-

hanis an be gained by regarding the works of, e. g., Simo et al. [172℄, and Oliver et

al. [150, 151℄. The work of Gürses [89℄ furthermore respets mirostrutures at material

points. In this thesis, a virtual disontinuity surfae, motivated by the work of Wells et

al. [189, 190℄, is heuristially introdued. The virtual disontinuity surfae overomes

the problem of the singular harateristi of the deformation gradient. An alternative

solution to this is the regularisation of the sharp disontinuity surfae by the introdution

of a disontinuity band, see Armero & Garikipati [5℄, and Steinmann & Betsh [176℄.

This kind of regularisation, with a �smearing� of the disontinuity, an also be found for

fritional, i. e., granular materials in de Borst [21℄. The same author also ontributed to

a omprehensive omparison of disrete versus smeared rak models in de Borst et al.

[25℄. The variational formulation of the disontinuous boundary-value problem (BVP) is

derived with respet to global master balanes. The derivation proess is based on the

works of Mahnkopf [132℄, and Blome [14℄. Other ommon approahes for the motivation

of the set of disontinuous variational formulations an be found in, e. g., Hettih [103℄,

and Jäger [112℄. Therein, the �rst work evaluates the material derivation of the dison-

tinuous displaement �eld. The latter work uses a diret integration of the orresponding

quantities over the surfae of a disontinuity. This diret integration is motivated by

interfae onsiderations. It an be shown that, under ertain simplifying assumptions,

material instability, the appearane of a disontinuous bifuration, and the so-alled loss

of elliptiity are oherent, see e. g. Linder et. al [128℄, and itations therein. The loss

of elliptiity is based on the investigation of the so-alled aousti tensor whih reveals

the ommon Rankine-riterion for the numerial omputation of the rak propagation

diretion.

In engineering pratise, the Finite-Element Method (FEM) has beome a ommon ap-

proah for numerial simulations. It is a numerial tehnique for the �nding of approxi-

mate solutions to partial di�erential equations (PDE). Multiple authors ontributed to its

fundamental introdution, e. g., Bathe [8℄, Shwarz [169℄, Braess [29℄, and Zienkiewiz &

Taylor [198℄, to name only a few. Herein, the PDE under study arise from weak formula-

tions of the governing equations to the developed biphasi ontinuum-mehanial model.

For an introdution into the appliation of the FEM to TPM problems, the interested

reader is referred to, e. g., Ehlers et al. [62℄, Ellsiepen [67℄, and Ammann [2℄. In order to

numerially simulate jump quantities in the disretised �eld equations, the FEM needs to

be extended, or enrihed, respetively. Probably the most popular enrihment of the FEM
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is the so-alled extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM), see Belytshko & Blak [10℄,

Moës et al. [139℄, Dolbow [48℄, and Sukumar et al. [179℄, for the � as far as the author of

this monograph is aware � original works on this topi. Note that it was shown by Areias

& Belytshko [4℄ that the so-alled Hansbo method, f. Hansbo & Hansbo [93, 94℄, leads

to idential results as the XFEM enrihment. The FEM and the XFEM, respetively,

presuppose a feasible disretisation in spae and time of the governing �eld equations.

For the spatial disretisation of multi-phasi materials, f. Taylor & Hood [180℄. For a

summery of speial stabilisation tehniques in the ontext of �nite-element disretisation

of multi-phasi materials, the interested reader is referred Huang et al. [106℄. The tem-

poral disretisation with single-step Runge-Kutta methods is following Ellsiepen [67, 68℄.

In this thesis, 3-d problems are disretised with 8-node hexahedron elements. These type

of elements are generally aepted to be superior over tetrahedron elements. For the nu-

merial integration over disontinuities, the orresponding elements need to be divided

into two parts along the rossing disontinuity. The so-alled Marhing Cubes Algorithm

(MCA), see Lorensen & Cline [129℄, is a very e�ient method for this task. As a side-

produt, it also results in a proper triangulation of the rossing disontinuity surfae.

Thus, the numerial implementation of the ohesive zone model is straightforward. As

far as the author is aware, this thesis is the �rst ontribution to use the MCA in the

ontext of omputational frature mehanis. A ruial point in the numerial simulation

of failure mehanis is the modelling of the appearane and the propagation of disonti-

nuities. Classial level-set funtions are nowadays a ommon hosen traking method for

2-d simulations of strong disontinuities, see Stolarska [177℄, and Osher & Fedkiw [153℄.

Vetorially disretised level-set funtions have been generally introdued and transferred

to the XFEM framework by Ventura et al. [186, 187℄. But, beause vetor level-set fun-

tions are numerially to ostly for 3-d problems, the Global Traking Algorithm (GTA)

should be preferred. The method � as far as the author is aware � originates for its ap-

pliation to omputational failure mehanis from Oliver et al. [150, 151℄ and Samaniego

[163℄. Sine then, the GTA has been adopted suessfully to simulate disrete frature by,

e. g., Dumstor� & Meshke [51℄, Cervera & Chiumenti [35℄, and Feist & Hofstetter [73℄.

The reader who is interested in a omprehensive omparison of rak path strategies is

referred to Jäger et al. [112�114℄.

1.3 Outline of this Thesis

This thesis is strutured into four main hapters. Additionally, this �rst Chapter 1, and

the last Chapter 6, frame the thesis. Three appendies aompany the more interested

reader.

The fundamentals of ontinuum mehanis are brie�y disussed in Chapter 2. Basi

ontinuum-mehanial priniples are presented within the framework of the Theory of

Porous Media (TPM). A thermodynamially onsistent biphasi material model is devel-

oped. Constitutive settings desribe a fully �uid-saturated, porous solid skeleton. The

disussion on boundary-value problems (BVP) loses the onsiderations on regular on-

tinuum mehanis.
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A brief introdution into the theoretial fundamentals of frature mehanis is given in

the �rst part of Chapter 3. The seond part fouses on the orrelation of these funda-

mentals to a ontinuum-frature-mehanial framework. This framework is the basis of

the subsequent disussion on the numerial methodology. Furthermore, the investigation

of the loalisation of disontinuities reveals a rak propagation riterion for the solid

skeleton.

Chapter 4 presents the numerial implementation of damage proesses within the pre-

viously developed biphasi ontinuum-mehanial model. The numerial implementation

fouses on the extension of the well-known Finite-Element Method (FEM). The basi

priniple of the extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM) is �rst introdued using an

example from the �eld of elasto-inelasti material behaviour. This example yields to

an augmented FEM (AugFEM). Sophistiated traking tehniques are presented for the

suessful numerial simulation of disontinuities.

The last main hapter, Chapter 5, presents numerial examples that are omputed

on the basis of the theoretial aspets of the preeding hapters. Numerial studies on

the AugFEM are presented �rst. Subsequent, a disontinuous 2-d numerial example

simulates the �uid exhange within a tear opening of a hydrated tissue ross setion.

Finally, 3-d numerial examples address the problem of frature of the human femur.

The latter simulations are omputed on a real live geometry and validate the numerial

methodology that was proposed in this monograph.

The thesis is summarised in Chapter 6. The advantages � and limitations � of the

presented numerial methodology are re�eted. An outlook is given for sound extensions

and future appliations.

Some of the mathematial aspets of this thesis are embraed in seleted rules of tensor

alulus within Appendix A. Furthermore, Appendix B hosts mehanial details that

would have gone beyond the sope of the main hapters. Nevertheless, these details are of

interest for a fundamental understanding of the disussed topis. Appendix C presents

numerial reipes for a pratial implementation of the proposed numerial methodology.





Chapter 2:

Continuum Mehanis

The fundamentals of ontinuum mehanis are brie�y disussed in this hapter. Basi

ontinuum-mehanial priniples are presented within the framework of the Theory of

Porous Media (TPM). After a short overview of the foundations of the TPM, the under-

lying governing kinemati and balane relations are derived. These relations over the

onstitutive settings whih provide a ontinuum-mehanial desription of the disussed

problem in this monograph. The onstitutive settings onsist of a rather simple biphasi

model beause the emphasis of this work will fous on the numerial methodology. This

biphasi model implies an always fully saturated, immisible porous medium. A more

sophistiated, e. g., triphasi model, ould be a reasonable extension for further studies

on damage proesses in porous media under partially saturated onditions.

The reader who is interested in a more detailed desription of ontinuum theories is

referred to, e. g., Chadwik [36℄, Gurtin [91℄, Haupt [99℄, Kahn & Huang [115℄, Lemaitre

& Chabohe [126℄, Malvern [133℄, Maugin [135℄ and Ehlers [53, 55, 58�60℄.

2.1 Foundations of the Theory of Porous Media

Classial, well-known solid or �uid ontinuum-mehanial theories onsider only one, in

general homogeneously distributed material or phase, respetively. But in many branhes

of engineering, one often has to deal with ontinuum-mehanial problems that annot be

desribed satisfyingly by only one phase. For example, porous solid materials as shown in

Figure 2.1, need additional onsiderations to the single phase ontinuum-mehanial the-

ories. In biomehanis, see Figure 2.13, it has beome a onvenient approah to desribe

biologial tissue as immisible multi-phasi aggregates, see, e. g., Mow et al. [140, 141℄,

Lai et al. [125℄, Frijns et al. [77℄, Ehlers et al. [65℄, and Karajan [116℄.

From a historial point of view, the onsideration of multi-phasi ontinua originates

from geomehanial onsolidation problems, see Biot [12℄. This �rst phenomenologial

approah has been expanded by taking general thermodynamial onsiderations into a-

ount to result into the Theory of Mixtures (TM), f. the works of Bowen [26℄, Truesdell

& Toupin [185℄, and quotations therein. In lak of any mirosopi information, the TM

was then extended by the onept of volume frations to basially de�ne the TPM, see

Bowen [27, 28℄, until its urrent understanding, f. de Boer [16, 17℄, de Boer & Ehlers

[18℄, and Ehlers [53, 55, 58�60℄. Through this extension, the TPM is apable of a maro-

sopi desription of multi-phasi ontinua, where the information about the underlying

mirostruture is obtained by the onept of volume frations. The volume frations are

a measurement of loal portions of the individual onstituents of the overall medium.

7
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Figure 2.1: Porous solid materials.

The basi priniple of the TPM omprises a homogenisation proess on the porous ma-

terial, i. e., the real mirostruture is statistially averaged (smeared out) through the

onsidered domain, see Figure 2.2. Following this, the presription of a real or a virtual

averaging proess over a representative elementary volume (REV) leads to a model ϕ of

superimposed and interating ontinua ϕα
. Within the REV, the onstituents, i. e., the

porous solid phase α = S and the interstitial pore �uid α = F , are assumed to be immis-

ible but in a state of ideal disarrangement. Thus, all geometrial and physial quantities

are de�ned as �eld funtions or as statistial mean values over the mirostruture, re-

spetively. Through this statistial representation, the real mirostruture of porous solid

materials an remain unknown. This dispensability of the knowledge of the disrete inter-

nal geometry is one of the biggest advantages of the TPM over miromehanial methods.

Beause, in general, apart from some very few industrial produts, the knowledge of any

geometry information on a mirosopi sale is absene or an only be obtained by very

omplex measuring methods. This applies, in partiular, for grown, biologial materials.

2.2 Conept of Volume Frations

Let V α
be the partial volumes of eah onstituent ϕα

inside the overall biphasi aggregate

B. The overall volume V of the aggregate results from the sum of the partial volumes of

its onstituent bodies Bα
with

V =

∫

B

dv =
∑

α

V α, where V α =

∫

Bα

dv =

∫

B

dvα . (2.1)

1

Bioative glasses are a group of surfae-reative glass eramis and inlude the original bioative

glass, Bioglass. The bioompatibility of these glasses has led them to be investigated extensively for use

as implant materials in the human body to repair and replae diseased or damaged bone. [Wikipedia℄
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In order to relate the volume element dvα of eah onstituent ϕα
to the overall volume

element dv, a loal ratio, in the following denoted by nα
, needs to be de�ned as

∫

B

nα dv := V α with nα =
dvα

dv
. (2.2)

The above formulations, (2.1) and (2.2), represent the onept of volume frations, wherein

the quantity nα = nα(x, t) is referred to as the volume fration itself. In general, one

assumes that there is no vaant spae in the overall medium, whih leads diretly to the

neessary saturation ondition via

nS + nF = 1 , where

{

nS : solidity,

nF : porosity.
(2.3)

In analogy to (2.2), the relation between the area element da of the overall aggregate B
and the partial area element daα is de�ned as

daα = nα da and

{

da = n da ,

daα = n daα ,
(2.4)

where n is the outward-oriented unit normal vetor of the surfae. Relation (2.4) is based

on early investigations by Delesse [42℄. Delesse

2

was interested in the question on how to

determine the proportions of the di�erent onstituents of a rok. He showed that the area

proportions of individual minerals in a representative rosssetional area of the rok is

idential to its volumetri proportions. This is a prerequisite in order to onsider porous

2

Ahille Ernest Osar Joseph Delesse (1817 � 1881): Frenh geologist and mineralogist. His observa-

tions on the lithology of the deposits aumulated beneath the sea were of speial interest and importane.

[Wikipedia℄
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media on basis of idealised ontinua, f. Fillunger [74℄ and Ehlers [53℄. Continuing the

assumption of immisible phases and taking the saturation ondition (2.3) as a basis, two

di�erent densities an be introdued for eah onstituent, viz.

ραR :=
dmα

dvα
: material density ,

ρα :=
dmα

dv
: partial density .

(2.5)

Therein, the loal mass element dmα
of eah onstituent is related to its loal volume

element dvα and to the bulk volume element dv, respetively. Again, in analogy to (2.2)

and (2.4), a relation between the material (realisti or e�etive) density ραR and the

partial (global or bulk) density ρα an be established as

ρα = nαραR . (2.6)

Moreover, the mixture (overall) density ρ results from the sum of the partial densities ρα

over all onstituents ϕα
, i. e.,

ρ =
∑

α

ρα =
∑

α

nαραR . (2.7)

Based on this, it is obvious that material inompressibility of a onstituent (ραR = onst.)

does not neessarily lead to the property of bulk inompressibility sine the partial density

funtions ρα an still hange through hanges in the volume frations nα
.

2.3 Kinemati Relations

Proeeding from the homogenisation proess as a basi priniple of the TPM, the onept

of superimposed and interating ontinua arises from the averaging proedure of all geo-

metrial quantities over the REV. Thus, eah spatial point x of the urrent on�guration

is, at any time t, simultaneously oupied by partiles (or material points) P α
of both

onstituents ϕα
. In the framework of mixture theories, it is assumed that all partiles

proeed from di�erent referene positions Xα at time t0, f. Figure 2.3. Consequently,

eah onstituent is assigned to its own motion funtion

x = χα(Xα, t) . (2.8)

Therein and in the following, kinematial quantities are identi�ed via a subsript, whereas

all other quantities are identi�ed via a supersript. By the assignment of a unique referene

position and a unique motion funtion for eah material point P α
, only one single material

point of eah onstituent ϕα
an reside at a spatial point x (together with the material

point of the other onstituent ❀ superimposed ontinua). Furthermore, the motion
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funtions χα are postulated to be unique and uniquely invertible at any time t. As a

result, eah material point an also be identi�ed by its referene position Xα at time t0:

Xα = χ−1
α (x, t) if Jα := det

∂χα(Xα, t)

∂Xα
6= 0. (2.9)

The existene of unique inverse motion funtions χ−1
α is based on non-singular Jaobian

3

determinants Jα. With (2.8) and (2.9), there are two possible representations of geomet-
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Figure 2.3: Motion of a biphasi mixture.

rial and physial quantities within a ontinuum-mehanial model, either with regard to

material oordinates Xα (referene on�guration), or with regard to spatial oordinates

x (atual on�guration). The former one is referred to as the Lagrangean

4

(or material)

desription, whereas the latter one is referred to as the Eulerian

5

(or spatial) desription.

It follows from (2.8) that both onstituents have their own veloity

′
xα and aeleration

′′
xα �elds, whih, in a Lagrangean desription, are given as follows

′
xα=

d

dt
χα(Xα, t) ,

′′
xα=

d2

d2t
χα(Xα, t) . (2.10)

For oupled solid-�uid problems, this desription is generally used for the motion funtions

of the solid matrix ϕS
. Therein, the solid displaement vetor uS beomes the primary

3

Carl Gustav Jaob Jaobi (1804 � 1851): German mathematiian who, with Niels Henrik Abel,

founded the theory of ellipti funtions. He arried out important researh in partial di�erential equations

of the �rst order and applied them to the di�erential equations of dynamis. [Enylopædia Britannia℄

4

Joseph-Louis Lagrange, born Giuseppe Lodovio Lagrangia (1736 � 1813): Italian mathematiian and

astronomer who made signi�ant ontributions to all �elds of analysis, to number theory, and to lassial

and elestial mehanis. But above all he impressed on mehanis, having transformed �Newtonian

mehanis� into a branh of analysis, and exhibited the so-alled mehanial �priniples� as simple results

of the variational alulus. [Wikipedia℄

5

Leonhard Euler (1707 � 1783): Swiss mathematiian and physiist who is onsidered to be the pre-

eminent mathematiian of the 18

th

entury. Euler made important disoveries in multiple �elds of

mathematis as well as in mehanis, �uid dynamis, optis, and astronomy. [Wikipedia℄
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kinemati variable, with uS = uS(XS, t) := x−XS . Inserting the inverse motion funtion

(2.9)1 into above �eld funtion (2.10) results in an alternative formulation, i. e., in an

Eulerian desription, whih reads

′
xα =

′
xα

[
χ−1

α (x, t), t
]

=
′
xα (x, t) ,

′′
xα =

d

dt

′
xα (x, t) =

′′
xα [χ−1

α (x, t), t] =
′′
xα (x, t).

(2.11)

In ontrast to solid matrix motion, the pore �uid �ow is better expressed in a modi�ed

Eulerian setting by use of the seepage veloity wF =
′
xF −

′
xS with respet to the de-

forming solid matrix. This arises from the simple fat that the referene position of �uid

partiles an hardly be monitored. Thus, desribing �uid partile motion with respet to

spatial oordinates is more reasonable and pratiable, respetively. After separate velo-

ity �elds have been stated for eah onstituent, the veloity of the overall medium remains

to be de�ned. This so-alled mixture veloity indiates the loal baryentri veloity of

the overall medium with

.

x =
1

ρ

∑

α

ρα
′
xα . (2.12)

Following this, the relative veloity of a onstituent

′
xα to the baryentri veloity

.

x
is

de�ned as the di�usion veloity by

dα =
′
xα −

.

x with
∑

α

ρα dα = 0 . (2.13)

One an instantly see, regarding (2.7), (2.12) and (2.13)1, that the di�usion mass �ows

(2.13)2 of the onstituents are summing up to zero. By de�ning the two veloities

′
xα and

.

x
, one impliitly assumes di�ering material (total) derivatives. The material derivatives,

denoted by ( · )′α, follow the motions of the onstituents ϕα
, whereas the so-alled mixture

derivative ( · ). follows the baryentri motion of the overall medium ϕ, see Figure 2.4.

Let Γ = Γ(x, t) be a di�erentiable, salar-valued �eld funtion and let Γ be its vetorial

ounterpart. Then, their material time derivatives read:

(Γ)′α =
dα

dt
Γ =

∂Γ

∂t
+ gradΓ · ′

xα ,

(Γ)′α =
dα

dt
Γ =

∂Γ

∂t
+ (gradΓ)

′
xα ,

.
Γ =

d

dt
Γ =

∂Γ

∂t
+ gradΓ · .x ,

.
Γ =

d

dt
Γ =

∂Γ

∂t
+ (gradΓ)

.

x .

(2.14)

Therein, the di�erential operator grad ( · ) denotes the partial derivative with respet to

the atual position x. Analogue to this, a partial derivative with respet to the referene

position Xα of ϕα
is denoted by Gradα ( · ). As a result, the material deformation
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PSfrag replaements

′
xS

′
xF

dS

dF

wF

.

x

ϕF

ϕS

S

REV: ϕ = ϕS ∪ ϕF

′
xS =

.

x + dS

′
xF =

.

x + dF

0 = ρS dS + ρF dF

wF =
′
xF −

′
xS

Figure 2.4: Illustration of biphasi mixture veloities.

gradient Fα is formally introdued by

Fα =
∂χα(Xα, t)

∂Xα

= Gradα x or Fα =
∂(Xα + uα)

∂Xα

= I+Gradα uα , (2.15)

if the desription of the deformation proesses proeeds from the displaement gradient.

Herein, I is the fundamental tensor of seond order (seond order identity). Note, as a

onsequene of the preeding framework, only the material deformation gradient of the

solid matrix FS is used in the following. Taking the seepage veloity wF as the primary

kinemati variable for the pore �uid, i. e., the �uid motion is desribed relatively to the

deforming skeleton material, it follows that the material deformation gradient FF is obso-

lete. Furthermore, within the TPM, there is no overall material deformation gradient F

for the mixture ϕ, due to the lak of an overall motion funtion. Even though, the follow-

ing relations are denoted only for the solid matrix. Their statements are, in the ontext

of the TPM, also generally valid for the physial desription of multiple onstituents ϕα

with Fα. Proeeding from (2.15), the inverse of the solid material deformation gradient

F

−1
S reads

F−1
S =

∂χ−1
S (x, t)

∂x
= gradXS or F−1

S =
∂(x− uS)

∂x
= I− graduS , (2.16)

respetively. Now, with referene to (2.9)2, the Jaobian determinant of the solid matrix

an also be written as

JS = detFS > 0 if detFS(t0) = 1 . (2.17)

Sine all motion funtions χα are assumed to be unique and uniquely invertible, the

domain of detFS is restrited to positive values.

The main attribute of the solid material deformation gradient is the transport of line

elements dXS from the referene on�guration towards line elements dx in the atual
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on�guration (push-forward operation) with

dx = FS dXS . (2.18)

This transport attribute, in terms of a linear mapping, is based on the so-alled two-�eld

tensor harateristi of the deformation gradient. The two-�eld harateristi of FS arises

from the ontext that its �rst basis system aSℓ (atual, ovariant) �lives� in the atual

on�guration, whereas its seond basis system hℓ
S (history, ontravariant) resides in the

referene on�guration. This an be reognised by rewriting the deformation gradient

with respet to a natural, urvilinear oordinate system θiS (i = 1, 2, 3) via

dx = FS dXS =
∂x

∂XS
dXS =

(
∂x

∂θiS
︸︷︷︸

⊗ ∂θiS
∂XS
︸ ︷︷ ︸

)

dXS

⇒ ( aSℓ

↓
⊗ hℓ

S ) hSk
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δℓk

= aSk .
(2.19)

Therein, the Kroneker

6

delta δℓk is equal to unity for ℓ = k, and equal to zero for all

other ases. For details on the o- and ontravariational framework see Appendix B.1. In

analogy to (2.18), the mapping of area elements dAS and volume elements dVS from the

referene on�guration to their respetive ounterparts in the atual on�guration an be

dedued as

da = cof FS dAS and dv = detFS dVS . (2.20)

The ofator of ( · ) is de�ned as of FS = (det FS)F
T−1
S . A representative overview of

transport theorems for multi-order tensors an be found in Appendix A.2.1.

Based on the preeding transport attribute of the deformation gradient, the linear map-

ping of the squares of line elements and their di�erene, respetively, is utilised to intro-

due deformation measures as

‖dx‖2 = dx · dx = (FS dXS) · (FS dXS) = dXS · FT
S FS dXS ❀ CS := FT

S FS ,

‖dXS‖2 = dXS · dXS = (F−1
S dx) · (F−1

S dx) = dx · FT−1
S F−1

S
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(FS F
T
S )

−1

dx ❀ BS := FS FT
S ,

(2.21)

6

Leopold Kroneker (1823 � 1891): German mathematiian who argued that arithmeti and analysis

must be founded on �whole numbers�. [Wikipedia℄
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and strain measures as

‖dx‖2 − ‖dXS‖2 = dXS ·CS dXS − dXS · dXS

= dXS · (CS − I) dXS ❀ ES = 1
2
(CS − I) ,

= dx · dx− dx ·B−1
S dx

= dx · (I−B−1
S ) dx ❀ AS = 1

2
(I−B−1

S ) .

(2.22)

Therein, CS is the right, and BS the left, Cauhy

7

-Green

8

deformation tensor of the solid

matrix. Furthermore, ES is the orrespondingGreen-Lagrangean, andAS the Almansian
9

strain tensor. Note in passing that the fator

1
2
in (2.22) results from the fat that a strain

tensor linearisation around the natural state (t = t0) should result in the well-known

1-d Hookean

10

elastiity law. Regarding the two-�eld harateristi of FS, f. (2.19),

the ontravariant basis system, residing in the referene on�guration, of CS and the

ovariant basis system, �living� in the atual on�guration, of BS beomes lear. Both

deformation tensors are positive de�nite, symmetri and an be onverted into eah other

by an orthogonal, two-�eld rotation tensor RS, whih implies the properties RT
S = R−1

S ,

and detRS = 1, via

BS = RS CS R
T
S . (2.23)

With regard to the deformation tensors, it is obvious that ES is a strain measure referring

to the referene on�guration, whereas AS ats in the atual on�guration. For the

transport mehanism whih onverts these two strain tensors one into eah other, see

Appendix A.2.1. Note that there are several other possible representations of strain

tensors whih are not disussed here beause they are of no relevane to this monograph.

For a detailed disussion of deformation and strain measures, the interested reader is

referred to, e. g. , Truesdell & Noll [184℄, and Ogden [149℄.

Remark: For the ourrene of only small deformations and, therefore, only small

strains of the solid matrix, the �nite deformation approah an be redued to a geomet-

rially linear one. Aording to this, the di�erene between the referene and the urrent

7

Augustin Louis Cauhy (1789 � 1857): Frenh mathematiian who was an early pioneer of analysis.

Cauhy was a proli� writer; he wrote approximately eight hundred researh artiles and �ve omplete

textbooks. [Wikipedia℄

8

George Green (1793 � 1841): British miller and self-taught mathematiian who initially published

privately at his own expense, beause he thought it would be presumptuous for a person like himself,

with no formal eduation in mathematis, to submit sienti� ontributions to journals. [Wikipedia℄

9

Emilio Almansi (1869 � 1948): Italian physiist and mathematiian known for his researh in the

theory of elastiity and nonlinear problems. [Wikipedia℄

10

Robert Hooke (1635 � 1703): English natural philosopher, arhitet and polymath � author's note: a

polymath is a person whose expertise spans a signi�ant number of di�erent subjet areas � who played an

important role in the sienti� revolution. Hooke is known for his law of elastiity, his book,Mirographia,

and for �rst applying the word �ell� to desribe the basi unit of life. He's also referred to as �Englands

Leonardo�. [Wikipedia℄
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on�guration is small enough to lead to the following approximations

GradS ( · ) ≈ grad ( · ) and DivS ( · ) ≈ div ( · ) . (2.24)

Therein, Divα ( · ), div ( · ) denote the divergene operators orresponding to Gradα ( · ),
grad ( · ), respetively, see Appendix A.2.2. Furthermore, in ontext of the geometrial

linear theory, the linearisation of the strain tensors ES and AS around the natural state

yields the same result, i. e., lin ES = lin AS. The linearised strain tensors then read

lin AS = lin ES =: εS = 1
2

[
grad uS + (grad uS)

T
]
. (2.25)

✷

In order to postulate a �nite material law that is apable of representing material be-

haviour at large deformations, a foregoing spetral deomposition of the solid ma-

trix deformation is onvenient. This proedure implies that the solid deformation tensor

is deomposed into its eigenvalues and prinipal diretions. Regarding (2.23), one an see

that a onversion of the two solid deformation tensors, CS and BS, into eah other an

be done by a proper orthogonal rotation. Aordingly, both tensors share the same eigen-

values λS(i) and the same three prinipal invariants IS(i) (i = 1, 2, 3). For the de�nition of

these prinipal invariants see Appendix A.1.2. In this monograph, for the sake of larity,

the subsript ( · )S, denoting quantities related to the solid phase ϕS
, will be omitted for

the notation of eigenvalues (λ(i) ≡ λS(i)), eigenvetors (mi,ni ≡mS(i),nS(i)), eigentensors
(Mi,Ni ≡ MS(i),NS(i)) and prinipal invariants (Ii ≡ IS(i)). Following this, the orre-

sponding well-known eigenvalue problem an be postulated for both deformation tensors

as

CS m = λm⇔ (CS − λ I)m = 0 and BS n = λn⇔ (BS − λ I)n = 0 . (2.26)

This eigenvalue problem an be solved regarding the harateristi polynomial following

the Cayley

11

-Hamilton

12

theorem, viz.

det(CS − λ I) = det(BS − λ I) = λ3 − I1λ2 + I2λ− I3 = 0 . (2.27)

The losed, analytial solution for this harateristi polynomial, i. e., the three real-valued

eigenvalues λi, an be found with, e. g., Cardano's

13

method, see Appendix A.1.4. Note,

the eigenvalues λi of CS, BS, respetively, orrespond to the squares of the prinipal

11

Arthur Cayley (1821 � 1895): British mathematiian who helped to found the modern British shool

of pure mathematis. He proved that every square matrix is a root of its own harateristi polynomial

and was also the �rst to de�ne the onept of a group in the modern way (as a set with a binary operation

satisfying ertain laws). [Wikipedia℄

12

Sir William Rowan Hamilton (1805 � 1865): Irish physiist, astronomer, and mathematiian. His

greatest ontribution is perhaps the reformulation of �Newtonian mehanis�, now alled �Hamiltonian

mehanis�. [Wikipedia℄

13

Gerolamo Cardano (1501 � 1576): Italian Renaissane mathematiian, physiian, astrologer and gam-

bler who, besides his ahievements in algebra, invented the onept of imaginary numbers. [Wikipedia℄
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strethes (whih are inidental to the eigenvalues Λi of FS, viz. λi = Λ2
i ). With this, a

spetral representation of the deformation tensors in eigenvalues λi and its orresponding

eigentensors Mi (referene on�guration) and Ni (atual on�guration) yields

CS =

3∑

i=1

λi Mi and BS =

3∑

i=1

λiNi with

{

Mi = mi ⊗ mi ,

Ni = ni ⊗ ni .
(2.28)

As a diret onlusion from the above, the spetral deomposition of the solid deforma-

tion gradient reads FS =
∑3

i=1

√
λi ni ⊗mi. Note, beause of the orthogonality of the

eigenvetors, there is no need of a distintion between o- and ontravariant bases.

Remark: The numerial omputation of eigenvalues, eigenvetors and eigentensors of

seond-order tensors (with 3×3 oe�ients) is a ommon hallenge in omputational

mehanis. Unfortunately, the solution of the harateristi polynomial (2.27) with the

before mentioned expliit formulae of Cardano is, from a omputational point of view,

quite problemati. In ase of similar squares of prinipal strethes, as they an our

in volumetrially deformable materials, the numerial implementation of the Cardanoean

method an ompletely destroy the originally well-onditioned problem, f. Markert [134℄,

and itations therein. Volumetrially deformable materials, inluding porous media, typi-

ally involve deformation tensors with multiple eigenvalues. The di�erenes between these

values an be so small that the last signi�ant digits of the oe�ients of the polynomial

an reah the numerial preision. Even small errors an then lead to the omputation

of ompletely di�erent eigenvalues. So, for this type of materials, a high numerial au-

ray is fundamental for the spetral deomposition of the deformation tensors. Therefore,

iterative solvers for the omputation of the spetral deomposition are more sophisti-

ated. Within this lass of iterative solvers, solvers based on the so-alled transformation

methods are the most powerful, e. g., the Householder

14

-QL algorithm, f. Appendix C.1.

✷

On the basis of the previously introdued deformation and strain measures, deformation

and strain rates need to be spei�ed. With the de�nition of the material veloity

′
xα, f. (2.10), the material solid veloity gradient (FS)

′
S and it's alternative formulated

ounterpart, the spatial solid veloity gradient LS, an be expressed as

(FS)
′
S = GradS

′
xS and LS = grad

′
xS = (FS)

′
S F

−1
S . (2.29)

The emphasis of the latter, spatial formulation of the veloity gradient and deformation

rate, respetively, is the desription of �uid partiles in motion, sine the previously

introdued deformation measures are only appliable for solid mehanis. The spatial

�uid veloity gradient is denoted as LF . The spatial veloity gradient an be, like any

14

Alston Sott Householder (1904 � 1993): Amerian mathematiian who was speialised in mathemat-

ial biology and numerial analysis, inventor of the �Householder transformation� and of �Householder's

method�. [Wikipedia℄
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other tensor, additively deomposed into a symmetri and a skew-symmetri part, viz.

Lα = Dα +Wα with

{

Dα := Lsym
α = 1

2
(Lα + LT

α) ,

Wα := Lskw
α = 1

2
(Lα − LT

α) .
(2.30)

2.4 Stress Measures

In general, a body an be subjeted to external volume fores and to ontat fores. These

fores at either from a distane on the overall body B, or from the near viinity on the

surfae of the body ∂B. Commonly, the external volume fores are only interpreted as the

gravitational fores. In the ontinuum-mehanial ontext onsidered in this monograph,

the near viinity ontat fores are of more interest than the external distane fores.

This motivates the introdution of stress measures that onnet near viinity fores

to the body surfae. Sine stress is de�ned as �fore per unit area�, some orresponding

area elements need to be de�ned. In the following, da will denote an area element in the

atual on�guration and dAα an area element in the referene on�guration of the body

surfae; note the vetorial status of the area element. This follows from a de�nite surfae

orientation, represented by a normal vetor n , i. e., da = n da. On basis of Cauhy 's

theorem, a stress tensor for the overall mixture an be formally introdued as

t(x, t,n) = T(x, t)n . (2.31)

The stress measure T is in general known as the Cauhy or true stress tensor. It represents

a tensorial �eld funtion, whih is independent of the onsidered surfae. Relation (2.31)

must also hold for eah onstituent, viz. tα(x, t,n) = Tα(x, t)n. Therein, t or tα,

respetively, denote the surfae tration vetors of the overall aggregate ϕ or the mixture,

respetively, or of the onstituent ϕα
. The tration vetors inlude all e�ets that result

from near viinity ontat fores dk of ϕ or dkα
of ϕα

. This yields to

dk = t da = (Tn) da = T da and dkα = tα da = (Tαn) da = Tαda . (2.32)

As one an see, the until now disussed stress measures are only related to the area element

da in the atual on�guration. Consequently, alternative stress measures in the referen-

tial on�guration need to be identi�ed additionally. The referential on�guration stress

measures an be introdued by orresponding pull-bak transports. Multiple pull-bak

transports, for eah quantity separately, yield to multiple intermediate stress measures,

viz.

dkα = Tαda = (detFα)T
αdā , =: τ αdā with dā = (detFα)

−1da ,

= (detFα)T
αFT−1

α dAα , =: PαdAα with dAα = (cof Fα)
−1da ,

= (detFα)F
−1
α TαFT−1

α dAα , =: SαdAα with dAα = mα dAα .
(2.33)
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Therein, τ α
is known as the Kirhho�

15

or weighted Cauhy stress tensor, Pα
as the

�rst and Sα
as the seond Piola

16

-Kirhho� stress tensor. The �rst Piola-Kirhho� stress

tensor Pα
, as a two-�eld tensor, relates fores denoted in the atual on�guration to

geometrial quantities of the referential on�guration. It is also known as the nominal

stress and engineering stress, respetively. Note that Pα
is a non-symmetrial tensor. The

seond Piola-Kirhho� stress tensor Sα
is fully loated in the referene on�guration. It

desribes both, fores and geometrial quantities in the referential on�guration after an

additional pull-bak of the �rst Piola-Kirhho� stress tensor. With this preliminaries,

the two stress vetors tα and pα
an be diretly related to eah other by a salar-valued

fator, viz.

dkα = tαda = (Tαn) da = Tα da

= pα dAα = (Pαmα) dAα = Pα dAα

}

❀ tα = pα dAα

da
. (2.34)

2.5 Balane Relations

Balane relations are one of the most fundamental onepts in ontinuum mehanis. All

balane relations in ontinuum mehanis express the idea that the material time rate of

a volume-spei� mehanial quantity over a body B must arise from three basi auses,

namely,

• a �ow (e�ux) of the mehanial quantity through the body surfae ∂B and/or

• an external soure (supply) of the mehanial quantity and/or

• a prodution of the mehanial quantity inside the body.

These three auses an be merged together into a balane relation of a general stru-

ture. This general struture is also known as the master balane representation. It

exhibits the frame of all balane relations in ontinuum mehanis. Therein, the single

balane relations are introdued axiomatially. As this monograph's disussion is based

on multi-phasi ontinua, the fundamental balane relations are onsidered with respet

15

Gustav Robert Kirhho� (1824 � 1887): German physiist who ontributed to the fundamental un-

derstanding of eletrial iruits, spetrosopy, and the emission of blak-body radiation by heated ob-

jets. Multiple onepts in di�erent sienti� �elds are named after him, the so-alled �Kirhho� 's laws�.

[Wikipedia℄

16

Gabrio Piola (1794 � 1850): Italian mathematiian and physiist whose ontributions in the �eld of

analytial mehanis are of fundamental importane for the modern ontinuum mehanis; desendant

of the noble family of Giussano. [Wikipedia℄
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to Truesdell's

17

metaphysial priniples, f. Truesdell [183℄, namely,

Truesdell's metaphysial priniples

1. All properties of the mixture must be mathematial onsequenes

of properties of the onstituents.

2. So as to desribe the motion of a onstituent, we may in imagi-

nation isolate it from the rest of the mixture, provided we allow

properly for the ations of the other onstituents upon it.

3. The motion of the mixture is governed by the same equations as

is a single body.

(2.35)

These priniples state that the sum of the respetive balane relations of the onstituents

ϕα
must result in the orresponding balane relations of the overall mixture ϕ. Further-

more, the balane relations of the onstituents and of the mixture must both inherit the

same struture as the balane relations known from lassial ontinuum mehanis. Gen-

erally, there are volume-spei� salar and vetorial mehanial quantities to be balaned.

With these preliminaries, the global master balane for the mixture, see Ehlers [58℄,

yields

d

dt

∫

B
Ψ dv =

∫

S
(φ · n) da +

∫

B
σ dv +

∫

B
Ψ̂ dv (salar-valued) ,

d

dt

∫

B
Ψ dv =

∫

S
(Φn) da +

∫

B
σ dv +

∫

B
Ψ̂ dv (vetor-valued) .

(2.36)

The therein introdued mehanial quantities representing variables are listed in Table

2.1. The global representation of the master balane is valid for the overall body B,
whih is ontaining all material points P α

. If the integrands of (2.36) are steady and

su�iently often steadily di�erentiable, the global representation an be transferred into

a loal representation, whih is then valid for eah material point itself. The transfer from

global to loal balanes follows from the material time di�erentiation of the left-hand sides

and the appliation of the Gaussian integral theorem on the surfae parts of (2.36). This

yields to the loal master balane for the mixture:

.
Ψ + Ψ div

.

x = divφ + σ + Ψ̂ (salar-valued) ,

.
Ψ + Ψ div

.

x = divΦ + σ + Ψ̂ (vetor-valued) .

(2.37)

17

Cli�ord Ambrose Truesdell III (1919 � 2000): Amerian mathematiian, natural philosopher, histo-

rian of siene, and polemiist. Truesdell was onsidered a leading authority on the history of mehanis.

He, together with his student Noll, ontributed to rational mehanis in the most fundamental and

shaping way within the last entury. [Wikipedia℄
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Ψ, Ψ : volume-spei� densities of the mehanial quantities.

φ· n , Φn : e�uxes of the mehanial quantities (external veloity).

σ, σ : supply terms of the mehanial quantities (external distane).

Ψ̂, Ψ̂ : prodution terms of the mehanial quantities.

Table 2.1: Mehanial quantities representing variables of master balanes.

Proeeding from Truesdell's seond metaphysial priniple, the struture of the global

master balane for the onstituents ϕα
an be, analogue to (2.36), introdued as

dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

S
(φα · n) da +

∫

B
σα dv +

∫

B
Ψ̂α dv (salar-valued) ,

dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

S
(Φα n) da +

∫

B
σα dv +

∫

B
Ψ̂

α
dv (vetor-valued) .

(2.38)

Note that therein and in the following, the onstituent variables ( · )α have the same

physial meaning as those denoted in Table 2.1 for the mixture. Following the previous

insights, the loal master balane for the onstituents ϕα
an be obtained as

(Ψα)′α + Ψα
div

′
xα = divφα + σα + Ψ̂α

(salar-valued) ,

(Ψα)′α + Ψα
div

′
xα = divΦα + σα + Ψ̂

α
(vetor-valued) .

(2.39)

As mentioned before, a onsequene to Truesdell's �rst metaphysial priniple is that eah

balane relation of the onstituents (2.39) must summarise up to the aording balane

of the the overall mixture (2.37). The onluding �elds of the multi-phasi ontinuum ϕ
an be found as

Ψ =
∑

α

Ψα , φ · n =
∑

α

(φα −Ψα dα ) · n , σ =
∑

α

σα , Ψ̂ =
∑

α

Ψ̂α,

Ψ =
∑

α

Ψα , Φn =
∑

α

(Φα −Ψα ⊗ dα )n , σ =
∑

α

σα , Ψ̂ =
∑

α

Ψ̂α.
(2.40)

This master balane framework now allows the postulation of the spei� mehanial

and thermodynamial balane equations for mass, momentum, moment of momentum

(m. o.m.), energy and entropy by the insertion of the mehanial quantities given in Table

2.2 and Table 2.3 into the orresponding loal master balanes (2.37) and (2.39). For the

sake of simpliity, as it is a often disussed standard proedure, the derivation proess of

the balane equations in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 will be omitted in this monograph. For
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Ψ, Ψ φ, Φ σ, σ Ψ̂, Ψ̂

mass

ρ
0

0 0

momentum ρ
.

x
T

ρb
0

m. o.m. x× (ρ
.

x) x×T x× (ρb)
0

energy ρ ε+ 1
2

.

x · (ρ .x) TT .

x −q
.

x · (ρb) + ρ r 0

entropy

ρ η φη ση η̂ ≥ 0

Table 2.2: Mehanial quantities for the balane equations of the mixture ϕ.

more details on this topi, the interested reader is referred to, e. g., Ehlers [54, 55, 58℄,

Ammann [2℄ or Graf [85℄.

Regarding the mehanial balane relations for the mixture in Table 2.2, ρ
.

x
is the mo-

mentum of the mixture and x×(ρ .x) the orresponding m. o.m.; the external mass-spei�

volume fore is represented by b. Conerning the �rst thermodynamial balane relation,

i. e., the energy balane, ε is the internal energy, q is the heat in�ux vetor (opposing the

surfae normal vetor n) and r is the external heat supply. Furthermore, for the quan-

tities given in the seond thermodynamial balane relation, i. e., the entropy balane,

η denotes the entropy, φη the entropy e�ux and ση the external entropy supply. Note

that the seond thermodynamial balane relation is, in ontrast to all other balanes, an

inequality. The inequality arises from the entropy prodution η̂ ≥ 0, whih an never be

negative. This onsiders the irreversibility of the overall thermodynamial proess, also

known as the seond law of thermodynamis. The orresponding insertion proess then

reovers the well-known loal form of the spei� balane equations for single-phase

materials ϕ and � in the sense of Truesdell's third metaphysial priniple � the mixture

as stated in (2.41). Applying the same insertion proess again for the onstituents ϕα
,

Ψα, Ψα φα, Φα σα, σα
Ψ̂α, Ψ̂

α

mass ρα
0

0

ρ̂α

momentum ρα
′
xα Tα ρα bα

ŝα

m. o.m. x× (ρα
′
xα) x×Tα x× (ρα bα) ĥα

energy ρα εα + 1
2

′
xα · (ρα

′
xα) (Tα)T

′
xα −qα ′

xα · (ρα bα) + ρα rα êα

entropy ρα ηα φα
η σα

η η̂α

Table 2.3: Mehanial quantities for the balane equations of a onstituent ϕα
.
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the spei� balane equations for the onstituents an be found as stated in (2.43).

mixture ϕ = ∪αϕα
balane equations

mass :

.
ρ +ρ div

.

x = 0

momentum : ρ
..

x = divT+ ρb

m. o.m.

18

: 0 = I×T → T = TT

energy : ρ
.
ε = T · L− divq + ρ r

entropy : ρ
.
η ≥ divφη + ση

(2.41)

Therein, the newly introdued quantities p̂α
, m̂α

, ε̂α and ζ̂α need to be onsidered more

detailed; Setion 2.6 will disuss these details. These ( ·̂ ) denoted quantities represent the

diret prodution of the onstituents. For a better understanding of these quantities one

an think of, as an example for the diret mass prodution ρ̂α, ie beoming water due

to a phase transition. Additionally, in order to allow proper interation in-between the

onstituents, see Truesdell's seond metaphysial priniple (2.35)2, indiret prodution

terms need to be introdued. The relations of the diret, the indiret and the total

prodution quantities (terms) are given on the right side of Table 2.42.

mass :

∑

α

ρ̂α = 0

momentum :

∑

α

ŝα = 0

m. o.m. :

∑

α

ĥα = 0

energy :

∑

α

êα = 0

entropy :

∑

α

η̂α ≥ 0

see (2.43)1

ŝα = p̂α + ρ̂α
′
xα ,

ĥα = m̂α + x× ŝα ,

êα = ε̂α + p̂α · ′
xα + ρ̂α (εα + 1

2

′
xα ·

′
xα) ,

η̂α = ζ̂α + ρ̂α ηα.

(2.42)

18

The only insight from the m. o.m. balane equation is the symmetry ondition of the Cauhy stress

tensor. Therefore, this balane equation is no longer needed as an independent balane equation. Note

that this is solely valid for the non-polar theory, also known as Cauhy or Boltzmann

19
ontinua. The

polar theory ounterpart is known as Cosserat

20
ontinua, and additionally takes rotational degrees of

freedom for the partiles into aount. For details on this topi, the reader is referred to Sholz [165℄,

Diebels [43, 44℄, and Ehlers [59℄.

19

Ludwig Boltzmann (1844 � 1906): Austrian physiist famous for his founding ontributions in the

�elds of statistial mehanis and statistial thermodynamis. He was one of the most important ad-

voates for atomi theory at a time when that sienti� model was still highly ontroversial. On his

grave stone in Vienna, Max Plank had engraved the fundamental Boltzmann equation: S = k logW .

[Wikipedia℄

20

Franois & Eugene Cosserat (1866 � 1931 & 1852 � 1914): Frenh researhers with a bakground in

the �eld of astronomy, mathematis and ivil engineering. The Cosserat model has emerged from the

seminal work of the brothers at the turn of the last entury (Theorie des orps deformables, 1909). Their

main aim was to produe the orret general form of the energy for the variational problem. [Ne� [144℄℄
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As one an see, the summation of the diret and the indiret prodution results in the

onstituents total prodution, i. e., the right olumn of Table 2.3. In aordane to (2.40),

the total prodution of the respetive mehanial quantity must sum up to zero, see the

left side of Table 2.42. One exeption therein is the onstituent's entropy prodution.

Its sum � and only its sum � is assumed to be always positive. In the sixties of the

last entury this assumption was vividly disussed, as some researhers postulated that

the seond law of thermodynamis must also hold for eah onstituent of multi-phasi

materials separately. This interpretation has lately been found to be too restritive, f.

Ehlers [53℄, and Truesdell [183℄, for a historial overview on this.

onstituent ϕα
balane equations

mass : (ρα)′α + ρα div
′
xα = ρ̂α

momentum : ρα
′′
xα = divTα + ρα bα + p̂α

m. o.m.

21

: 0 = I×Tα + m̂α

energy : ρα (εα)′α = Tα · Lα − divqα + ρα rα + ε̂α

entropy : ρα (ηα)′α = div (− 1

Θα
qα) +

1

Θα
ρα rα + ζ̂α

(2.43)

Moreover, in antiipation to Setion 2.6, two ommon a priori onstitutive assumptions

in the thermodynamial framework of single-phase materials are adopted, f. Ehlers [58℄,

viz.

φα
η = − 1

Θα
qα

and σα
η =

1

Θα
ραrα . (2.44)

Herein, Θα > 0 denote the absolute Kelvin

22

temperatures of the onstituents ϕα
, whih

results in individual temperature �elds for eah onstituent. This onstitutive assumption

has already been inserted into (2.43)5. With the aim of developing onstitutive relations

whih are apable of desribing multi-phasi materials, one has to evaluate restritions

from the balane equations �top-down�. This means that the subsequent disussion will

base on the �highest� balane equation, i. e., the entropy inequality. This proedure as-

sures a thermodynamial onsistent formulation that frames the inherent �rst and seond

thermodynamial law. First, the total entropy prodution of the mixture follows

21

Note that in ontrast to the Cauhy stress tensor of the mixture T, the onstituent stress tensor Tα

is � beause of the diret m. o.m. prodution m̂α
� even for a Cauhy or Boltzmann ontinuum not a

priori symmetri. The diret m. o.m. prodution needs to be disussed separately.

22

Sir William Thomson, 1

st

Baron Kelvin (1824 � 1907): Irish physiist and engineer. He is widely

known for realising that there was a lower limit to temperature, absolute zero; absolute temperatures are

stated in units of kelvin in his honour. He worked in a broad �eld of physis and engineering, inluding

the laying of transatlanti telegraph ables. His versatility in almost all �elds of physis led him to have

been granted over 70 patents. [Wikipedia℄
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diretly the preeding onsiderations, viz.

η̂ =
∑

α

η̂α =
∑

α

[ ρα(ηα)′α + ρ̂αηα + div (
1

Θα
qα)− 1

Θα
ραrα ] ≥ 0 . (2.45)

Beause the inluded entropy therein is very di�ult to measure, a mass-spei� on-

stituent energy funtion

ψα = εα −Θαηα , (2.46)

the so-alled Helmholtz

23

free energy, is introdued to substitute the entropy. With this

substitution and an aompanying Legendre

24

transformation, the dependeny of the

internal energy εα on the alori proess variable ηα an be transferred to the alori

proess variableΘα
. Moreover, with the additional aid of the loal energy balane equation

(2.43)4, the entropy prodution for the mixture (2.45) an be reformulated to yield the

most ommon Clausius

25

-Duhem

26

inequality, viz.

∑

α

1

Θα

{
Tα · Lα − ρα [ (ψα)′α + (Θα)′α η

α ]− p̂α · ′
xα−

−ρ̂α (ψα + 1
2

′
xα ·

′
xα)−

1

Θα
qα · gradΘα + êα

}
≥ 0 .

(2.47)

In order to redue the extend of the onstitutive settings disussion, a further antiipation

to Setion 2.6 is introdued at this point: this monograph only onsiders isothermal

proesses, i. e., Θα = Θ = onst. Consequently, the Clausius-Duhem inequality (2.47)

redues

27

to the so-alled Clausius-Plank

28

inequality for heterogeneous materials:

∑

α

[
Tα · Lα − ρα (ψα)′α − p̂α · ′

xα − ρ̂α (ψα +
1

2

′
xα ·

′
xα)

]
≥ 0 . (2.48)

23

Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821 � 1894): German physiian and physiist who made

signi�ant ontributions to several widely varied areas of modern siene. He is known for too many ontri-

butions to list here. The largest German assoiation of researh institutions, the �Helmholtz Assoiation�,

is named after him.[Wikipedia℄

24

Adrien-Marie Legendre (1752 � 1833): Frenh mathematiian who was at his time best known for his

in�uential textbook on geometry. Legendre's work orrelated often with that from Carl Friedrih Gauÿ.

[Wikipedia℄

25

Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius (1822 � 1888): German physiist and mathematiian. He is onsid-

ered one of the entral founders of the siene of thermodynamis. Clausius was the �rst to state the basi

ideas of the seond law of thermodynamis. In 1865, he introdued the onept of entropy. [Wikipedia℄

26

Pierre Maurie Marie Duhem (1861 � 1916): Frenh physiist, mathematiian, and philosopher of

siene, best known for his writings on the indeterminay of experimental riteria, and on sienti�

development in the Middle Ages. Duhem also made major ontributions to the siene of his day,

partiularly in the �elds of hydrodynamis, elastiity, and thermodynamis. [Wikipedia℄

27

The Clausius-Duhem inequality is primary a dissipation inequality. Thus, an additive split of it, into

an internal � purely mehanial � and a thermal part, would result in the same inequality as given in

(2.48).

28

Max Karl Ernst Ludwig Plank (1858 � 1947): German physiist who is regarded as the founder of

the quantum theory for whih he reeived the Nobel Prie in Physis in 1918. Beause of his dean position

at the Berlin University, it was possible for him to establish a new professorship espeially for Albert

Einstein. [Wikipedia℄
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2.6 Constitutive Settings

The purpose of this setion is the development of onstitutive settings that are apable

of desribing damage in multi-phasi materials. Regarding the wider sope of this mono-

graph � the appliation of the numerial methodology also to bio-mehanial damage

problems � the basi morphology of biologial tissue is brie�y onsidered. The tissue ells

of every multi-ellular organism are embedded in a natural extraellular matrix (ECM).

Through a variety of di�erent proteins suh as ollagen and �bronetin, the ECM is pri-

marily a supportive struture. As the ECM is omposed of entangled ollagen �bres, it

an exhibit anisotropi material behaviour, depending on the arrangement of the ollagen

�bres. Furthermore, it is known from the literature that biologial tissue also exhibits

visoelasti behaviour, if it is subjeted to large deformations. For a omprehensive dis-

ussion on anisotropy, the omposition of biologial tissue in general and its ontinuum-

mehanial modelling, the interested reader is referred to Hayes & Bodine [100℄, Fung [79℄,

Boehler [15℄, Shröder [166℄, Shröder et. al [168℄, Cowin [40℄, Holzapfel et al. [104, 105℄,

Ehlers & Markert [64℄, Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄, Apel [3℄, Markert [134℄, Karajan [116℄,

and itation therein.

It is obvious that the evolution of a irumferential ontinuum-mehanial model for bi-

ologial tissue requires quite omplex material modelling. However, as the main fous

of this monograph lies in the development of a general disontinuous numerial frame-

work for multi-phasi materials, the onstitutive settings will aim towards a fundamental

biphasi TPM model. Therefore, only � at least for the ontinuous part � isotropi and

hyperelasti material properties of the solid matrix are onsidered in the range of �nite

deformations. The disussion on boundary-value problems (BVP) loses the ontinuum-

mehanial framework for the numerial implementation of the onstitutive settings. Fur-

ther onstitutive settings to this setion will be introdued in Setion 3.2, and the disus-

sion following therein.

2.6.1 Biphasi TPM Model

For a biphasi TPM model of a fully �uid-saturated, materially inompressible solid, i. e.,

α = {S, F}❀ ϕ = ϕS ∪ϕF
, following initial assumptions are evident and reasonable:

ρSR = onst. : mat. inomp. solid ϕS ,

′′
xα =

..

x= 0 : quasi-stati onditions ,

m̂α = 0 : miro. non-polar ,

ρ̂α = 0 : no mass exhange ,

mat. inomp. �uid ϕF : ρFR = onst. ,

uniform gravitation g ∀ ϕα : bα = g ,

isothermal proesses : Θα = Θ = onst. ,

fully saturated : nS + nF = 1 .

(2.49)

With the postulation of material inompressibility, the assoiated real densities are on-

stant over time, i. e., for initial homogeneity: ρSR0S = ρSR = onst. → (ραR)′α = 0 and

grad ρSR = 0. In this ontext, the restrition of no mass exhange between the phases
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allows a redution of the mass balane of the onstituents to a volume balane, yielding

to

(nα)′α + nα
div

′
xα = 0 . (2.50)

For the solid skeleton, the analytial integration of (2.50) yields to a transport relation for

the solid porosity, viz. nS = nS
0S detF

−1
S ; nS

0S denotes the initial solidity. As a onsequene,

this reveals the dependene of the partial solid density on the deformation gradient as

ρS = ρS0Sdet F
−1
S . Therein, ρS0S = nS

0S ρ
SR

states the initial partial solid density at t = 0.

Furthermore, taking the material (total) time derivative of a mehanial quantity, reall

(2.14), into aount for (2.50), together with the saturation ondition nS + nF = 1 →
(nS + nF )′S = 0, the volume balane of the overall aggregate an be found as

div [(uS)
′
S + nFwF ] = 0 (2.51)

The lak of mass prodution simpli�es the total momentum prodution to ŝα = p̂α
. A-

ording to Table 2.422, this yields to the analogy p̂S = −p̂F
. For quasi-stati onditions

and the assumption of uniform gravitation, the momentum balane for the overall aggre-

gate,

divT+ ρg = 0 , (2.52)

arises from the summation of the onstituents momentum balanes

divTα + ρα g + p̂α = 0 . (2.53)

Therein, the total Cauhy stress tensor is the sum

29

of the partial stress tensors, viz.

T = TS +TF
.

Even though the partial Cauhy stress tensor an not be a priori onsidered as symmet-

rial, reall (2.43)3, it an be shown that � as a result of the homogenisation proess �

the onstituent's diret m. o.m. prodution m̂α
is equal to zero, thus Tα = (Tα)T , f.

Hassanizadeh & Gray [95℄, Ehlers [59℄. Consequently, the presented partial stress tensors

Tα
, τ α

and Sα
are symmetri; the �rst Piola-Kirhho� stress tensor Pα

is, beause of

its two-�eld harateristi, generally non-symmetri. Thus, together with the previous in-

sights, the entropy inequality (2.48) of the mixture redues for purely mehanial

proesses to

TS ·DS − ρS(ψS)′S +TF ·DF − ρF (ψF )′F − p̂F ·wF ≥ 0 (2.54)

29

Note in passing that this � at �rst sight � ontradition to (2.40), i. e., T =
∑

α(T
α − ρα dα ⊗ dα),

is intrinsially dissolved with the assumptions stated in (2.49), viz.

ρ
..

x=
∑

α

[
ρα

′′
xα − div (ρα dα ⊗ dα) + ρ̂α

′
xα

]
= 0 → div (

∑

α

ραdα ⊗ dα) = 0 .

For details on this topi, the reader is referred to de Boer & Ehlers [18℄.
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Note that the energy balane is in this ontext obsolete, beause of the assumption of

isothermal proesses. However, its fundamental ontext for the derivation of (2.54) an't

be negleted.

To lose the biphasi model under onsideration, onstitutive equations are required for

the partial Cauhy stress tensor Tα
, as well as for the momentum prodution of the �uid

onstituent p̂F
. The entropy inequality (2.54) imposes the neessary thermodynamial

restritions for the �nding of the missing onstitutive equations. Furthermore, the �nding

proess is onstrained by the saturation ondition (2.3). Thus, the saturation ondition

has to be onsidered while evaluating the entropy inequality. Therefore, a Lagrangean

multiplier P is � in the sense of an inompressibility onstraint � introdued to the material

time derivative of the saturation, viz.

P(nS + nF )′S = 0 . (2.55)

Combining (2.55) with (2.54) transfers the entropy inequality to

TS ·DS − ρS(ψS)′S +TF ·DF − ρF (ψF )′F − p̂F ·wF−

−P (nS
div

′
xS +nF

div

′
xF + grad nF ·wF )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

−(nS + nF )′S = −div [(uS)
′
S + nFwF ]

≥ 0 . (2.56)

With the aid of the relation div

′
xα= Lα ·I = Dα ·I, the entropy inequality an be rewritten

to introdue the lassial onept of e�etive stresses. First, so-alled extra quantities

are introdued, denoted by ( · )E, to at as substitutes for the braed terms in (2.57).

=: TS
E

︷ ︸︸ ︷

(TS + nS P I) ·DS − ρS(ψS)′S +

=: TF
E

︷ ︸︸ ︷

(TF + nF P I) ·DF − ρF (ψF )′F−

− (p̂F − P grad nF )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: p̂F
E

·wF ≥ 0 .
(2.57)

The neessity of the extra quantities is evident through the demand of material inom-

pressibility. Due to this demand, the partial stress TS
, TF

and the momentum prodution

p̂F
an only be determined to a ertain perentage, f. de Boer & Ehlers [19℄. Thus, the

extra quantities allow a modular treatment of the spei� solid skeleton, the pore �uid

and their interation, see

TS = TS
E − nS P I ,

TF = TF
E − nF P I ,

p̂F = p̂F
E + P grad nF . (2.58)

The extra quantities need to be determined by appropriate onstitutive equations. How-

ever, in soil mehanis, the extra stresses TS
E are usually known as the e�etive stresses.
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Hene, P an be be identi�ed as the unspei� e�etive pore pressure P := pFR
. Aord-

ing to (2.57), one an see that the e�etive stress onept is a diret onsequene of the

entropy inequality, and not a separate onstitutive equation. The basis of this onept

has already been formulated by Terzaghi [181℄ in 1925. It has been extended in detail

� inluding its appliation within the TPM � by Bishop [13℄, Skempton [175℄, and de

Boer & Ehlers [18℄. The overall Cauhy stress is obtained by a summation of the partial

stresses, suh that

T = TE − P I with TE = TS
E +TF

E . (2.59)

An order-of-magnitude analysis of the frition fore divTF
E inorporated in the momentum

balane of ϕF
, in omparison to the extra momentum prodution p̂F

E, results in the

negligibility of the �uid extra stress, i. e., TF
E ≈ 0, see Hassanizadeh [96℄, Ehlers et. al

[62, 63℄, and Diebels et al. [46℄. This is a ommon assumption in hydraulis. Note in

passing that, although the �uid extra stress TF
E has been neleted, the �uid visosity

is inluded via p̂F
E also known as the e�etive drag fore. Furthermore, onerning the

inompressible �uid onstituent, it an be shown that the �uid free energy funtion is

onstant, i. e., it laks any proess variables: ψF = ψF (− ) = onst. ❀ (ψF )′F = 0, f.
Ehlers [59℄. Consequently, the internal frition in-between the porous solid skeleton and

the visous pore �uid is only overed by the momentum prodution p̂F
E . The preeding

insights then redue the entropy inequality to its �nal representation for this monograph,

viz.

TS
E ·DS − ρS(ψS)′S − p̂F

E ·wF ≥ 0 . (2.60)

The development of onstitutive equations in the framework of the TPM is based on fun-

damental priniples given by Noll [145℄, Truesdell [182℄, and Coleman & Noll [38℄. Namely,

these priniples are determinism, equipresene, loal ation, material frame indi�erene

(objetivity) and dissipation. Regarding (2.60), one an identify a set of unde�ned re-

sponse funtions R = {ψS,TS
E, p̂

E
F}. The unde�ned response funtions need onstitutive

equations (priniple of determinism) that �t the thermodynamial priniples. The prin-

iple of equipresene states that the set of independent equations must be interpreted

as funtions of a ommon set of, also independent, proess variables: R = R(V). For

the model under onsideration � an isothermal immisible aggregate onsisting of a solid

skeleton whih is fully saturated by a single visous pore �uid � the following basi set of

independent proess variables is postulated: V = {CS,wF}; thus,

{ψS,TS
E, p̂

F
E} = R{CS,wF} . (2.61)

The �nding of the proess variables will not be shown in this monograph. The reader who

is interested in more information on this topi is referred to the omprehensive works of de

Boer et. al [20℄, Ehlers [53℄, and Karajan [116℄. However, onerning ontinuum frature

mehanis, the fundamental priniples for the development of orresponding onstitutive

equations will be revisited in Setion 3.2.

By iting the priniple of phase separation from Ehlers [52℄, onstitutive assumptions are

made for the free energy funtion ψS
: the free energy funtion of the solid only depends on
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the solid deformation, viz. ψS = ψS(CS). As a onsequene, the material time derivation

of ψS
reads

(ψS)′S =
∂ψS

∂CS
· (CS)

′
S . (2.62)

Coupling (2.62) with (2.60) yields

30

the e�etive solid Cauhy stress tensor

31

as

TS
E = FS (2ρ

S ∂ψ
S

∂CS

)FT
S = 2ρS

∂ψS

∂BS

BS . (2.64)

The remainder of (2.60) represents the dissipative (irreversible) part of the entropy in-

equality. It reveals a proportionality ondition of the �uid momentum prodution to the

seepage veloity, viz.

− p̂F
E ·wF ≥ 0 ❀ p̂F

E ∝ −wF . (2.65)

2.6.2 Solid Skeleton

In the following, an isotropi, hyperelasti (Green elasti) type material model will be

assumed for the onstitutive modelling proess of the solid skeleton. The onept of

hyperelastiity implies that the e�etive stress tensor is derivable from a strain-energy

density funtion, f. Ogden [149℄. Thus, the strain-energy funtion must exhibit a po-

tential harateristi. Suh a potential strain-energy funtion is only apable to desribe

reversible proesses. This is a diret analogy to the remainder in (2.65)1, beause, in

this ontext, the remainder is solely responsible for irreversible e�ets. The strain-energy

funtion is introdued as

WS := ρS0S ψ
S . (2.66)

Therein,WS
represents the stored elasti energy per unit referene volume rather then per

unit mass (as ψS
does). As a onsequene from (2.62), the strain-energy funtion inherits

the dependeny of the right Cauhy-Green deformation tensor, ergo, WS =WS(CS). In
order to �nd a suitable energy funtion that ful�ls previously laimed restritions (material

frame indi�erene and isotropy), it is neessary to formulate the funtion with respet to

the prinipal invariants Ii and eigenvalues λi, respetively, of CS:

WS = ŴS
(Ii) = W̃

S
(λi) with i = 1, 2, 3 . (2.67)

30

Note (CS)
′
S = 2FT

SDSFS ❀ (TS
E − 2ρSFS

∂ψS

∂CS

FT
S ) = 0 for arbitrary values of the free variable DS .

31

For the sake of ompleteness, the stress tensors equivalent toTS
E , f. (2.33), read for isotropi materials

τ S

E

= 2ρS0S
∂ψS

∂BS

BS ←→ PS
E = (2ρS0S

∂ψS

∂BS

BS)F
T−1
S ←→ PS

E = FS(2ρ
S
0S

∂ψS

∂CS

)←→ SS
E = 2ρS0S

∂ψS

∂CS

.

(2.63)
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Reall that the prinipal invariants and eigenvalues of CS are idential to those of the left

solid deformation tensor BS, see (2.27).

For a sophistiated desription of the porous solid skeleton within the framework of the

TPM, a hyperelasti Ogden-type strain energy funtion will be used. However, the original

Ogden-type strain-energy funtion is not apable to aount a ompation point, see

Odgen [148℄. Thus, it is not diretly appliable to porous media. Therefore, the strain-

energy funtion WS
Ogden is extended by a volumetri term US

Eipper postulated by Eipper

[66℄ yielding to

WS
Ogden = µS

3∑

j=1

[
3∑

i=1

µ∗
j

αj

(

λ
(αj/2)
i − 1

)

− µ∗
j ln(JS)

]

+ US
Eipper(JS) with

US
Eipper =

λS

γ [γ − 1 + (1− nS
0S)

−2]

(

(JS)
γ − 1− γ ln(JS − n

S
0S

1− nS
0S

) + γ nS
0S

JS − 1

1− nS
0S

)

.

(2.68)

Herein, the solid matrix parameter µS
and λS represent the �rst and seond Lamé

32

onstants, and JS the Jaobian determinant; µ∗
j , αj , and γ represent dimensionless, real-

valued parameters that determine the nonlinearity of the funtion. The following restri-

tions for the parameters ensure the mandatory polyonvexity of (2.68):

µS, λS > 0 ,
3∑

j=1

µ∗
j ≥ 0 , µ∗

j α
∗
j > 0 , γ ≥ 1 . (2.69)

For further details on the derivation of (2.68) and its parameters (2.69), the interested

reader is referred to Eipper [66℄. With (2.68) and (2.64), the orresponding Cauhy stress

tensor yields

Cauhy stress tensor

TS
E = 2

1

JS

∂WS

∂BS

BS

=
µS

JS

3∑

j=1

3∑

i=1

µ∗
j

(

λ
(αj/2)
i − 1

)

Ni+

+
λS

γ − 1 + (1− nS
0S)

−2

(

(JS)
(γ−1) − 1

JS − nS
0S

+
nS
0S

1− nS
0S

)

I .

(2.70)

32

Gabriel Léon Jean Baptiste Lamé (1795 � 1870): Frenh mathematiian who worked on engineering

mathematis and elastiity where two elasti onstants are named after him. His own opinion was that

his general theory of urvilinear oordinates were his most important ontribution. Lamé was onsidered

the leading Frenh mathematiian of his time by many, in partiular by Carl Friedrih Gauÿ. [O'Connor

& Robertson [147℄℄
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2.6.3 Interstitial Fluid

Next, the seond onstituent of the mixture, the interstitial �uid is regarded. It is assumed

that the interstitial �uid is inompressible and visous. Sine there is no energy potential

for the �uid onstituent to be determined, only the proportionality ondition (2.65) needs

to be evaluated. By following a ommon TPM ansatz for biphasi materials, aDary

33

-like

approah is postulated for the proportionality relation between the momentum prodution

p̂F
E and the seepage veloity wF , viz.

p̂F
E = −(n

F )2 γFR

kF
wF with







Dary-like permeability

kF = kF (nS) =
γFR

µFR
KS

Eipper ,

and intrinsi permeability, f. Eipper [66℄,

KS
Eipper =

(
1− nS

1− nS
0S

)κ

KS
0S .

(2.71)

Therein, the parameter γFR = ρFR |g| represents the �uid spei� weight, and µFR > 0
the dynami �uid visosity. Furthermore, isotropi permeability is assumed. Note that,

due to the introdution of the intrinsi permeability KS
Eipper in (2.71), deformation-

dependent permeability has been introdued impliitly. This is ruial for the disus-

sion on porous media �uid �ow within the range of �nite deformations. The postulated

intrinsi permeability KS
Eipper takes the initial permeability KS

0S of the undeformed refer-

ene on�guration into aount. The nonlinearity of the deformation is governed by κ.
Obviously, the deformation-dependent permeability is deativated for κ = 0. In this ase,

the Dary-like permeability beomes the original Dary permeability oe�ient. Inser-

tion of (2.71) into (2.58)3, and afterwards into the quasi-stati �uid momentum balane

(2.53) yields the well-known Dary(-like) equation for the desription of interstitial �uid

�ow in a porous medium

interstitial �uid �ow

nFwF = − kF

γFR
(gradP − ρFRg) .

(2.72)

2.6.4 Boundary-value Problem (BVP)

The purpose of this subsetion is to motivate a set of equations that govern the presribed

ontinuum-mehanial model with fous on a numerial implementation. Therefore, the

until now �strong� formulated balane equations of the mixture need to be transferred to

a so-alled �weak� formulation. The strong (loal) formulated balane equations are valid

in an absolute sense per material point x, whereas their orrespondent weak (integral)

formulations transfer the balanes to the body B in the sense of a distribution. This is a

33

Henry Philibert Gaspard Dary (1803 � 1858): Frenh engineer who built an impressive pressurised

(only by gravity) water distribution system in Dijon following the failure of attempts. Therefore, he

developed a theory/law to desribe �ow through sands; it has sine been generalised to a variety of

situations and is in widespread use today. [Wikipedia℄
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ruial step for the investigation of arbitrary problems with numerial methods, beause

the strong formulation is too strit for a numerial approximation.

The governing equations of the biphasi model un-
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of BVP.

der onsideration, namely the overall momentum

and the overall volume balane, inorporate three

variable �eld funtions: the solid displaement ve-

tor uS, the seepage veloity vetor wF , and the

salar-valued pore �uid pressure P. By the sub-

stitution of the seepage veloity in the overall vol-

ume balane (2.51) with a suitable �lter equation,

like that given in (2.72), the number of variable

�eld funtions redues to two. Note that this is

only valid for quasi-stati proesses. The set of

primary variables then reads {uS,P}. Thus, the

overall momentum balane (2.52) responds to uS,

and the overall volume balane (2.51) diretly re-

sponds to P. The BVP is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

In a mathematial sense, Ω is the spatial domain of the body B. The surfae of the body
∂B is represented by the boundary of the domain Γ. The boundary Γ is split into

• the Dirihlet

34

boundary ΓD, orresponding diretly to the primary variables uS

and P, with essential boundary onditions (BC), and into

• the Neumann

35

boundary ΓN with natural BC.

For both governing equations, Dirihlet and Neumann BC must be de�ned. Thereby,

following restritions apply:

Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN ,

ΓD = {Γu
D,Γ

P
D} ,

ΓN = {Γt
N ,Γ

v
N} ,

∅ = Γu
D ∩ Γt

N ,

∅ = ΓP
D ∩ Γv

N .

(2.73)

These restritions state that boundary parts are not permitted on whih both, Dirihlet

and Neumann BC, for one respetive primary variable are de�ned. In ontrast, overlap-

ping BC between the two primary variables are valid. Thus, the strong form of the BVP

34

Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirihlet (1805 � 1859): German mathematiian redited with the modern

formal de�nition of a funtion. He was appointed to �ll the vaant hair of Gauÿ upon the latter's death.

Dirihlet's brain is preserved in the department of physiology at the University of Göttingen, along with

the brain of Carl Friedrih Gauÿ. [Wikipedia℄

35

Carl Gottfried Neumann (1832 � 1925): German mathematiian and physiist who made ontributions

in thermodynamis. He worked on a wide range of topis in applied mathematis suh as mathematial

physis, potential theory, and eletrodynamis. [Cheng & Cheng [37℄℄
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an be formulated as follows: �nd suitable funtions for uS(x, t) and P(x, t) suh that the

problem de�ning equations

div [(uS)
′
S

nFwF
︷ ︸︸ ︷

− kF

γFR
(gradP − ρFRg)] = 0 ,

div(TS
E − PI) + ρg = 0 ,

(2.74)

satisfy the BC with

uS = ūS , on Γu
D , P = P̄ , on ΓP

D ,

t = t̄ , on Γt
N , v = v̄ , on Γv

N .
(2.75)

In a �rst step for the derivation of the weak forms of (2.74), eah equation is multiplied

with orresponding test funtions and integrated over the domain Ω; the test funtions

{δP, δuS} weight the equations as
∫

Ω

{ [
div [(uS)

′
S −

kF

γFR
(gradP − ρFRg)]

]
δP

}
dv = 0 , ∀ δP ∈ T P ,

∫

Ω

{ [
div(TS

E − PI) + ρg
]
· δuS

}
dv = 0 , ∀ δuS ∈ T u .

(2.76)

The appliation of the produt rule and the Gaussian divergene theorem, see Setion

A.1, on (2.76) yields to the weak formulation of the BVP, viz.

weak formulation of the BVP

∫

Ω

div(uS)
′
S δP dv +

∫

Ω

kF

γFR
(grad P − ρFR g) · grad δP dv = −

∫

Γv
N

nFwF · n
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: v̄

δP da ,

∫

Ω

(TS
E − P I) · grad δuS dv −

∫

Ω

ρg · δuS dv =

∫

Γt
N

[
(TS

E − P I)n
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: t̄

· δuS da .

(2.77)

37

Ivan Grigoryevih Bubnov (1872 � 1919): Russian strutural engineer speialised in the onstrution

of ships, in partiular submarines. A main ontribution of Bubnov to the development of the FEM is

that he realised (1913) that �...extremely simple solutions an also be obtained [...℄ [by℄ substitute the

expansion [...℄ in the general di�erential expression for equilibrium, multiply the expression [...℄ and

integrate over the entire volume of the body...�. [Gander & Wanner [80℄℄

38

Boris Galerkin (1871 � 1945): Russian/Soviet mathematiian and engineer. Galerkin himself alls

the method whih arries today his name the �Ritz

36

method�. The main ontribution of Galerkin is to

realise that one does not need a minimisation priniple in order to onstrut a �nite dimensional system

following the reipe given by Ivan Grigoryevih Bubnov . [Gander & Wanner [80℄℄

39

Walther Ritz (1878 � 1909): Swiss theoretial physiist who introdued the theoretial basis for the

FEM by formulating a variational priniple on plate problems. This variational priniple is also known
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The weak formulation (2.77) is in general also known as the �method of weighted residua�

or the Bubnov

37
-Galerkin

38
method, respetively, if {uS,P} and {δuS, δP} proeed from

the same basis funtions, see Setion 4.1.

In (2.77), v̄ represents the volume e�ux of ϕF
over the boundary Γv

N(n), and t̄ represents

the external load vetor on the boundary Γt
N (n) of the aggregate ϕ. Note that the

external load vetor ats on both onstituents. This is an important property for the

diret appliation of physial meaningful BC, as no di�erentiation of the onstituents BC

is neessary. The previous onsiderations need a mathematial framework. Therefore,

ansatz spaes ontaining the ansatz funtions for {uS, P}, and test spaes ontaining the

test (weighting) funtions {δuS, δP} need to be de�ned; the test funtions are designed

to vanish on Γu
D, Γ

P
D, respetively. The ansatz and test spaes are de�ned as follows:

Au(t) =
{

uS ∈ H1(Ω)d : uS(x) = ūS(x, t) on Γu
D

}
,

AP(t) =
{

P ∈ H1(Ω) : P(x) = P̄(x, t) on ΓP
D

}
,

T u =
{
δuS ∈ H1(Ω)d : δuS(x) = 0 on Γu

D

}
,

T P =
{

δP ∈ H1(Ω) : δP(x) = 0 on ΓP
D

}
.

(2.78)

Therein, d ∈ {1, 2, 3} indiates the dimension of the problem, and H1(Ω) indiates the
Sobolev

39

spae.

Remark: Note in passing that for some problems it an be neessary to set the seepage

veloity wF expliitly as a boundary ondition. Therefore, one would not eliminate the

seepage veloity by the substitution with a �lter law. Consequently, an additional balane

equation arising from (2.72) is

nFγFR

kF
wF + gradP − ρFRg = 0 ❀

∫

Ω

{[nFγFR

kF
wF + gradP − ρFRg

]
· δwF

}
dv = 0 ,

=⇒
∫

Ω

(
nFγFR

kF
wF − ρFRg) · δwF dv −

∫

Ω

P div(δwF ) dv = −
∫

Γw
N

P n
︸︷︷︸

=: w̄F

· δwF da , (2.79)

would expand the set of weakly imposed governing equations. In (2.79), δwF denotes

the test funtion for the primary variable wF , and w̄F represents the �uid e�ux over the

boundary Γw
N ; these three quantities are introdued analogue to their vetorial ounter-

parts in the preeding paragraph. Note that this would result in the numerial disadvan-

tage of additional nodal degrees of freedom for wF . In general, it is su�ient to ompute

the seepage veloity in a post-proessing step. Obviously, as a diret onsequene to

as �Ritz' method�. [Wikipedia℄

39

Sergei Lvovih Sobolev (1908 � 1989): Soviet mathematiian, working in mathematial analysis and

partial di�erential equations. He introdued the notions that are now fundamental for several di�erent

areas of mathematis. [Wikipedia℄
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(2.79), the weak formulation of the overall volume balane (2.77)1 would yield to

∫

Ω

div(uS)
′
S δP dv −

∫

Ω

nFwF · grad δP dv = −
∫

Γv
N

v̄ δP da . (2.80)

✷



Chapter 3:

Frature Mehanis

The goal of the �rst part of this hapter is to give a brief introdution into the theoretial

aspets of frature. The seond part fouses on the orrelation of these fundamentals to

a ontinuum frature-mehanial framework. Note that the �eld of frature mehanis is

of ourse muh broader than the fundamental basi aspets disussed herein. Anyway, all

the frature ontexts applied later in this monograph base on the fundamentals that are

presented in following �rst setion. For the sake of simpliity, Setion 3.1 restrits itself

to linear elasti material behaviour for a single-phase solid body. Therein, the theory of

strong disontinuities is initially disussed by onsidering 2-d examples. This results in

foundations neessary for more general aspets in ontinuum frature mehanis. For a

irumstantial introdution into the topi of frature mehanis, the interested reader is

referred to Hahn [92℄ and Groÿ & Selig [88℄. The following ontinuum frature-mehanial

framework also allows to disuss frature mehanis ompatible with the TPM. Setion

3.2 is the basis of the subsequent disussion on the numerial methodology. For more

details on ontinuum-mehanial aspets of frature mehanis, the interested reader is

referred to, e. g., Simo et al. [172℄, and Oliver et al. [150, 151℄.

3.1 Fundamental Frature Mehanis

Within this setion, material behaviour is limited to linear elastiity within a 2-d envi-

ronment. Furthermore, the 2-d environment is simpli�ed by regarding only plain strain

assumptions. Consequently, all the examples regarded in this setion are shells of unit

thikness. In order to illustrate the fundamentals of frature mehanis straightforward,

only single-phase materials are onsidered in this setion, i. e., the notation of quantities

with a super- ( · )α or subsript ( · )α, respetively, is redundant. Only with these limi-

tations, it is possible to obtain analytial solutions for frature-mehanial problems in

losed form. The analysis of more omplex irumstanes is reliant to numerial methods,

see Setion 4.3. So, the redued formula framework used in this setion an be summarised

as

ε = 1
2

[
gradu+ (gradu)T

]
: small strain tensor ,

ε33 = 0 , σ33 6= 0 : plane strain ,

σ = 2µε+ λ(ε · I)I : Hookean law (linear stress-strain relation) .

(3.1)

In the literature, this methodology is referred to as Linear Elasti Frature Mehanis

(LEFM).

37
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3.1.1 Stress Conentration

Stress onentrations our inevitably in the presene of marosopi raks, defets or

other material �aws. Here, these marosopi defets are disussed as sharp geometrial

openings or marosopi nothes, respetively. In order to prepare a plausible desription

of stress onentration in solids, one an visualise stress trajetories (lines of fore).

Consider an in�nite retangular shell subjeted to an uniform tensile stress σ0
2; at �rst ma-

terially homogeneous, and at seond with a entral elliptial void in it. The onjuntional

visualisation of the stress trajetories shows the di�erene between the spaing of the

lines, see Figure 3.1. The loal derease in the spaing between the lines indiates a loal

inrease in stress as more lines of fore are �owing through the same area. The elliptial
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Figure 3.1: (a), (b) stress trajetories (lines of fore).

void of the depited shell in Figure 3.1(b) is now assumed to have the major axis 2s and
the minor axis 2b, see Figure 3.2(a). As far as the author of this monograph is aware, this

problem was �rst treated in Inglis [108℄. The following disussion is meant to outline the

derivation of a formulation that is apable to desribe suh stress onentrations. For a

irumstantial re�etion on this topi the interested reader is referred to, e. g., Hahn [92℄,

Groÿ & Selig [88℄, and Gürses [89℄. Inglis used a spei� urvilinear, elliptial oordinate
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Figure 3.2: (a) in�nite shell of unit thikness, (b) elliptial oordinate system.

system, see Figure 3.2(b), to transfer artesian stress oe�ients σij (i, j = {1, 2}) into
elliptial stress oe�ients σαβ . Following relations hold between the artesian and the
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elliptial oordinate system:

x1 = c oshα os β and x2 = c sinhα sinβ with c2 =
x21

osh

2α
+

x22
sinh

2α
. (3.2)

The elliptial oordinate system represents an ellipse for eah value of α. By an eligible

hoie of the onstant c, it is possible to desribe very sharp ellipses. These sharp, slit-like

ellipses an be utilised to represent marosopi nothes. With this, the stress omponent

σββ at the surfae of suh a sharp elliptial void, where σαα = 0, an be obtained as

σββ = σ0
2

sinh 2α− 1 + e2α os 2β

osh 2α− os 2β
. (3.3)

Note that this formula is the �nal result of the appliation of a series of speial om-

plex potentials suggested by Inglis. For β = {0, π}, σββ gets maximal. As a geomet-

ri onsequene, this stress omponent then equals the artesian stress omponent in

x2 diretion, i. e., σββ = σ22. Regarding the relations c2 = s2 − b2, sinh 2α = 2 sb
c2
,

e2α = osh 2α+ sinh 2α, and osh 2α = (s+b)2

c2
from the transition of the oordinate system

(3.2), the onlusion of the stress onentration at the tip (x1 = a, x2 = 0) of the elliptial
void reads

σ22(x1 = s, x2 = 0) = σ0
2

(

1 + 2
s

b

)

. (3.4)

One an see that the stress onentration beomes unbounded, i. e., σ22 → ∞, for an

elongation of the ellipse in x2 diretion
s
b
→∞. An alternative representation of (3.4), in

terms of the radius of urvature

1 r′ at the diret tip of the ellipse, yields

σ22(x1 = s, x2 = 0) = σ0
2

(

1 + 2

√
s

r′

)

with r′(x1 = s, x2 = 0) =
b2

s
. (3.5)

These last two representations of the stress onentration at the tip, (3.4) and (3.5), �nally

allow for sharp, slit-like ellipses (

s
b
≫ 1) an approximation, viz.

σ22 ≈ 2 σ0
2

s

b
≈ 2 σ0

2

√
s

r′
. (3.6)

The most important insight of (3.6) is the fat that, within the given ontext, the stress

onentration depends on the shape of the void rather than on its size. Note that herein

the harater of the stress intensity fator relation an already be identi�ed, see Setion

3.1.2.

1

For a 2-d urve, given parametrially in artesian oordinates x2(ℓ) = (x1(ℓ), x2(ℓ)), the urvature is

r′ =

∣
∣
∣
∂x1

∂ℓ
∂2x2

∂ℓ2
− ∂x2

∂ℓ
∂2x1

∂ℓ2

∣
∣
∣

3

√

(∂x1

∂ℓ
)2 + (∂x2

∂ℓ
)2

.
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3.1.2 Singular Stress Fields

With the aim of an elasti analysis, a marosopi rak is viewed as a plane separation

loated inside the material. The form of its two ends (rak tips) are regarded, in anal-

ogy to Setion 3.1.1, as elliptial urves. Irwin [111℄ lassi�ed raks aording to the

kinematially independent motions of the upper and lower surfaes of the rak relatively

to eah other, see Figure 3.3(a). At present, this lassi�ation is generally aepted and

denoted as modes I, II, III. In Figure 3.3(a), the jump braket [[ui]] has been employed
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Figure 3.3: (a) displaement/rak modes, (b) polar oordinate system.

to denote the di�erene of the displaement omponents evaluated at both faes of the

rak. This jump braket notation will be ontinuously applied on all jump quantities

that our on this monograph, see (3.37). Eah motion of the rak surfaes relatively

to eah other an be assoiated with orresponding stress and strain �elds in the near

viinity of the edges. Stress and strain �elds at the viinity of edges of elliptial voids

have been investigated early by Westergaard [191℄. However, as far as the author of this

monograph is aware, the general appliability of singular stress �elds in the presene of

raks was �rst reognised by Irwin [110℄; a nie omplementary overview of his ontribu-

tion to the �eld of frature mehanis an be found in Yarema [195℄. Continuing from the

insight of (3.6), Irwin introdued the onept of stress intensity fators

2

(SIF). SIF are

parameters that amplify the magnitude of the applied stress. Quantities assigned to the

three rak modes are denoted by the orresponding sub- or supersript, respetively, I,
II, and III. With respet to SIF, the stress �elds around the viinity of a rak tip are

2

Initially, working on hot strething of Polymethylmetharylat (PMMA) led Kies [118℄, a ollaborator

of Irwin, to observe that the ritial stress for a given rak size depended only on the PMMA frature

energy and on the PMMA elasti modulus, ergo, two material parameters. Irwin then, working on stress

�elds at the rak tip, introdued the stress intensity fator K whih he named in honour of Kies, f.

Cotterell [39℄.
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given as

σI(r, ϕ) =
KI√
2πr

f I(ϕ) , σII(r, ϕ) =
KII√
2πr

f II(ϕ) and σIII(r, ϕ) =
KIII√
2πr

f III(ϕ) .

(3.7)

Therein, the stress �eld is expressed in terms of a polar oordinate system around the

rak tip, see Figure 3.3(b). The dimension of Ki (i = I, II, III) is that of the produt
of stress times the square root of length. The dimensionless funtions f i only depends

on spatial oordinates. They determine the distribution of the stress �eld. Due to the

restrition of this setion to linear elastiity, the stress �eld of a general ase of loading

an be omputed additively as σ = σI + σII + σIII
. The SIF do not only depend on

the applied load but also on the problem geometry. They an be found as a result of the

following limit transitions:

KI =
√
2π lim

r→0

√
r σ0

2 , KII =
√
2π lim

r→0

√
r σ0

1 and KIII =
√
2π lim

r→0

√
r σ0

3 . (3.8)

Numerous publiations ommitted solutions of SIF, eah solution depending on espeially

de�ned boundary onditions, e. g., Rooke [161℄, andWu [194℄. As an example, the SIF � in

referene to Figure 3.2(a) � of an in�nite shell with a sharp rak of length 2s, subjeted to

remote tensile stress σ0
2, see Figure 3.4(a), is given in (3.9). The orresponding stress �eld

in polar oordinates for the given SIF follows in (3.10). As it is neessary for subsequent

appliations, the assoiated priniple stress and displaement �elds are given in (3.11) and

(3.12), respetively. In the latter, κ represents a material parameter whih is for plain

strain problems κ = 3 − 4 ν. It is a ommon hallenge to ompute SIF numerially for

arbitrary boundary onditions. This problem will be addressed in Setion 4.3.

3.1.3 Energeti Approah to Frature Mehanis

Alternatively to the previously disussed stress onentrations and the therefrom origi-

nated singular stress �elds, one an also apply an energeti approah to address singular

problems in frature mehanis. In this ontext, the Gri�th

3

theory has proven its

general appliability for elasti

4

brittle materials. Gri�th's theory is in general aknowl-

edged as the origin of ontinuum frature mehanis. The theory is based on a variation

of energy during rak propagation. Gri�th [86℄ stated that solids have a surfae energy

whih must be ompensated for a given rak to propagate. Furthermore, the surfae en-

ergy of a solid is stated to exhibit a potential harateristi, analogue to, e. g., the surfae

3

Alan Arnold Gri�th (1893 � 1963): English engineer who is best known for his work on stress and

frature in metals that is now known as metal fatigue. He was also one of the �rst to develop, in 1926, a

strong theoretial basis for the jet engine. [Wikipedia℄

4

Note in passing that Gri�th's theory, see (3.20)3 and (3.21), has also been extended to aount for

limited plasti material behaviour enountered around the rak tip, viz. G = 2(γ + γp). Therein, γp
represents the plasti dissipation per unit area of surfae reated. This extension has been independently

proposed by Irwin [109℄ and Orowan [152℄ at about the same time, f. Gürses [89℄.
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Figure 3.4: (a) in�nite shell with a sharp rak of length 2s subjeted to remote stress σ02 and (b)

the orresponding SIF, stress �elds, prinipal stress �elds and displaement �elds.

tension of �uids. Therefore, the �rst law of thermodynamis (here, onservation of only

mehanial energy) is extended by a rak surfae energy ontribution UΓ as

U = Uint + Uext
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Upot

+UΓ with







U : total system energy ,

Uint : total elasti strain energy (internal) ,

Uext : external load energy potential ,

UΓ : surfae energy of rak propagation ,

Upot : total potential energy of the system .

(3.13)

Therein, the basi idea is that during rak propagation elasti strain energy is �unleashed�

and the solid surfae energy inreases. The latter energy inrease results from the surfae

energy of additional rak surfaes. As a onsequene, the total potential energy Upot of

a raked solid is always less than that of an unraked solid. The energy approah an

be presented best by realling the foregoing example of an in�nite shell of unit thikness,

see Figure 3.4(a). Therefore, the derivation of the total system energy (3.13) with respet

to the rak propagation length ds is proposed5 as

dU

ds
=

dUint

ds
+

dUext

ds
+

dUΓ

ds
= 0 . (3.14)

5

Atually, Gri�th examined energeti instability riteria of rak growth, i. e., he onsidered

dU
ds ≤ 0.

However, for the following disussion on ontinuum frature mehanis, the onsideration of only the

ritial ondition

dU
ds = 0 is su�ient.
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Gri�th [87℄ used the stress analysis that was developed by Inglis [108℄, reall Setion

3.1.1, to show that the hange of the strain energy due to a sharp rak is for the given

example

△Uint(s) =
π(σ0

2 s)
2

E ′
with E ′ =

E

1− ν2 (plane strain) . (3.15)

For (3.15), E and ν denote well-known material parameters, Young 's

6

modulus and

Poisson's

7

ratio. The total elasti strain energy Uint is the sum of the initial strain

energy of the unraked shell U
0
int, and the hange of the strain energy △Uint, viz.

Uint(s) = U
0
int + △Uint(s). Note that the initial strain energy of the unraked shell

is obviously independent of the rak length 2s. For linear elasti materials, it is possible

to express the work done by the external load as

Uext(s) = −2Uint(s) . (3.16)

This relation is based on Clapeyron's

8

theorem, f. Fosdik & Truskinovsky [75℄. The

elasti surfae area UΓ an be obtained by the introdution of the surfae energy per unit

area γ, viz.

UΓ(s) = 2(2sγ) . (3.17)

Note that γ is a measurable material parameter, representing the surfae energy per unit

area. The fator 2 in (3.17) omes from the two faes of the rak. Consequently, the

total system energy reads

U(s) = −U0
int −△Uint(s) + 4sγ ❀

dU

ds
= −2π(σ

0
2)

2s

E ′
+ 4γ = 0 . (3.18)

With this, a ritial value for the remote tensile stress σcrit
2 , or for the half �aw size scrit

(note that the total ritial rak length is 2scrit ), respetively, an be de�ned for whih

the rak propagates:

σcrit
2 =

√

2E ′γ

πs
or scrit =

2E ′γ

π(σ0
2)

2
. (3.19)

These results are of signi�ant importane: ritial values an now be determined experi-

mentally beause they only depend on material parameters. This leads to a new argument

6

Thomas Young (1773 � 1829): English polymath who made notable ontributions to the �elds of

vision, light, solid mehanis, energy, physiology, language, musial harmony and Egyptology. In Young 's

own judgement, his most important ahievement was to establish the wave theory of light. [Wikipedia℄

7

Siméon Denis Poisson (1781 � 1840): Frenh mathematiian, geometer, and physiist. Several math-

ematial onepts are named after him, e. g., the well-known �Poisson equation�. He published over 300

sienti� ontributions. [Wikipedia℄

8

Benoît Paul Émile Clapeyron (1799 � 1864): Frenh engineer and physiist, one of the founders of

thermodynamis. He further developed the idea of a reversible proess and made substantive extensions

of Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius' work, known as the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. In ivil engineering

and strutural analysis, Clapeyron's theorem of three moments is very well known. [Wikipedia℄
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that rak propagation an our when the energy supplied to the solid exeeds a ritial

value. This is a ruial advantage over the approah of rak propagation for ritial stress

values related to single points, beause, in a mathematial sense, singular stress �elds at

the tip of a sharp rak always our, no matter how small the applied external stress is.

Hene, it is possible to say that the SIF are loal parameters while the energy release rate

desribes a global relation.

In 1957, Irwin [110℄ reformulated the energeti approah of the Gri�th theory into a

more suitable form for engineering appliations. Realling (3.13), (3.14), and (3.18), the

di�erene of the total system energy between the state of a �xed rak (length 2s) and
the state of an elongated (on both ends by ds) rak yields

[
Uint(2s) + Uext(2s)

]
−
[
Uint(2s+ 2ds) + Uext(2a+ 2ds)

]
= 4γds ,

−
[ dUint + dUext

ds

]
= 4γ ,

−2π(σ
0
2)

2s

E ′
= 4γ .

(3.20)

The left hand side of (3.20) is designated to yield to the energy release rate. It repre-

sents the elasti energy per unit rak surfae area that is available for in�nitesimal rak

propagation. The right hand side of (3.20) represents the material resistane to rak

propagation. The original de�nition

9

of the energy release rate reads

G := −1
2

[ dUint + dUext

ds

]
=
π(σ0

2)
2s

E ′
. (3.21)

The fator

1
2
in (3.21) arises from the symmetry of the partiular example, see Figure

3.4(a), where the rak extension takes plae at both ends of the rak. With (3.21)
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9

Note in passing that Irwin used the term �rak extension fore� in analogy to a fore on a disloation

and hosed the letter G in honour of Gri�th; nowadays a Roman letter G is aeptable, f. Cotterell [39℄.
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it is possible to show that the energeti approah to frature mehanis is essentially

equivalent to the approah with singular stress �eld parameters (SIF) for linear elasti

material behaviour. This relation will be derived regarding a pure Mode I example, again,

analogue to the foregoing example depited in Figure 3.4(a). Although the relation will

be derived with respet to a spei� example, it is a general relationship that applies

also to other on�gurations. In the given example, virtual tration fores σ22 = σ22(x1)
are applied to a small virtual rak extension △s in x1-diretion suh that the rak

u2 = u2(x1) is losed in that region, see Figure 3.5. The orresponding

10

work △W of the

rak losure problem in the near distane of the rak tip reads

△W =

△s∫

0

σ22 u2 dx1 ❀ lim
△s→0

(
△W
△s )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= G

= lim
△s→0

[ 1

△s

△s∫

0

σ22 u2 dx1
]
. (3.22)

Therein, Irwin's

11

rak losure integral (3.22)2 relates the global energy release rate G to

the loal rak tip stress and displaement �elds for a small rak extension △s, f. Irwin
[110℄. This is diretly related to (3.21). The displaement u2 and the stress funtion σ22
for the rak losure problem (3.22) follow from (3.11) and (3.12), respetively, by setting

ϕ and r aording to Figure 3.5:

u2(r = △s− x1, ϕ = π) =
κ+ 1

2µ
KI(s+△s)

√

△s− x1
2π

,

σ22(r = x1, ϕ = 0) =
KI(s)√
2πx1

.

(3.23)

In (3.23)1, KI(s+△s) represents the SIF of the original rak tip with the rak length

s+△s before the losing, whereas in (3.23)2, KI(s) represents the SIF after the losing.

Insertion of (3.23) in (3.22)2 yields to the equivalene of the energy release rate and

SIF, viz.

GI =
κ+ 1

4µ π
K2

I lim
△s→0

[ 1

△s

= △s π
2

︷ ︸︸ ︷
△s∫

0

√

△s− x1
x1

dx1
]
,

❀ GI =
κ+ 1

8µ
K2

I =
K2

I

E ′
(Mode I) .

(3.24)

10

It is ruial to note that here only one side of the rak extension is inluded into the work integral.

Other ontributions may inlude both sides of the rak extension into the work integral but then have

to add the fator

1
2 , orresponding to the original de�nition of the energy release rate (3.21).

11

George Rankin Irwin (1907 � 1998): Amerian sientist in the �eld of frature mehanis and strength

of materials. He de�ned the fundamental onept of a stress intensity fator and the ritial stress intensity

fator whih is a material property. [Wikipedia℄
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The subsript ( · )I of the energy release rate denotes its Mode I relation. The equiva-

lene of the energy release rate and the SIF for Mode II and Mode III raks follows

analogously to the preeding derivation, viz.

GII =
K2

II

E ′
(Mode II) and GIII =

K2
III

2µ
(Mode III) . (3.25)

For a general mixed mode rak extension, the energy release rates of the orresponding

modes an be superposed, yielding

G =
K2

I

E ′
+
K2

II

E ′
+
K2

III

2µ
. (3.26)

3.1.4 J-integral

Until know, only elasti material behaviour has been onsidered. Obviously, this does not

represent real material behaviour. Therefore, espeially with fous on the development

of a ontinuum frature-mehanial framework, inelasti material behaviour needs to be

onsidered. A further step towards the development of suh a framework is the introdu-

tion of the Rie integral, also well known as the J -integral, f. Rie [159℄. Initially, the

onept of the J-integral has been already introdued in 1951 by Eshelby [72℄ before it

was applied to 2-d noth problems by Rie. The J-integral exhibits the advantage of its
appliability to inelasti frature mehanis. With it, the validity of the previously intro-

dued SIF and the energy release rate an be extended towards materials with moderate

inelasti proess zones. A ruial attribute of the J-integral is that it is in general path

independent. It will be introdued while onsidering a linear elasti homogeneous solid

body B, see Figure 3.6. Note that here, in ontrast to the other setions in this fundamen-

tal frature mehanis hapter, a 3-d setting will be used. The di�erene between a 2-d

and a 3-d setting is for this partiular disussion negligible. However, the later following

appliation of the J-integral will bene�t from the setting hosen here.
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Let the body B partially oupy the domain Ω. The surfae ∂Ω of the domain onsists of

two parts, Γ1 and Γ2. The body itself ends inside the domain at the disontinuity surfae
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Γd(n); the orresponding surfae normal vetor is represented by n. Consequently, there

is no material inside the opposing part of the domain. Furthermore, let the surfae tension

vetor t = σ n at on the surfae Γd. By applying a shift (onstant translation) ds of the
surfae Γd, the system energy hanges by dU. The shift is onsidered as a �withdrawing�

or �adding�, respetively, of material. As a result, the system energy hange onsists of

the strain (internal) energy density W(σ, ε), stored in the strip ds, and the external load

energy dUext, viz.

dUint =

∫

Γd

(W n · ds) da with W =

ε∫

0

σ · dε =
1

2
σ · ε ,

dUext = −
∫

Γd

[
W̌ − Ŵ

]
da with







W̌ = t · u(x+ ds) ,

= t ·
[
u(x) +H ds

︸︷︷︸

=: v̌

]
,

H = gradu(x) ,

Ŵ = t · u(x) ,
= −

∫

Γd

(HTσ n · ds) da ,

❀ dU = dUint + dUext =

∫

Γd

[
(W I−HTσ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: E

n · ds
]
da . (3.27)

This derivation of the � based on a material shift � system energy hange reveals the

diret relation to the Eshelby

12

stress tensor E . The Eshelby stress tensor is a ruial

quantity within the theory of on�gurational (material) fores. Eshelby [72℄ proposed

the onept of on�gurational fores in 1951, whih orrelates with the onept of the J-
integral. Con�gurational fores represent fores that at on imperfetions or singularities,

respetively. The basis of the theory of on�gurational fores is the evaluation of the

balane equation divE + f = 0; see Setion B.3 for a detailed derivation of this balane

equation. Based on this, the surfae integral in (3.27) an be rewritten into a volume

integral, thus yielding to

∫

ΓD

(E n · ds) da = (

∫

ΓD

E da) · ds ❀
∫

Ω∗

divE dv with ∂Ω∗
: losed surfae . (3.28)

Note in passing that this only holds if E = ET
. It an be shown that the divergene of E

vanishes independently of the domain Ω∗
, under the assumptions of a homogeneous (no

12

John Douglas Eshelby (1916 � 1981): English physiist who gained most of his knowledge through

self-study. His work on defet mehanis and miromehanis of inhomogeneous solids has provided

the basis of the theory of on�gurational (material) fores. He had a broad sienti� interest with an

enylopædi general knowledge, inter alia, through his passionate interest in seondhand books. [Bilby

[11℄℄
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singularities, nor disontinuities), elasti material with the strain energy density (W =
W(ε)) and the absene of body fores (divσ = 0), viz.

divE = div

[
W I−HTσ

]
= ∇(1

2
σ · ε)− div (HTσ) with ∇( · ) = grad ( · ) ,

= (∇1

2
σ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 0

)
13

T εT + (∇ε)
13

T (
1

2
σT )−

[
(∇HT )σ +HT

divσ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 0

]
,

with σ = σT , and ∇ε = (∇ε)
23

T , follows (∇ε)
13

T (
1

2
σT ) = (∇HT )σ ,

= 0

(3.29)

For an index-based notation of the derivation (3.29), the interested reader is referred

to Eriksson [71℄, and Huber et al. [107℄. Consequently, the integral (3.28)3 is domain

independent. This property allows the onstrution of other forms of domain or path

independent integrals by using transformations of (3.29). Let

∫

Ω∗( · ) dv =

∫

Γ1
( · )da +

∫

ΓD
( · )da be the integral over the losed surfae of the body B. Beause the integral of

the Eshelby stress tensor vanishes, the identity

∫

Γ1
( · )da = −

∫

ΓD
( · )da holds. Further,

let

∫

∂Ω
( · ) dv =

∫

Γ1
( · )da +

∫

Γ2
( · )da be the integral over the overall domain Ω. Beause

the surfae Γ2 surrounds a void, the previous insights yield to the formal introdution of

the J-integral in a vetorial notation, namely j, viz.

dU =

∫

ΓD

E da · ds = −
∫

∂Ω

E da · ds = −j · ds with j :=

∫

∂Ω

E da . (3.30)

In order to transfer the vetorial notation of the J-integral
into the previously used 2-d example framework, the surfae

Γ2 is onsidered as to be �fold up� around a noth, see Figure

3.7. Let the shift ds only take plae in e1-diretion. Thus,

the J-integral vetor an be redued to:

J =

∫

∂Ω

E da · e1 , =

∫

C

[
W n · e1 −HTσ n · e1

]
dc ,

=

∫

C

[
W n1 −

∂u

∂x1
· t
]
dc .

(3.31)
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Note in passing that this is also the original de�nition of the J-integral by Rie [159℄.

Therein, the surfae integration over ∂Ω orresponds, for a 2-d setting, to a line integral
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∫

C
( · )dc. The orientation of the line integral is ounterlokwise. With (3.31), the relation

of the J-integral to the preeding energy release (3.21) rate beomes obvious, viz.

− dU

ds
=

∫

C

[
W n1 −

∂ui
∂x1

σiℓnℓ

]
dc with ds = ds · e1 ❀ J = G(I) =

K2
I

E ′
(Mode I) .

(3.32)

It is also possible to apply the onept of the J-integral to mixed mode raks, e. g.,

J = 1
E′ (K

2
I + K2

II) +
1
2µ
K2

III . Furthermore, it is of pratial signi�ane that this ap-

proah an be also applied to elasti-plasti rak problems. This is possible due to the

aforementioned integration path independeny of (3.31), f. Rie [159℄.

3.1.5 Cohesive Frature Theory

In Setion 3.1.1, the disussion on sharp openings in linear elasti materials revealed

stress singularities near the tip (r → 0 ❀ σ → ∞). This of ourse does not represent

real material behaviour. Instead, even elasti materials exhibit inelasti, even though

small, proess zones in the near viinity of sharp openings. These zones limit the stress

response and prevent it from being in�nite. Only on this basis of �nite stresses, the

di�erential equations of equilibrium and boundary onditions postulated in Setion 2.5

an be satis�ed. In the framework of the LEFM, the size of the inelasti zone in front

of an opening is assumed to be small ompared to the sizes of both, the length of the

opening 2s, and the K-dominant region rK . These preliminaries are referred to as small

sale yielding. Note that beause the material is assumed to be elasti, exept in the

small inelasti region around the frature tip, the propagation of the opening an still be

treated as non-dutile frature. A �rst approximation for the estimation of the size of the

proess zone goes bak to Irwin [111℄. His approximation is based on the substitution of

a pure elasti stress distribution by an elasto-plasti stress distribution, see Figure 3.8(a).

For the omputation of the pure elasti stress distribution reall (3.11). The elasto-plasti

stress distribution is assumed to be onstant inside the plasti zone. Its elasti remain is

given by a shift of the pure elasti stress distribution with ℓa. The length r
I
p of the plasti

zone follows the onstraint that both resulting fores must be idential inside the plasti

zone, viz.

ℓa+ℓb∫

0

KI√
2πr

dr = σy
2 (ℓa + ℓb)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2rI

p

❀ 2rI

p =
1

π

(
KI

σy
2

)2

. (3.33)

Note that the length of the plasti zone is denoted as 2rI
p ; this is a ommon notation.

This follows the assumption of a irular plasti zone around the rak tip, seeWells [188℄.

The estimation of the shape of the plasti proess zone is in general non-trivial. For

a rough impression of the shape of the plasti proess zone it is possible to visualise the

ontour of the area for whih the elasti stress distribution �eld satis�es a yield funtion.

Inserting the priniple stress �eld (3.11) into the irular von Mises yield funtion, see
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(B.10), yields to the ontour funtion of the plasti zone by

rp =
K2

I

2πσy
2

os

2ϕ

2

(

3 sin2
ϕ

2
+ 1
)

. (3.34)

The material harater in this zone is assumed to be ideally plasti. In order to visualise

a qualitative omparison, the two plasti zones of the yield funtions of Tresa

13

, see

(3.35), and of Ehlers, see (B.16), are added to Figure 3.8(b). Reall, this visualisation of

the plasti zones is limited to the framework of small sale yielding.

For inreasing plasti zones the LEFM annot be applied any more. Instead, alternative

approahes need to be spei�ed to take the plasti material behaviour into aount. In slim

shells of dutile materials, tongue-like plasti zones in front of rak tips an be observed,

see Figure 3.9(a). On this basis, Dugdale

14

[49℄ proposed an elasti-plasti model, known

as the yield strip model. Therein, ideal elasto-plasti material behaviour is assumed to

onentrate in a line in front of the rak. The physial rak length s0 is then virtually

13

Henri Édouard Tresa (1814 � 1885): Frenh engineer who is probably best known for the Tresa

riterion of material failure whih, in terms of the deviatori prinipal stresses σD
{1,2,3}, reads

F = [(σD
1 − σD

2 )2 − 4κ2] [(σD
2 − σD

3 )2 − 4κ2] [(σD
3 − σD

1 )2 − 4κ2] = 0 . (3.35)

His reputation as an engineer was so good that Gustave Ei�el put his name on number 3 in his list of

72 people making the Ei�el tower in Paris possible. Tresa was also involved in the design proess of the

standard metre etalon. [Wikipedia℄

14

Donald Stephen Dugdale (1930 � 2005): Professor of the Department of Mehanial and Proess

Engineering (University of She�eld, U.K.) who dediated his sienti� �eld of work to frature mehanis.
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Figure 3.9: (a) tongue-like plasti zone in front of a rak tip, (b) elasti-plasti model

after Dugdale, () non-linear ohesive stress funtion after Barenblatt.

extended on this line by dD
p = 2rD

p , resulting in a new rak length s = s0 + 2rD
p . On

both sides of this virtual extension of the rak surfae, the yield stress σy
2 is applied, see

Figure 3.9(b). The solution for this method an be found by a superposition of two elasti

sub-problems, see Figure 3.10. Consequently, the stress singularity and the SIF vanish

at the rak tip of the virtual extension, i. e., the end of the plasti zone. With this, the

LEFM regains its validity for eah of the elasti sub-problems and the former disussed

SIF an be applied again. The length of the plasti zone an be found as

2rD

p =
π

8

(
KI

σy
2

)2

. (3.36)

The separation of the upper and lower side of the virtually extended rak line is denoted

as δc = δc(x1), with δc(x1 = s) = 0, see Figure 3.9(b). It is a measure of the state of

deformation and a ommon frature parameter for the rak tip δc(x1 = s0) = δcritc . It has

been proposed as the rak tip opening displaement (CTOD) parameter by Wells

[188℄.
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Figure 3.10: Superposition of two pure elasti sub-problems to gain an elasto-plasti model

after Dugdale.

Alternatively to the elasto-plasti model from Dugdale, Barenblatt [7℄ proposed an ap-

parently similar model. It is often referred to as the ohesive frature theory. The

basis of the ohesive frature theory is the same as for the yield strip model. The only

di�erene between these ontributions lies in the yield stress distribution over the virtual
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elongation of the rak surfae. In Barenblatt's proposal, the frature proess at the rak

tip is spei�ed by a non-linear ohesive stress funtion σc(x), see Figure 3.9(). This non-
linear ohesive stress funtion onstitutes the interatomi fores in the ohesive zone. The

solution of this model is highly dependent on the hoie of the ohesive stress funtion.

The problem is usually approahed numerially, as a general analytial solution is not

available.

3.2 Continuum Frature Mehanis

In order to formulate frature mehanis within a ontinuum-mehanial framework, some

kinematial aspets, analogue to Setion 2.3, need to be disussed. The following setion

adopts the pioneering work of Simo et al. [172℄, on strong disontinuities in ontinuum

mehanis, and later ontributions to this topi by Oliver et al. [150, 151℄. These fun-

damentals are herein extended towards the TPM. This monograph assumes that strong

disontinuities (jumps) only our in the displaement �eld of the solid phase ϕS
.

3.2.1 Strong Disontinuity Kinematis

For the fundamentals of strong disontinuity kinematis, let S0(XS, t0) be the mate-

rial (�xed) surfae of a disontinuity through the solid phase ϕS
at time t0. Furthermore,

let S0 interset the body B0 in the referene on�guration as pitured in Figure 3.11. The

body B and the body parts {B+,B−} are assumed to be, at any time t, enased in a �uid;

this surrounding �uid is assumed to be idential to the interstitial �uid phase ϕF
. Note

that in the following all jump

15

-related values on the disontinuity surfae are denoted as

[[ · ]], and onsist of a �left� ( · )+ and a �right� side ( · )−. The two body parts B+
0 and B−

0

are assumed to be perfetly onneted to eah other in the referene on�guration as

B0 = B+
0 ∪ B−

0 with







S(B0) = ∂B+
0 ∪ ∂B−

0 : overall body surfae,

S(B+
0 ) = ∂B+

0 ∪ S+
0 : �left� body surfae,

S(B−
0 ) = ∂B−

0 ∪ S−
0 : �right� body surfae.

(3.38)

Therein, S+
0 and S−

0 denote the two sides of the material surfae S0. The orresponding

surfae normal vetor mS
S and the surfae inrement dAS

S are implied by

S0 | dAS

S = mS

S dAS

S with







S+
0 | dAS,+

S ≡ dAS
S ,

S−
0 | dAS,−

S := −mS
S dAS

S .
(3.39)

15

In this monograph, the general de�nition for jump quantities over a singular surfae S(nS daS) reads:

[[( · )(x, t)]] := ( · )+ − ( · )− = lim
ε→0

{
( · )(x0 + εnS)− ( · )(x0 − εnS)

}
. (3.37)
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2.3.

Thus, let the solid motion funtion χS onsists of two parts, eah of it ontinuous for all

related material points XS, viz.

χS =

{

χ+
S (XS, t) : B+

0 → B+(t) ∀ XS ∈ B+
0 ,

χ−
S (XS, t) : B−

0 → B−(t) ∀ XS ∈ B−
0 .

(3.40)

Remark: Due to the limitation of strong disontinuities only ourring in the displae-

ment �eld of the solid phase, the �uid motion funtion χF : B0 → B(t) ∀ XF ∈ B0 is

virtually una�eted if the surfaes of the disontinuity, S+
and S−

, are fully permeable.

Nevertheless, the opening or hange, respetively, of the body B0 → B(t) = B0 + BS(t)
must not be negleted. This will be taken into aount in the suessive disussion on

balane relations for the fratured body. ✷

The two �eld harateristi of (3.40) leads to a weak disontinuity, i. e., a kink, in the solid

motion funtion χS. As a onsequene, the deformation gradient, its determinant, the

displaement �eld, and all related strain and stress measures an be strongly disontinuous

over S0. Hene, the deformation quantities

FS =

{

F+
S ∀ XS ∈ B+

0 ,

F−
S ∀ XS ∈ B−

0 ,
JS =

{

J+
S ∀ XS ∈ B+

0 ,

J−
S ∀ XS ∈ B−

0 ,
(3.41)

are de�ned separately for both parts of the body. Regarding the solid displaement �eld

on the disontinuity surfae S0, see Figure 3.11, the orresponding jump an be identi�ed

as

[[uS]] = [[uS ]](XS, t) := u+
S − u−

S ∀ XS ∈ S0 . (3.42)
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By introduing an enrihment fator ψ(XS) as a step funtion, the displaement �eld

funtion uS an be omposed by a ontinuous and a disontinuous part; the latter one

implying the displaement jump:

uS = uS(XS, t) = ũS(XS, t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ontinuous

+ ψ(XS)[[uS ]]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

disontinuous

. (3.43)

Note in passing that this is also the very basi priniple of the extended Finite-Element

Method (XFEM), see Setion 4.3. In this ontext, the following two step funtions are

legitimate enrihments for strong disontinuities

16

:

ψ1(XS) = H (XS) =







1 ∀ XS ∈ B+
0 ,

0 ∀ XS ∈ S0 ,

0 ∀ XS ∈ B−
0 ;

1 ∀ XS ∈ B+
0 ,

0 ∀ XS ∈ S0 ,

−1 ∀ XS ∈ B−
0 .







= sign(XS) = ψ2(XS)

(3.44)

Within this monograph, the �rst variant ψ1(XS) ontaining the unmodi�ed Heaviside-

funtion H (XS) is hosen as the enrihment for the displaement �eld, see Figure 3.12(a).

With it, the material derivative of the displaement �eld arises as

GradSuS =
∂uS

∂XS
= GradSũS + H

∂[[uS ]]

∂XS
︸ ︷︷ ︸

regular := ▽S
−
uS

+ δS([[uS]]⊗mS

S)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

singular := ▽S
=
uS

. (3.45)

Consequently, the solid deformation gradient FS = I + GradSuS inherits the singular

harater of (3.45). The derivation of H (XS) results in the singular Dira

17

-Delta δS
with the properties

δS = δS(XS) =

{

+∞ ∀ XS ∈ S0 ,

0 ∀ XS ∈ B+
0 ∪ B−

0

with

∫

B+

0 ∪B−

0

δSf(XS) dVS =

∫

S0

f(XS

S) dA
S

S .

(3.46)

The singular part of (3.45) does not ontribute for material points loated beside the

disontinuity surfae, but adds unbounded values for points loated on the surfae itself,

see Figure 3.12(b). Obviously, the surfae of the disontinuity hanges together with the

surrounding body over time; so does the re�etion of the normal vetor mS
S in the atual

16

Weak disontinuities (kinks) in ontinuum �eld funtions an be represented by, e. g., the abs-funtion

as an enrihment: ψA(XS) = abs(φ(XS)) = |φ(XS)|.
17

Paul Adrien Maurie Dira (1902 � 1984): English theoretial physiist who made fundamental on-

tributions to the early development of both quantum mehanis and quantum eletrodynamis. Among

other disoveries, he formulated the Dira equation and predited the existene of antimatter. Dira

shared the Nobel Prie in physis for 1933 with Erwin Shrödinger. [Wikipedia℄
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tion.

on�guration. Applying a push-forward transport (2.20)1 to the surfae inrement of the

disontinuity yields

da∗ = detFS F
T−1
S dAS

S ❀ n∗ = JS F
T−1
S mS

S

dAS

S

da∗
with da∗ = n∗ da∗ . (3.47)

This represents the transport mehanism of the disontinuity surfae normal vetor into

the atual on�guration, mS
S → n∗(t). Beause of the singular harateristi of the de-

formation gradient (3.41)1, the normal vetor n∗
is not well-de�ned and an be either

nS,+
or nS,−

, see Figure 3.11. One possible solution for this problem is the regularisation

of ▽S
=
uS by introduing a disontinuity band instead of a sharp disontinuity surfae.

Another ansatz to avoid singular deformation funtions has been disussed in Armero

& Garikipati [5℄, and Steinmann & Betsh [176℄. Therein, the jump in the deformation

map is restrited to be spatially onstant, whih inherently leads to parallel disontinuity

surfaes in the atual on�guration; thus, to an inompatibility. Alternatively to these

approahes, a virtual surfae

_

S , whih is entred in-between the two sides of the disonti-

nuity, will be introdued in the subsequent Setion 3.2.2. The introdution of the virtual

surfae is motivated through the appliation of the ohesive zone model, see also, e. g.,

Wells et al. [190℄.

Remark: In antiipation of the following Setion 3.2.3, it is noted that the evaluation of

(3.45), together with (3.46)2, results in the same weak, variational formulation of the BVP

as it does after the onsiderations about disontinuous global master balanes. The latter

is aompanied by an extension of the Reynolds

18

transport theorem. The evaluation

proess with respet to (3.45) is a ommon approah in the literature to motivate the set

of disontinuous variational formulations, see e. g., Hettih [103℄. In detail, the evaluation

on the basis of (2.77)2 yields for an arbitrary vetor-valued funtional a = b + c with

18

Osborne Reynolds (1842 � 1912): British physiist who was a prominent innovator in the understand-

ing of �uid dynamis. In �uid mehanis, the �Reynolds number� Re is a dimensionless number that

gives a measure of the ratio of inertial fores to visous fores. The onept was introdued by George

Gabriel Stokes in 1851, but Reynolds popularised its use in 1883. [Wikipedia℄
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c = H d the following relation:

∫

Ω

A · ▽a dv with ▽c = H ▽d+ d⊗ ▽H and ▽H = δn ,

❀ · · ·+
∫

Ω

A · d⊗ δn dv = · · ·+
∫

Ω

δ(e · d) dv with e = An ,

⇒
∫

Ω

A · ▽b dv +

∫

Ω

A ·H ▽d dv +

∫

Γ

e · d da .

(3.48)

Anyway, disontinuous global master balanes and the aompanied extension of the

Reynolds transport theorem is the favoured methodology in this monograph. It is applied

to model the ohesive zone in the framework of the lassial ontinuum-mehanial �eld

theories. The sustaining of the general appliability of the global master balanes is one of

the reasons � if not the main reason � for the elegane of the TPM. The derivation of (3.48)

in this ontext will be the subjet of subsequent setions. Note in passing that it is also a

ommon approah to obtain ohesive XFEM balane equations by the diret integration

of orresponding quantities over the surfae of a disontinuity. This diret integration is

motivated by interfae onsiderations. The integrative ontributions are then inluded

into the priniple of virtual work and subsequent into the balane of mehanial energy,

see, e. g., Jäger [112℄. ✷

3.2.2 Cohesive Zone Model

This monograph will apply the ohesive zone model, originated from Dugdale [49℄,

and Barenblatt [7℄. The ohesive zone model implies that trations an be transmitted

through both sides of the disontinuity, i. e., through the surfaes S+
and S−

, see Setion

3.1.5. To avoid a possible inompatibility, a virtual surfae

_

S , together with its surfae

normal vetor n̄S
, is heuristially introdued in the atual on�guration. This surfae is

designed to be entred in between S+
and S−

, see Figure 3.11. As far as the author is

aware, this idea originates from Wells [189℄. With this preliminaries, the orresponding,

also virtual, motion funtion

χ̄S

S = 1
2

[
χ+

S + χ−
S

]
: S0 →

_

S (t) ∀ XS ∈ S0 (3.49)

and deformation gradient

F̄S

S = 1
2

[
F+

S + F−
S

]
∀ XS ∈ S0 with det (F̄S

S) := J̄S

S (3.50)

provide a framework for the de�nition of unique disontinuity surfae tration. As a on-

sequene, the deformation gradient for material points at XS on the virtual disontinuity
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surfae

_

S reads

virtual deformation gradient on

_

S

F̄S

S(XS) = I+GradSũS + 1
2

∂[[uS ]]

∂XS

(3.51)

The fator

1
2
plaes the virtual surfae in the middle of S+

and S−
. With this, an assoi-

ated pull-bak and push-forward transport mehanisms an be introdued. In partiular,

the surfae normal vetor on the virtual disontinuity surfae an be identi�ed by

n̄S = J̄S

S F̄
S,T−1
S mS

S

dAS

S

dāS
with dāS = n̄S dāS . (3.52)

Further kinematial details need to be regarded for the subsequent disussion on the

ohesive zone model. Thus, the atual on�guration tration fore vetor that an be

transmitted through both sides of the disontinuity surfae, S+
and S−

, is postulated as

t̄S,S, see Figure 3.13. The tration fore vetor is shifted in order to at on the virtual
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Figure 3.13: Kinemati relations in ontinuum frature mehanis in detail.

representation of the disontinuity surfae

_

S . With (3.52) and (2.34) the tration fore

vetor an be related again to its ounterpart pS,S
in the referene on�guration, viz.

t̄S,S =
dAS

S

dāS
pS,S . (3.53)

Note that these tration quantities are herein solely related to the solid onstituent ϕS

of the overall aggregate. Furthermore, the normal [[u⊥
S ]] assoiated to the displaement
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jump [[uS ]] and its tangential [[u∼
S ]] gaps are introdued as depited in Figure 3.13. They

are omputed as

[[u⊥
S ]] = ([[uS]] · n̄S) n̄S

and [[u∼
S ]] = [[uS ]]− [[u⊥

S ]] . (3.54)

3.2.3 Strong Disontinuities in Continuum Mehanis

For the appliation of the ohesive zone model and by that the inlusion of strong dison-

tinuities into the lassial ontinuum-mehanial �eld theories, the global representation

of the master balanes (2.38) needs to be modi�ed. In the following, only vetor-valued

mehanial quantities need to be onsidered. The modi�ed global master balane is on-

gruent for salar-valued mehanial quantities. The former global master balane remains

still valid for the sub-parts B+
and B−

but their �ow ontingent Φα
over the surfae S

must inlude the additional surfae(s) S+/−
or

_

S , respetively. This is attended by the

superposition priniple for ohesive zones from Setion 3.1.5, see Figure 3.14. Hene, the

= +
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Figure 3.14: Superposition priniple for ohesive zones on ontinuum mehanis.

surfaes of the sub-parts read ∂B+ ∪ S+
and ∂B− ∪ S−

. The global master balane for

the single sub-parts results

for B+ :
dα

dt

∫

B+

Ψα dv =

∫

∂B+

(Φα n) da+

∫

B+

σα dv +

∫

B+

Ψ̂
α
dv

+

∫

S+

[
(Φα)+ (−nS,+)

]
daS ,

for B− :
dα

dt

∫

B−

Ψα dv =

∫

∂B−

(Φα n) da+

∫

B−

σα dv +

∫

B−

Ψ̂
α
dv

+

∫

S−

[
(Φα)− (−nS,−)

]
daS .

(3.55)

Note the negative sign of the normal vetors nS,+/−
, whih is due to their reiproal

orientation to the �regular� normal vetors of ∂B+/−
. Reall the de�nition (3.39); thus,
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n̄S := nS,+ = −nS,−
. From the sum of (3.55) over the overall body B = B+ ∪ B−

follows

the �nal form of the modi�ed global master balane of vetor-valued mehanial quantities

for a mixture onstituent, viz.

modi�ed global master balane with

_

S
dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα =

∫

∂B
(Φα n) da+

∫

B
σα dv +

∫

B
Ψ̂

α
dv −

∫

_

S

[[Φα]] n̄S daS

(3.56)

Therein, the general notation of jump quantities (3.37) is used. To �nd the loal form

of (3.56), the � in the left part of the equation � underlying Reynolds transport theorem

needs to be extended, too. This extension must inorporate singular surfaes that interset

the ontinua. For details on this extension see Setion B.4. With this, the volume integral

of the extended global master balane an be, analogously to Setion 2.5, found as

∫

B

[ ∂Ψα

∂t
+ div (Ψα ⊗ ′

xα)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(Ψα)′α +Ψα
div

′
xα

−divΦα−σα− Ψ̂
α
]

dv =

∫

_

S

[[Ψα ⊗ (
′
xα −

′
xS̄)−Φα]] n̄S daS .

(3.57)

The left part of this equation is ontinuous over the volume integral. As a onsequene,

its loal form for all material points P α
in B is idential to (2.39)2. The loal balane

relation for material points on

_

S results from the surfae integral over it, i. e., the right

part of (3.57):

loal balane on

_

S
[[Ψα ⊗ (

′
xα −

′
xS̄)−Φα]] n̄S = 0

(3.58)

Therein, the requirement for ontinuity over the surfae

_

S is presumed. Obviously, one

has to onsider two sets of material points, {P α ∈ {B}} and {P α ∈ {B,
_

S }}; the �rst set
following only the balane relations (2.39) and the latter set additionally following (3.58).

As a onsequene, balane relations of mehanial quantities for both sets of material

points an only be interpreted in an integral (weak) sense. For the sake of ompleteness,

the general loal onstituent balane equations over the surfae

_

S are given at a glane

in (3.59). Note that these relations lak the prodution quantities ( ·̂ ). Furthermore, for

salar-valued quantities of (3.58), it has been assumed that [[Ψα(
′
xα −

′
xS̄)− Φα]] · n̄S =

0 without any further derivation. With the previous restrition of a material (�xed)

disontinuity surfae through � only � the solid phase ϕS
, i. e.,

′
xS̄ =

′
xS, the relative

veloity part of (3.58) vanishes for balane relations over the solid onstituent. In this

ase, for balane relations onerning the �uid onstituent ϕF
the relative veloity part is

identi�ed as the seepage veloity wF =
′
xF −

′
xS. This yields an additional �uid �ow over

the surfae

_

S . Reall, due to the assumption of onstant material densities (ραR)′α = 0
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and the lak of mass exhange between the onstituents ρ̂α = 0, the mass balane was

redued to a volume balane.

onstituent balane equations over

_

S
mass : 0 = [[ρα(

′
xα −

′
xS̄)]] · n̄S

momentum : 0 = [[ρα
′
xα ⊗ (

′
xα −

′
xS̄)−Tα]] n̄S

m. o.m. : 0 = [[[x× (ρα
′
xα)]⊗ (

′
xα −

′
xS̄)− x×Tα]] n̄S

energy : 0 = [[[ρα εα + 1
2

′
xα · (ρα

′
xα)](

′
xα −

′
xS̄)− [(Tα)T

′
xα −qα]]] · n̄S

entropy : 0 = [[ρα ηα(
′
xα −

′
xS̄)− φα

η ]] · n̄S

(3.59)

The additional surfae integral over

_

S must be taken into aount while disussing the

weak formulation of the BVP from Setion 2.6.4. Starting with the �lowest� balane

relation, the modi�ed volume balane equation from (2.77)1 then yields

modi�ed volume balane with

_

S
∫

B
div(uS)

′
S δP dv +

∫

B

kF

γFR
(gradP − ρFRg) · grad δP dv = −

∫

∂B
v δP da +

+

∫

_

S

[[(nFwF )]] · n̄S

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: v̄S

δP daS

(3.60)

One an see that, in ontrast to the external e�ux v, the volume balane addition over

_

S is positive de�nite. Thus, the onsequently resulting internal �uid �ow v̄ is inward

oriented. Therefore, it is de�ned as an internal �uid in�ux. Furthermore, the volume bal-

ane addition is postulated to be an additional internal body volume BS
. This additional

body volume must also ful�l the saturation ondition nS +nF = 1. Beause of the strong
disontinuity in the solid displaement �eld, BS

needs to be �lled with the interstitial

�uid exlusively, i. e., nS(BS) = 0, nF (BS) = 1. The �lling is assumed to be instanta-

neous. Thus, the additional volume an be diretly onneted to the in�ux v̄S
, see (3.61).

These irumstanes are visualised in Figure 3.15. Regarding the next �higher� balane

relation, themomentum balane equation, one has to di�erentiate the designated right

side of (2.77)2 �rst. Summing up (2.77)2 over both onstituents yields

∫

_

S

[[ρF (
′
xF ⊗wF )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= TF

−TF − (TS
E − P I)]] n̄S daS =

∫

_

S

− [[TS
E ]] n̄

S

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: t̄S,S

+ [[P I]]
︸︷︷︸

= 0

n̄S daS .
(3.62)
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Figure 3.15: Additional �uid volume as internal �uid �ow.

Therein, the interstitial �uid pressure jump [[P]] is non existent, beause the previous

assumptions state a disontinuity free �uid pressure �eld funtion, i. e., P+ = P−
. With

this, the weak formulation of the modi�ed momentum balane for the onstituents reads

modi�ed momentum balane with

_

S
∫

B
(TS

E − p I) · grad δuS dv +

∫

_

S

t̄S,S · δuS daS =

∫

B
ρb · δuS +

∫

∂B
t · δuS da .

(3.63)

As one an see, the disontinuous stress quantity [[TS
E ]] on

_

S or t̄S,S, respetively, turns

out to be an additional internal stress support. Thus, it is added on the left side of (3.63).

Substituting the test funtion δuS with a virtual displaement, the disontinuous stress

quantity an be interpreted as an interfae, or ohesive, virtual work.

In the following, the ohesive virtual work will be regarded as a split-o� of the internal

mehanial � also virtual � work, denoted as δWcoh. This split-o� stands in ontrast to

the externally on ∂B ating stress vetor t. Consequently, the internal work over the body

B onsists of two internal parts, a bulk part, and a ohesive zone. With this, the overall

virtual work δW yields

δW (T) = δWbulk(T
S
E,P) + δWcoh(t̄

S,S)− δWext(b, t) . (3.64)

In the following, onservative stresses will be onluded for the ohesive zone. Thus, a

potential must exist for the derivation of the ohesive zone stress t̄S,S. Therefore, the

Ogden-type strain-energy funtion for the solid skeleton (2.68) disussed in Setion 2.6

needs to be extended in order to also re�et the ohesive zone. Analogously to (3.64), the
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strain-energy funtion will be additively split into two parts, viz.

WS =WS
Ogden + W̃S

coh . (3.65)

The dependeny of the ohesive potential W̃S

coh on the opening of the disontinuity, repre-

sented by the disontinuity jump vetor [[uS]], is self-evident. However, for the onsistent
modelling of large deformations, non-isotropi material behaviour will be presumed � only

� for the ohesive zone. For the subsequent introdution of the ohesive potential funtion,

the non-isotropi material behaviour is restrited to transverse isotropy.

Remark: The transverse isotropy is a speial ase of anisotropy. Idential to orthotropi

materials, transverse isotropi materials have no oupling between strething and shear

distortion. But additionally, for transverse isotropi materials, there is a preferred dire-

tion that an be rotated without hanging its elasti properties. Thus, in planes perpen-

diular to this preferred diretion, the material elastiity properties are independent of

the preferred diretion. Note that in di�erent oriented planes, the properties are again

diretion dependent. ✷

Consequently, it is neessary to inlude diretional information into the formulation of

the potential. Thus, besides the disontinuity jump vetor, the surfae normal vetor n̄S

needs to be inorporated into W̃S
coh. The surfae normal vetor represents the preferred

diretion of the transverse isotropy. Furthermore, it is assumed that softening material

behaviour, omparable to (B.12), may our in the ohesive zone. Thus, postulating

isotropi

19

damage, a salar-valued damage funtion d = d(XS, t) ∈ [0, 1] is introdued as

a limiting fator for the ohesive potential, viz.

W̃S
coh := (1− d)WS

coh . (3.66)

The isotropi damage funtion is onstitutively hosen as

d = 1− e−aub

with u = u(XS, t) = max
[

‖[[uS(XS, s)]]‖
]t

s=0
. (3.67)
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Figure 3.16: Cohesive potential funtion.

The magnitude of the maximum displae-

ment jump u ensures the irreversible har-

ateristi of the damage proess, sine

(3.67) is monotonially inreasing. The

time variable s ∈ [0, t] spei�es the irre-

versible damage path. Note in passing that

u is designed as a so-alled history variable.
For its numerial omputation, its previous

value needs to be stored at every relevant

point on the surfae S0. In (3.67), the ma-

terial response to the damage proess is re-

�eted by the material parameters a and b.
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This type of damage funtion is often hosen in the ontext of biomaterials, see e. g.,

Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄. A visualisation of a orresponding ohesive potential funtion

is given in Figure 3.16. Therein, the maximum displaement jump umax is � per surfae

point XS ∈ S0 � irreversible during unloading phases.

Analogously to Setion 2.6.1, the ombination of WS
Ogden and W̃S

coh must still satisfy the

fundamental priniples determinism, equipresene, loal ation, material frame indi�er-

ene, and dissipation. For the ohesive potential, the sets of proess variables and response

funtions are postulated as

{W̃S
coh, t̄

S,S} = R{US,N S, d} with







US = [[uS ]]⊗ [[uS ]] ,

N S = n̄S ⊗ n̄S .

(3.68)

These sets orrespond to the aforementioned dependenies of the ohesive potential.

Therein, two strutural tensors, US
and N S

, are introdued as the dyadi produts of

the diretional vetors [[uS]] and n̄S
. The strutural tensors are neessary to haraterise

the transverse isotropy of W̃S
coh. The priniple of material frame indi�erene states the

independeny of the ohesive material behaviour to the position of observer, i. e.,

∗

W̃ S
coh(U

S,N S, d) = W̃S
coh(

∗

US,
∗

N S,
∗

d) ∀Q ∈ SO3 . (3.69)

SO3 haraterises the speial (proper) orthogonal group of Q. The notation (
∗· ) indiates

quantities in the rotated atual on�guration. The tensor Q represents an arbitrary rigid

body rotation with the properties QT = Q−1
and detQ = 1. Hene, the rotation of

the atual on�guration of the strutural tensors yields QUSQT
and QN SQT

. Salar-

valued quantities, like W̃S
coh and d, are naturally invariant for rigid body rotations. Note

in passing that both strutural tensors are even tensors, i. e., the sign of the preferred

diretion vetor n̄S = −n̄S
is eliminated; the sign of the displaement jump [[uS]] is, due

to the restrition of non-penetrating disontinuity surfaes, always positive. However, the

priniple of material frame indi�erene annot be satis�ed a priori for the given strutural

tensors. In this ontext, the theory of invariants is applied to the ohesive potential

funtion. As a onsequene, the priniple of objetivity an be satis�ed by formulating

the ohesive potential with respet to �ve basi invariants

20 J( · ) i of the strutural tensors,
viz.

WS
coh(U

S,N S) =WS
coh(J{U,N} i) with i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 . (3.70)

19

For the ase of non-isotropi damage behaviour, a tensorial damage funtion D would be neessary

to represent the miro-rak distribution in the ohesive zone, see Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄, and itations

therein. For the sake of simpliity, the introdution of suh a tensorial funtion will be waived here.

20

Alternatively, as the lower basi and the prinipal invariants are diretly related to eah other, the

ohesive potential ould be also given as WS
coh(IU i, J{U,N} j), with i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5.
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The orresponding invariants, f. Setion A.1.2 and Setion A.1.3, read

JU1 = tr US , J{UN}4 = tr (USN S) ,

JU2 = tr (US)2 , J{UN}5 = tr [(US)2N S] .

JU3 = tr (US)3 ,

(3.71)

Therein, the invariant J{UN}4 represents the squared ��bre� streth (length) in the dire-

tion of n̄S
, whereas the mixed invariant J{UN}5 has no physial meaning. For a profound

disussion on invariant formulations and non-isotropi material behaviour, the interested

reader is referred to Shröder & Ne� [167℄ and Karajan [116℄.

The ohesive potential funtion is postulated, following Gasser & Holzapfel [83℄, as

WS
coh(JU1, J{UN}4) =

λS⊥
2
J{UN}4 +

µS
∼

2
(JU1 − J{UN}4) . (3.72)

The material parameters λS⊥ and µS
∼ haraterise the normal and tangential response.

Consequently, the tration vetor t̄S,S arises from the derivation of the ohesive potential

funtion, viz.

ohesive tration on

_

S

t̄S,S =
∂W̃S

coh

∂[[uS ]]
= (1− d)

(
t̄
S,S
⊥ + t̄S,S∼

)

with t̄
S,S
⊥ = λS⊥ [[u⊥

S ]] and t̄S,S∼ = µS
∼ [[u∼

S ]] .

(3.73)

3.2.4 Loalisation of Disontinuities

In order to simulate failure mehanis, it is essential to ompute the rak propagation

diretion numerially. The fundamental failure riteria disussed in Setion 3.1 are in

prinipal appliable to most frature problems. But, from a numerial point of view,

these fundamental riteria tend to be too �expensive� for 3-d simulations. Thus, an

additional riterion is favoured for the predition of the failure initiation. The failure is

in general initiated at the state where the material stability is lost. The loss of material

stability an be interpreted as the appearane of a disontinuous bifuration. It an be

shown that, under ertain simplifying assumptions, material instability, the appearane

of a disontinuous bifuration and the so-alled loss of elliptiity are oherent, see e. g.

Linder et. al [128℄, and itations therein. Hene, the failure predition an be omputed

with the riteria of loss of elliptiity. The loss of elliptiity is based on the investigation

of the so-alled (tangent) aousti tensor Q. Furthermore, it an be shown that the
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investigation of Q results in the ommon Rankine

21

-riterion for failure proesses.

In the following, only the basi proedure for the determination of the biphasi �nite

aousti tensor will be presented. For a irumstantial overview on this topi, the inter-

ested reader is referred to Mahnkopf [132℄. The determination of the relevant aousti

tensor is based on a loalisation analysis. For this analysis, the jump related onstituent

balane equations, reall (3.59), are evaluated on a �rst

22

-order singular surfae S, in order
to loalise disontinuities. If a �rst-order singular surfae with respet to the onstituents

veloity

′
xα is found, a bifuration proess is assumed for further inreasing external loads.

The loalisation analysis is based on the assumptions of homogeneity, quasi-stati pro-

esses, material singular surfaes (

′
xS=

′
xS), and, ompared to the soni veloity of the

�uid phase, a relatively small seepage veloity. These assumptions orrelate to those pre-

sented by Blome [14℄. Provided a jump free pressure �eld [[P]], reall equation (3.62), the

aforementioned evaluation of the onstituents � mass and momentum � balane equations

yields

[(
I⊗τ S

E

+
4

CCC
23

T
)
(n̄S ⊗ n̄S)

]
βS =: Q(n̄S)βS = 0 . (3.75)

Therein, the aousti tensor Q is postulated with respet to Mahnkopf [132℄. This aous-

ti tensor is also known as the drained aousti tensor in the literature, see e. g. Callari

et. al [33℄. Note that

4

CCC
23

T
is the fourth-order material tangent with a transposition of its

seond basis system with its third one, f. Appendix A. In (3.75), βS represents the so-

alled amplitude vetor whih points in the diretion of n̄S
. Consequently, it is assumed

that βS = βS(n̄
S). Further details on βS are for the following determination of a rak

propagation riteria irrelevant. For non-trivial solutions of (3.75), i. e., βS 6= 0, the ondi-

tion det

(
Q
)
= 0 needs to be ful�lled. Thus, within the given ontext, the proportionality

QβS ∝ TS
E n∗

(3.76)

holds for a vetor n∗ = n∗(n̄S). Based on these insights, the rak propagation riterion

an be postulated by regarding an eigenvalue λi and eigenvetor n∗
i problem, viz.

(TS
E − λiI)n∗

i = 0 ❀ det(TS
E − λiI) = 0 with i = 1, 2, 3 . (3.77)

This an be interpreted as follows, when the maximum eigenvalue λmax, i. e., the maximum

21

William John Maquorn Rankine (1820 � 1872): Sottish engineer and physiist who is, together with

Rudolf Clausius and Sir William Thomson, 1

st

Baron Kelvin, the founding ontributor of the siene of

thermodynamis. He published several hundred papers and notes on siene and engineering topis, also

inluding a omplete theory of the steam engine. [Wikipedia℄

22

The n-order of a singular surfae S is de�ned by void jumps of the gradients, with order 0 to n− 1,
of a mehanial quantity Ψα

, viz.

[[GradkαΨ
α]] = 0 with k = 0, . . . , n− 1 . (3.74)
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priniple stress, exeeds a ritial value fc, the rak propagation riterion is met with

{λ2, λ3} < λmax > fc . (3.78)

Thus, the rak-propagation diretion is perpendiular to the orrelated maximum prin-

iple-stress diretion n∗
max. This riterion is also known as the normal stress, Coulomb

23

,

or Rankine riterion.

23

Charles Augustin de Coulomb (1736 � 1806): Frenh physiist who is best known for developing

�Coulomb's law�, the de�nition of the eletrostati fore of attration and repulsion. Also the SI unit of

harge, the oulomb, was named after him. [Wikipedia℄



Chapter 4:

Numerial Methodology

This hapter presents the numerial implementation of the previously developed biphasi

ontinuum-mehanial model. The numerial implementation fouses on the extension of

the well-known Finite-Element Method (FEM) for the numerial simulation of disrete

damage proesses. The extension or enrihment, respetively, is neessary to numerially

over jump quantities in the disretised �eld funtions. Probably the most popular enrih-

ment of the FEM is the so-alled extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM). The basi

priniple of the XFEM is the rendering of disontinuous �eld funtions with additional

global degrees of freedom (DOF). Prior to the disussion on the XFEM, its basi priniple

is �rst introdued using an example from the �eld of elasto-inelasti material behaviour.

This example yields an augmented FEM (AugFEM). Finally, sophistiated traking teh-

niques are presented for the suessful numerial simulation of disontinuities.

As the general FEM has beome a standard in engineering pratise, multiple authors on-

tributed to its fundamental introdution, e. g., Bathe [8℄, Shwarz [169℄, Braess [29℄, and

Zienkiewiz & Taylor [198℄, to name only a few. For an introdution into the appliation

of the FEM to TPM problems, the interested reader is referred to, e. g., Ehlers et al. [62℄,

Ellsiepen [67℄, and Ammann [2℄. Conerning the numerial approximation of disontin-

uous �eld funtions within the framework of the XFEM, see Belytshko & Blak [10℄,

Moës et al. [139℄, Dolbow [48℄, and Sukumar et al. [179℄, for the � as far as the author

of this monograph is aware � original works on this topi. A sophistiated �nite-element

based omputational framework for the 3-d propagation of raks on basis of a variational

formulation and on node doubling has been presented by Gürses & Miehe [90℄. An initial

presentation of the AugFEM an be found in Rempler et al. [158℄.

4.1 Finite-Element Method (FEM)

The FEM is a numerial tehnique for the �nding of approximate solutions to partial

di�erential equations (PDE). These PDE arise in general from weak formulations of gov-

erning equations to ontinuum-mehanial problems. These problems have been disussed

in detail in the previous hapters. A feasible disretisation of the quantities, in the ansatz

and test spaes (2.78), is ruial for the numerial realisation of the orresponding mate-

rial behaviour. The following disretisation proess proeeds from Setion 2.6.4. Given

the weak formulation of the BVP (2.77), the disretisation extends to a spatial and a

temporal domain. In the following, eah spatial disretised quantity, funtion or spae,

respetively, is denoted with the supersript ( · )h; the disretisation in time is represented

with the subsript ( · )n.

67
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4.1.1 Spatial Disretisation

The spatial disretisation of the domain Ω requires its partition into E non-overlapping

subdomains Ωe, the so-alled �nite-elements. Eah �nite-element onsists of Ne nodes,

individually referened to as P j
. Multiple neighbouring elements an partially share

nodes. The total sum of N nodes form the spatial disretised domain Ωh
. The disretised

domain is also alled the �nite-element mesh. Furthermore, it is the set of all subdomains

Ωe and is, together with the set of all nodes N , given by

Ω ≈ Ωh =
E⋃

e=1

Ωe and N =
N⋃

j=1

P j(Ωe) . (4.1)

In analogy to the spatial disretisation of the domain, the until now ontinuous ansatz and

test spaes (2.78) need to be disretised as well. Thus, the spae disrete ansatz {uh
S,Ph}

and test funtions {δuh
S, δPh} approximate the ontinuous �eld funtions as follows:

uS(x, t) ≈ uh
S(x, t) = ūh

S(x, t) +

N∑

j=1

Υj
u(x) u

j
S(t) ∈ Au,h(t) ,

P(x, t) ≈ Ph(x, t) = P̄h(x, t) +
N∑

j=1

Υj
P
(x) Pj(t) ∈ AP,h(t) ,

δuS(x) ≈ δuh
S(x) =

N∑

j=1

Υj
u(x) δu

j
S ∈ T u,h ,

δP(x) ≈ δPh(x) =
N∑

j=1

Υj
P
(x) δPj ∈ T P,h

with







Υ
j
( · )(x) =

[
diag

(
Υj

DOF(x)
)]

: matrix of global basis funtions ,

DOF ∈ {uS1, . . . , uSd,P} : degrees of freedom (primary variables) ,

Υj
DOF = 0 , on Γh

D : global basis funtions ,

j = 1, . . . , N : node index .
(4.2)

Therein, {Au,h,AP,h} and {T u,h, T P,h} denote the disretised trial and test spaes. The

enlosed global basis funtions

1

in Υ
j
( · ) are linearly independent and ful�l the homo-

geneous Dirihlet boundary onditions on Γh
D. The unknown nodal quantities, i. e., the

DOF {uj
S, Pj}, are de�ned at their respetive �nite-element node P j

. Note that the global

basis funtions only depend on the spatial position x, whereas the DOF are only time-

dependent. Eah salar-valued DOF-oe�ient, namely {uS1, . . . , uSd,P}, is assigned to

1

Here, the Bubnov-Galerkinmethod is applied. Thus, {uh
S ,Ph} proeed from the same basis funtions

as their test ounterparts {δuh
S, δPh}, reall Setion 2.6.4.
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respetive basis funtions Υj
DOF. Thus, the DOF-oe�ients an be mapped inside the

disrete domain. This mapping allows the omputation of physial quantities besides

�nite-element nodes, e. g., at integration points. With

Υj
DOF(x) = 0 if x 6∈

⋃

e∈E∗

Ωe and Υj
DOF(xi) = δji with







i, j = 1, . . . , N ,

i = j : δji = 1 ,

i 6= j : δji = 0 ,
(4.3)

the mapping is only supporting �nite-elements E∗
whih are attahed to the respetive

node P j
. Moreover, with (4.3), the basis funtions Υj

DOF are normalised by the Kroneker

symbol δji at every nodal position xi. These limitations assure that the DOF orrespond to

the values of the approximated solution at eah �nite-element node. Furthermore, the dis-

rete test funtions {δuh
S(x), δPh(x)} must satisfy the Partition-of-Unity (PU) priniple.

This priniple states that the sum of the basis funtions is for every point x ∈ Ωh
equal

to one. Consequently, this results in a system ofDOF×N linearly independent equations.

A �stati� referene element Ωξ
e is de�ned for the element-wise numerial evaluation of

the system of linearly independent equations. Its loal oordinates are represented by ξ.

The geometry transformation between the referene and a deformed (physial) element is

mapped isoparametrially, viz. Υ
j
GEO = Υj

. Element integrals an then be substituted

by

∫

Ωe

f(x) dv =

∫

Ωξ
e

f(
Ne∑

j=1

Υ
j
GEO(ξ)xj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(ξ)

) J̄(ξ) dvξ with







Υ
j
GEO = Υj ,

J̄(ξ) = det

(
dx(ξ)

dξ

)

.

(4.4)

The volume of the referene element is denoted with vξ. The Jaobian determinant J̄ of

the referene element is omputed similarly as its ounterpart (2.17). As a result of the

geometry transformation, the integration of (nearly) arbitrary shaped �nite-elements an

be transferred to the referene element. Moreover, a relation of the physial oordinate

system x to the loal oordinates ξ an be established as

x(ξ) =

Ne∑

j=1

Υj(ξ)xj . (4.5)

Therein, the (physial) oordinates of the �nite-element nodes are represented by xj.

With (4.5), all physial quantities an be transferred to the loal oordinates ξ. For the

sake of larity, physial quantities whih are regarded in the framework of loal oordi-

nates will be denoted as (·)(ξ) instead of (·)(x(ξ)).
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In this monograph, the numerial integration is implemented with the Gaussian

2

quadrature sheme. This quadrature sheme is using Ke integration points at �xed loal

positions ξk ⊂ Ωξ
e, and orresponding quadrature weights wk, suh that

∫

Ωe

f(x) dv =

Ke∑

k=1

f (x(ξk)) J̄(ξk)wk .
(4.6)

Obviously, the level of approximation to (4.6)1 is diretly dependent on the number of

integration points. The number of integration points is de�ned by the integration (poly-

nominal) order. The proper hoie of the integration order is of fundamental importane

for an aurate FEM solution; too few integration points an lead to unphysial results,

f. Wieners et al. [193℄.

Remark: The �nite-element disretisation of multi-phasi materials di�ers from that of

single-phase materials. In the framework of the TPM, the governing equations are fully

� and strongly � oupled. Therefore, these equations need to be solved simultaneously.

This results in multiple primary variables, here, the solid displaement uS and the pore

�uid pressure P. As a onsequene, the �nite-element disretisation yields to the mixed

�nite-element method. Therein, the hosen ansatz funtions have to ful�l the so-alled inf-

sup (Ladyzhenskaya

3

-Babu²ka-Brezzi � LBB) ondition. In this ontext, it is possible to

ful�l the inf-sub ondition by the appliation of Taylor-Hood elements, f. Taylor & Hood

[180℄. This element type uses quadrati ansatz funtions for uS and linear ansatz funtions

for P. The appliation of Taylor-Hood elements will be omitted in this monograph as

the geometrial realisation of suh disontinuous elements would exeed the sope of this

work. Instead, both variables will be disretised with linear ansatz funtions. The author

of this monograph is aware that linear-linear disretisations of uS and P an lead to

strange instabilities ausing mesh-dependent solutions. These phenomena are based on

so-alled spurious pressure modes, see Braess [30℄ and Brezzi & Fortin [31℄. In partiular,

when both the permeability and ompressibility of the pore �uid tend to zero, the solution

will �lok� or osillate wildly. Suh problems an be overome with speial stabilisation

tehniques. For a summery of this topi, the interested reader is referred Huang et al.

[106℄. ✷

2

Johann Carl Friedrih Gauÿ (1777 � 1855): German sientist who ontributed signi�antly to many

�elds. Sometimes he is referred to as the �greatest mathematiian sine antiquity�. Gauÿ published only

a fration of his disoveries during his lifetime. The impressive profundity and immense sope of his work

was only deteted after the publiation of his diaries in 1898. His brain was preserved and studied. Highly

developed onvolutions were found, whih in the early 20

th

entury was suggested as the explanation of

his genius. [Wikipedia℄

3

Olga Alexandrovna Ladyzhenskaya (1922 � 2004): Soviet and Russian mathematiian who is known

for her work on partial di�erential equations and �uid dynamis. She overame great odds of a personal

and politial nature to beome one of the most in�uential mathematiians of her generation. [Riddle

[160℄℄
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4.1.2 Temporal Disretisation

For the �nding of a proper time disretisation method, the spatially disretised but tem-

porally still ontinuous governing equations need to be analysed regarding their time

dependeny. This is also known as a so-alled semi-disrete initial-value problem. For

the sake of larity, the temporal analysis will be denoted in an abstrat illustration of all

involved quantities following Ellsiepen [67℄. Thus, all DOF from eah node of the under-

lying �nite-element mesh are summarised in a vetor y . The BVP an then be ondensed

into a lear, abstrat form, viz.:

y =
[
(u1

S,P1), . . . , (uN
S ,PN)

]T
, F (t, y , y ′) = [ M y ′ + k (y)− f ]

!
= 0 .

(4.7)

Herein, for onveniene the abbreviation ( · )′ := ( · )′S is used. Note in passing that

the vetor y has again the dimension DOF × N . In (4.7)2, the letter M represents

the generalised mass matrix, k the generalised sti�ness vetor ontaining the nonlinear

dependenies on y , and f the generalised fore vetor of the external fores. The initial

onditions y(t0) = y 0 are given with t0 ≤ t. Analysing the global system of equations

F (t, y , y ′), one an see thatM inherits the singularity

4

property from the volume balane

(2.77)1. The singularity property arises from the missing time dependeny of the primary

variable P in the volume balane. This yields to the spei�ation of (4.7)2 as an index-

1 system of di�erential-algebrai equations (DAE); suh a system onsists of ordinary

di�erential equations (ODE) and linear � or nonlinear � algebrai equations. The index-1

indiates the number of operations that are neessary to transform the system of DAE

into a system of ordinary algebrai equations. The oupled system of DAE inreases

the requirements of stability riteria for the numerial time-integration method. So-

alled higher order Runge

5

-Kutta

6

methods omply with these riteria. Runge-Kutta

methods are an important family of impliit and expliit iterative methods in the �eld of

numerial analysis. They belong to the so-alled single-step methods. Furthermore, they

are ategorised by their number of order or their s-stages, respetively.

Remark: Even though the following disussion on the temporal disretisation proess

might seem to be a bit extensive, it is reasonable for a omprehensive understanding of

Runge-Kutta methods. This understanding is ruial for a suessful numerial imple-

mentation of the presented numerial methodology. In partiular, the substantial imple-

mentation into the FEM-program PANDAS is highly dependent on this. ✷

In the following, the onstrution of a suitable time-integration method for the problem

4

A matrix is de�ned to be singular if it is not invertible, i. e., its determinant is zero, F−1 =

(detF )−1
adjF ⇔ ∂F

∂P ′ = 0.

5

Carl David Tolmé Runge (1856 � 1927): German mathematiian, physiist, and spetrosopist. He

was o-developer and o-eponym of the �Runge-Kutta methods�. [Wikipedia℄

6

Martin Wilhelm Kutta (1867 � 1944): German mathematiian who o-developed the �Runge-Kutta

methods�. He also submitted and multiple important ontributions in aerodynamis. Kutta beame

professor at the University of Stuttgart in 1912, where he stayed until his retirement in 1935. [Wikipedia℄
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under study will be based on a disussion on very basi, �rst order ODE, namely

y ′(t) = f (t, y(t)), y(t0) = y 0, y ∈ R
m, t ∈ [t0, T ] . (4.8)

Note that the bold fae letters y ′ = [y ′
i, . . . , y

′
M ]T and f = [fi, . . . , fM ]T indiate vetorial

quantities. Eah oe�ient {y ′
i, fi} represents a single ODE. The single ODE an be

oupled to eah other; either strongly, weakly or also not at all. Therefore, the problem

disussed here an be regarded either as a single ODE or as a whole system of ODE.

The time interval [t0, T ] is deomposed by the time-step size hn = tn+1 − tn > 0 into N

subintervals [tn, tn+1], viz. 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 < tN, with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1.
It is assumed that the exat solution of a starting point (t0, y(t0)) is given and that the

solution of y(tn + hn) an be found by

y(tn + hn) = y(tn) +

tn+hn∫

tn

f (t, y(t)) dt = y(tn) + hn

1∫

0

f (tn + τ hn, y(tn + τ hn)) dτ

=
∞∑

k=0

hkn
k!

y (k)(tn) +Rk(tn, hn) .

(4.9)

For the numerial approximation of the analytial right-hand side integrals (4.9)1, a Tay-

lor

7

series expansion

8

(4.9)2 is applied. Therein, Rk = Rk(tn, hn) denotes the Lagrangean
remainder.

The numerial approximation yn+1 of the unknown values y(tn + hn) an be ategorised

into two di�erent lasses of methods, i. e., single-step and multi-step methods. Single-

step methods refer to only one previous solution to determine the next unknown values.

Multi-step methods attempt to gain e�ieny by keeping and using the information from

multiple previous steps. With regard to memory osts, partiularly in the ontext of the

designated enlarged global system of equations of the XFEM, only single-step methods

are disussed in this monograph. The de�nition of single-step methods reads

yn+1 = yn + hnφ
R(tn, yn; hn) with the approximations







yn+1 ≈ y(tn + hn) ,
yn ≈ y(tn) , and
y0 = y(t0) .

(4.10)

Therein, φR = φR(tn, yn; hn) is an inremental funtion. This inremental funtion is

only referring to quantities from one single-step. For Taylor-series-based methods, the

inremental funtion implies terms from (4.9)2 that follow k > 0. Note that for the sake of
larity, the notation of the implied dependeny on (. . . ; hn) will be omitted in the following

7

Brook Taylor (1685 � 1731): English mathematiian who invented his best know work, the �Taylor

series�, at the age of 27. Herrmann [102℄

8

Alternatively to the Taylor series expansion of the right-hand side integral of (4.9)1, one an also

introdue Runge-Kutta methods by the appliation of a numerial quadrature rule like, e. g., a Gaussian

quadrature, see Ellsiepen [67℄.
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disussion. Beause of the approximation priniple of yn+1, an impreision error must be

expeted. This error depends on the amount of inrements inluded in φR
and on the

auray of the preeding solutions yn. Multiple levels of auray exist for a numerial

approximation of the inremental funtion φR
. For the most basi approximation, only

the �rst term of the Taylor series expansion (4.9)2 is taken into aount. The remaining

remainder is negleted. This is alled expliit (or forward) Euler's method, and it

reads

y(tn+1) = y(tn) + hn y
′(tn) +

Rk=2(τ, hn)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

h2n
2

y ′′(τ) with tn < τ < tn+1 ,

≈ yn+1 = yn + hn f (tn, yn) .

(4.11)

This formulation an also be interpreted as a 1

st

order Runge-Kutta method. This low-

level method is, beause of its poor auray, hardly ever used in pratise. Nevertheless, it

niely explains the priniple of methods based on Taylor series. For di�erential equations

resulting from spatially �xed FE disretisations, the system of ODE beomes �sti��. This

sti�ness inhibits the use of expliit time-integration shemes beause the numerial results

an beome unstable. So, one step forward to ommon numerial proedures for the

solution of sti� ODE is to reformulate the expliit method (4.11)2 impliitly. This is

alled impliit (or bakward) Euler's method and it starts from the Taylor series

expansion as

y(tn) = y(tn+1 − hn) = y(tn+1)− hn y ′(tn+1) +
h2n
2

y ′′(τ) , (4.12)

until its impliit dependene of the unknown yn+1 reads

y(tn+1) = y(tn) + hn y
′(tn+1) +

h2n
2

y ′′(τ) with tn < τ < tn+1 ,

≈ yn+1 = yn + hn f (tn+1, yn+1) .
(4.13)

By the extension of the inremental funtion φR
with additional Taylor-series terms, one

an diretly identify higher order Runge-Kutta methods, viz.

PSfrag replaements

Euler's

method

Runge-Kutta

2

nd

order method

Runge-Kutta

kth order method

y(tn+1) = y(tn)+hn y
(1)(tn)+

h2n
2

y (2)(tn)+ · · ·+
hkn
k!

y (k)(tn)+Rk with k = 0, . . . ,∞ .

(4.14)

It has been proven that higher order impliit Runge-Kutta methods provide a suitable

numerial integration sheme for general TPM problems. The higher the order of the

method is, the higher its auray gets. Pratially speaking, people stop at the 5

th

or-

der. The most popular Runge-Kutta method is � from a pratial viewpoint beause of
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its symmetrial form and its simple oe�ients � the 4

th

order method, also known as the

�lassial Runge-Kutta method�.

The �nal onstrution of a suitableRunge-Kutta-based numerial time-integrationmethod

for the problems under study is based on the previous insights. In order to avoid the ne-

essity of numerially omputing high-order derivatives y (k)(= f (k−1)) in φR
, see (4.10)

and (4.14), the Runge-Kutta methods reformulate the higher-order derivative terms of

the Taylor-series expansion by

φR(tn, yn; hn) =

s∑

i=1

biY
′
ni ,

(kni =) Y ′
ni = f (tn + ci hn, yn + hn

s∑

j=1

aijY
′
nj) ,

yn+1 = yn + hn φ
R(tn, yn; hn) .

(4.15)

Therein, Y ′
ni = Y ′

ni (tn, yn) are stage derivatives
9

at the time-step stages Tni = tn + ci hn.
The stage derivatives are approximations for y ′(Tni). The weighting fators aij , bi, ci are
pre-de�ned and pre-alulated in order to obtain e�ient, stable and aurate methods.

These fators are usually summarised in a so-alled Buther tableau, see Buther [32℄.

Alternatively to the omputation of the stage derivatives Y ′
ni, it is also possible, and quite

ommon in numerial odes, to diretly ompute the stage solution Yni = Yni(tn, yn) by

φR(tn, yn; hn) =

s∑

i=1

bi f (tn + ci hn,Yni) ,

Yni = yn + hn

s∑

j=1

aij f (tn + cj hn,Ynj) ,

= yn + hn

s∑

j=1

aijY
′
nj ,

yn+1 = yn + hn φ
R(tn, yn; hn) .

(4.16)

A �gurative example of an expliit 2

nd

order Runge-Kutta method, the so-alled Heun's

10

method, is given in Figure 4.1. This geometrial visualisation is exemplarily denoted for

one single oe�ient {y = yi, f = fi} of the vetors y and f . As one an see, the di�erene

in onstruting an expliit or impliit Runge-Kutta method is rooted in the hoie of the

orresponding weighting fators aij .

With fous on the appliability to the FEM, the general, fully-impliit Runge-Kutta

method (IRK), i. e., aij 6= 0 for j ≥ i, is unmeant. The sparse struture of the linearised

9

Note in passing that it is quite ommon in the literature to use the variable kni instead of the here

� for the sake of a onise notation � denoted variable Y ′
ni. These variables are also referred to as slope.

10

Karl Heun (1859�1929): German mathematiian who is known for his improvement of Carl David

Tolmé Runge's method for the solution of di�erential-algebrai solutions. His improvement is alled

�Heun's method�, the �modi�ed Euler method�, or �the expliit trapezoidal rule�. [Wikipedia℄, [164℄
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An expliit 2

nd

order Runge-Kutta method: Heun's method (s = 2)
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Buther tableau (Heun):

Geometrial visualisation:

2

nd

order Runge-Kutta method (s-derivatives):

2

nd

order Runge-Kutta method (s-solutions):

Y ′
n1 = f

(
tn + c1 hn, yn + hn (a11Y

′
n1 + a12Y

′
n2)
)

Y ′
n2 = f

(
tn + c2 hn, yn + hn (a21Y

′
n1 + a22Y

′
n2)
)

φR = b1Y
′
n1 + b2Y

′
n2

Yn1 = yn + hn (a11Y
′
n1 + a12Y

′
n2)

Yn2 = yn + hn
(
a21Y

′
n1 + a22Y

′
n2

)

φR = b1 f (tn + c1 hn,Yn1) + b2 f (tn + c2 hn,Yn2)

❀ yn+1 = yn + hn

[
1
2
f (tn, {yn|Yn1})
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ′
n1

+1
2
f (tn + hn, {yn + hnY

′
n1|Yn2})

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ′
n2

]

for j ≥ i :

aij = 0 : explicit

aij 6= 0 : implicit

Figure 4.1: Figurative example for the geometrial visualisation of an expliit 2

nd

order Runge-

Kutta method; it is represented by stage derivatives Y
′
ni, or stage solutions Yni.

FE systems would be destroyed through the IRK-type oupling of the stages. Following

this, only the speial type of diagonally impliitRunge-Kuttamethod (DIRK) is disussed
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in this monograph. For a DIRK method, the relations asi = bi and aij = 0 for j > i hold.
Therein, the ondition asi = bi guarantees a sti�y aurate method. This originates from

the fat that the solution of Yns on the last stage oinides with the new solution yn+1.

These harateristis allow to redue the integration steps from (4.16)3 to

Yni = yn + hn

i∑

j=1

aijY
′
nj = yn + hn

i−1∑

j=1

aijY
′
nj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sni

+hn aiiY
′
ni . (4.17)

The per-stage starting values are denoted by Sni. The starting values only depend on

already alulated stage derivatives from previous stages. The stage tableau in Figure 4.2

visualises the deoupling of the stage-variable solutions. In order to redue the round-o�
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Yn1 yn + hn a11Y
′
n1

Yn2 yn + hn a21Y
′
n1 + hn a22Y

′
n2

Yni yn + hn

i−1∑

j=1

aijY
′
nj + hn aiiY

′
ni

Yns yn + hn as1Y
′
n1 + · · ·+ hn as(s−1)Y

′
n(s−1) + hn assY

′
ns

yn+1 yn + hn b1Y
′
n1 + · · ·+ hn bsY

′
ns

Sn1

Sn2

Sni

Sns

Figure 4.2: Stage tableau of a s-stage DIRK.

errors, it is a ommon proedure in numerial odes to introdue the stage inrements

△Yni := Yni − yn. Stage inrements exhibit the advantage of smaller omputed values.

As a onsequene, the numerial error shrinks. The stage inrements are then de�ned as

△Yni

hn aii
=

1

hn aii

(
Sni − yn
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ′
ni

)
+Y ′

ni ❀
△Yni − Y ′

ni

hn aii
= Y ′

ni . (4.18)

Therein, Y ′
ni denotes the aumulated stage derivative. Finally, the preeding insights
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allow the de�nition of a sound temporal disretisation sheme for (4.7), viz.

❀ F (Tni, yn +△Yni
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Yni

,
△Yni − Y ′

ni

hn aii
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ′
ni

) =: Rni(△Yni) = 0 , i = 1, . . . , s . (4.19)

The so-alled residual vetor Rni now depends solely on the stage inrements △Yni. The

temporal disretisation sheme (4.19) also allows the diret appliation of pre-de�ned

weighting fators. The weighting fators are hosen with fous on the numerial problem

under study. The numerial examples in this monograph are omputed with the following

two weighting-fator shemes:

�CASH32� (DIRK)

γ = 0.4358665215 . . .

δ = 1
4
(6γ2 − 20γ + 5)

α = 1− δ − γ

γ γ

1+γ
2

1−γ
2

γ

1 α δ γ

α δ γ

�Euler� (IRK)

1 1

1

(4.20)

The given values from (4.20)1 are taken from Ellsiepen [67℄; they are based on Cash [34℄,

Alexander [1℄, and Fritzen [78℄. This Runge-Kutta-based temporal integration sheme

is in the FEM program PANDAS alled �CASH32�. For onveniene, the more basi nu-

merial examples in this monograph are omputed with a standard bakward (impliit)

Euler integration sheme. The orresponding Buther tableau is given in (4.20)2. For

further details and pratial examples on the Runge-Kutta method, the interested reader

is referred to Herrmann [102℄, Kreyszig [123℄, and Ellsiepen [68℄.

Remark: With the disretisation sheme (4.20)1, the introdution of so-alled embed-

ded Runge-Kutta methods is straightforward. Embedded Runge-Kutta methods allow a

numerially heap alulation of a seond approximate solution ŷn+1 by the introdution

of additional weighting fators. As a onsequene, an embedded error estimation an be

obtained by the di�erene between the two solutions e = ‖yn+1− ŷn+1‖. The substantial
topi of this error estimation proess will not be disussed here. The interested reader is

referred to Markert [134℄, Diebels et al. [47℄ and itations therein. ✷

4.1.3 Solution of the System of Di�erential-Algebrai Equations

With the preeding spatial and temporal disretisation, the problem under study (4.19)

needs to be solved for every stage of the DIRK method (4.20). In ase of the �CASH32�-

based Runge-Kutta integration sheme, the stage solution needs to be evaluated multiple

times. Consequently, multiple solution inrements aumulate to the �nal approximation
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of the next time step yn+1. Therefore, the underlying fully disretised weak formulations

of the BVP are given for every stage i as

RV,h
ni =

∫

Ωh

div

(△U h
S,ni− U ′h

S,ni

hn aii

)

δPh dv

+

∫

Ωh

kF (U h
S,ni)

γFR

[
grad (Ph

n +△Ph
ni)− ρFR g

]
· grad δPh dv

+

∫

Γv,h
N

v̄h(Tni) δPh da = 0 with U h
S,ni = uh

S,n +△U h
S,ni ,

(4.21)

RM,h
ni =

∫

Ωh

(

TS
E(U

h
S,ni)−Ph

ni I
)

· grad δuh
S dv

−
∫

Ωh

ρg · δuh
S dv

−
∫

Γt,h
N

t̄h(Tni) · δuh
S da = 0 with Ph

ni = Ph
n +△Ph

ni .

(4.22)

The weak formulations of the BVP of the volume balane are ondensed in the vetor

oe�ients RV,h
ni ; the entries from the momentum balane are ondensed in RM,h

ni . Therein,

the apital letter variables {U h
S,ni,Ph

ni}
∧
= Yni, and {△U h

S,ni,△Ph
ni}

∧
= △Yni, denote the

stage solutions of the DOF and their stage inrements, respetively. The stage solutions

solely depend on already known variables. Thus, only the stage inrements are unknown.

The variable U ′h
S,ni

∧
=Y ′

ni represents the aumulated stage derivative of the solid displae-

ment DOF. Obviously, the � also spatially disretised � Neumann boundary-values v̄h and
t̄h have to adopt the respetive Runge-Kutta time stage Tni, too. Note that the spatial
test funtions {δuh

S, δPh} are not time dependent. Furthermore, the quantities {kF , TS
E}

are deformation-dependent. Thus, they also depend on the stage values U h
S,ni. With these

preliminaries, the solution proess for the minimisation problem an be onstruted as

Rni =

[ [
RV,h,1

ni , . . . , RV,h,N
ni

]T

[
RM,h,1

ni , . . . , RM,h,N
ni

]T

]

!
= 0

Newton

❀

=: DRm
ni

︷ ︸︸ ︷

dRni(△Yni
m)

d△Yni
m ∆∆∆m = Rni(△Yni

m) ,

∆∆∆m = [DRm
ni]

−1
Rni(△Yni

m)

⇒△Yni
m+1 = △Yni

m −∆∆∆m

∥
∥Rni(△Yni

m+1)
∥
∥ < tol.

(4.23)
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The minimisation problem (4.23)left an be solved by the appliation of a regular Newton
11

method. Therein, the presented proedure (4.23)right is repeated until the norm of the

residual vetor ful�ls a pre-de�ned tolerane. The Newton iteration steps are indexed by

the ounter m. A ruial point in this proedure is the solution of the Newton inrement

∆∆∆m
. In the framework of the overall numerial environment, the embedded solution of

∆∆∆m
is the numerially most expensive part. The solution of the Newton inrement is

based on the residual tangent DRm
ni. Therefore, a sound derivative of the funtion Rni

with respet to the Runge-Kutta stage inrements △Yni
m
is needed. This derivative or

residual tangent, respetively, is also known as the Jaobian matrix. In this monograph,

the residual tangent is omputed numerially. Its numerial omputation is based on the

entral di�erene quotient, viz.

DRm
ni =

Rni(△Yni
m + ǫ)−Rni(△Yni

m − ǫ)

2 ǫ
with ǫ = 10−6 . (4.24)

The delta vetor ǫ needs to be assembled individually, suh that to every single entry of

△Yni
m
the delta value ǫ is added or subtrated, respetively. Even though the numerial

omputation of DRm
ni is ostly (and in omparison to an analytially omputed tangent

somewhat inaurate), its implementation is rather simple. Its simpliity is of great value

within the ontext of multiple enrihment to the standard FEM. With it, the numerial

implementation of enrihment is straightforward.

4.2 Augmented Finite-Element Method (AugFEM)

Prior to the following XFEM hapter, this setion introdues the basi priniple of adding

DOF to the global system of DAE. This priniple is presented in the ontext of elasti-

inelasti material behaviour. As the sope of this setion is to only brie�y introdue the

basi elasti-inelasti priniples, it solely disusses single-phase materials. Therefore, only

non-α-indexed equations and physial quantities appear herein. The numerial simulation

of elasti-inelasti material behaviour proeeds from Appendix B.2. Thus, the following

disussion is, for the sake of simpliity, also limited to small deformations, reall (2.24),

and (2.25). The salar-based yield funtion is, for the present purpose, set to a von

Mises-type yield funtion, f. (B.10).

The standard FEM is reviewed and an alternative method, i. e., an augmented Finite-

Element Method (AugFEM) is presented. For the AugFEM, the history variables, whih

provide the information of inelasti deformations from previous time steps, are represented

as Finite-Element funtions. This results in additional DOF. As a onsequene, generally

11

Sir Isaa Newton (1643 � 1727): English sientist who is been onsidered by many to be the greatest

and most in�uential sientist who ever lived. His monograph �Philosophiæ Naturalis Prinipia Mathe-

matia� lays the foundations for most of lassial mehanis. In this work, Newton desribed universal

gravitation and the three laws of motion, whih dominated the sienti� view of the physial universe for

the next three enturies. Thus, the �eld of lassial mehanis is also known as �Newtonian mehanis�.

He was also highly religious. As an unorthodox Christian he wrote more on Biblial hermeneutis and

oult studies than on siene and mathematis, the subjets he is mainly assoiated with. [Wikipedia℄
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aepted standard formulations for evaluating inelasti deformations in a numeri substep

an now be replaed by a fully oupled Newton method, f. Setion 4.1.3.

In order to model the nonlinear material behaviour of elasti-inelasti materials, it is es-

sential to respet the development over time of inelasti deformations ourring in both

elasto-plasti and elasto-visoplasti proesses. This time-dependent material behaviour

implies the use of an evolution equation for the inelasti ontributions to the overall

deformations. Proeeding from the standard FEM, the evolution equation, whih is de-

termined by a �ow rule, see, e. g., (B.15), is generally multi-evaluated at eah integration

point inside eah element. The internal problem of evaluating the evolution equation at

every integration point is ommonly solved by the losest point projetion method, also

referred to as return mapping or radial

12

return, see, e. g., Simo & Hughes [170℄. The

losest point projetion is derived from an impliit (bakward) Euler integration sheme,

see (4.20)2, by inserting the non-linear stress response into the equilibrium equation. The

linearisation of the resulting nonlinear equation yields the onsistent tangent approah,

see Simo & Taylor [174℄. Therefore, as was disussed in Simo et al. [171℄, it is neessary

to provide internal variables or so-alled history variables εp, whih ontain the plasti

strain behaviour from previous time steps. This results in a loal DAE system for eah

integration point in order to obtain the atual plasti deformation and thereafter the

appropriate stress, see, e. g., Ehlers [59℄. It is obvious that this leads to an enormous

numerial ost for a large number of integration points. In the following, the general pos-

sibility of representing the internal variables as FE funtions is disussed. The priniple

of this possibility was mentioned in, e. g., Ammann [2℄, and Beker & Miehe [9℄. This

possibility was examined in Herres et al. [101℄ as an expliit expression of the onsisteny

parameter, and the internal variables were ast into a uni�ed algorithmi framework. For-

mer ontributions with similar numerial approahes are often disussed in the ontext of

strain-gradient plastiity. These approahes have been doumented elaborately in, e. g.,

Liebe & Steinmann [127℄. An alternative solution algorithm is disussed in Kulkarni et

al. [124℄.

4.2.1 Standard Small-strain Elasto-visoplastiity

For the numerial realisation of nonlinear material behaviour of a ontinuum-mehanial

model, all desribing quantities (the displaement u as a primary variable and the plasti

strains εp along with the aumulated plasti strain εpv as seondary internal variables)

need to be disretised in the spatial and in the temporal domain. The disretisation in

the framework of the standard FEM leads to a global and a loal system of DAE. Reall,

the following relations are based on a von Mises-type yield funtion, see Appendix B.2.

The displaement u is approximated in a �nite-element spae idential to (4.2). The

spatial disretisation de�nes the ansatz spae Au,h(t) and the trial spae T u,h
. Then,

the momentum equilibrium equation (B.7) is formulated weakly and spatially disretised,

12

Note in passing that, the terminology radial originates from a irular shaped yield funtion, like the

here used von Mises-type yield funtion. In general, yield funtions are not limited to be irular shaped,

see, e. g., Figure B.4.
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i. e.,

∫

Ωh

σh · ε(δuh) dv =

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄h · δuh da with ε(δuh) := grad δuh .
(4.25)

In this disrete setting, all integrals are approximated by the aforementioned Gaussian

quadrature. Thus, it remains to determine the stress σh(ξk, t) and, therefore, also the

internal variables εhp = εhp(ξk, t), and εpv = εpv(ξk, t), at the integration points ξk only.

This an be ondensed into an abstrat system form like (4.7), viz.

u =
[
u1, . . . ,uN

]T
, F 1(t,u ,u

′, q) =
[
M u ′ + k (u , q)− f

] !
= 0 ,

q =
[
(ε1p, ε

1
pv), . . . , (ε

N
p , ε

N
pv)
]T

, F 2(t, q , q
′,u) =

[
A q ′ − g (q ,u)

] !
= 0 ,

(4.26)

❀ F (t, y , y ′) =





F 1

F 2




!
= 0 with y = (uT , qT )T . (4.27)

Therein, u represents the vetor ontaining the primary (nodal) variables, and q is the

vetor in whih the seondary (internal) variables are olleted. The primary variables

are stored at eah node of the �nite-element mesh and thus integrated into the global

system of DAE. The seondary variables are internally stored at eah integration point

beause they are only evaluated inside the loal system of DAE.

The temporal disretisation of (4.27) is analogue to Setion 4.1.2. For the sake of

simpliity, an impliit (bakward) Euler sheme, f. (4.20)2, is used for the temporal

disretisation. The starting point relates to εhp,0 = 0 at t0 = 0. For every time step n,
the displaement uh

n satisfying the Dirihlet boundary onditions, the stress σh
n and the

plasti strain εhp,n satisfying the disretised onstitutive relation (B.9), viz.

σh
n := σ(uh

n, ε
h
p,n) =

4

CCC
[
ε(uh

n)− εhp,n
]
, (4.28)

must ful�l the equilibrium equation (4.25) and the inremental �ow rule

△εhp,n := εhp,n − εhp,n−1

=
△tn
η

〈
F (σh

n; κ
h
n)

σ0

〉r

︸ ︷︷ ︸

λhn

∂F (σh
n; κ

h
n)

∂ σ
, (4.29)
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with κhn =
∗
κ (εhpv,n) and ε

h
pv,n = εhpv,n−1+

√
2
3
|△εhp,n|. In order to evaluate the inremental

�ow rule, the so-alled trial stress is de�ned

σh
trial,n(u

h
n, ε

h
p,n−1) :=

4

CCC
[
ε(uh

n)− εhp,n−1

]

= σh
n + 2µ△εh,np ,

(4.30)

whih allows to rewrite (4.29) in the form △εhp,n = Λh
n ζ

h
n with Λh

n = |△εhp,n| and

ζh
n =

∂F (σh
n; κ

h
n)

∂ σ
=

(σh
n)

D

|(σh
n)

D| =
△εhp,n

|△εhp,n|
=

(σh
trial,n)

D

|(σh
trial,n)

D| . (4.31)

Now, two ases are onsidered. If |(σh
trial,n)

D| ≤
√

2
3

∗
κ (εhpv,n−1), the plasti multiplier is

set to Λh
n = 0. Otherwise, |(σh

n)
D| =

∣
∣(σh

trial,n)
D
∣
∣− 2µΛh

n is observed. For the latter ase,

the identity

F (σh
n; κ

h
n) = |(σh

n)
D| −

√
2
3

∗
κ (εhpv,n)

=
∣
∣(σh

trial,n)
D
∣
∣− 2µΛh

n −
√

2
3

∗
κ
(

εhpv,n−1 +
√

2
3
Λh

n

)

=: fh
n

(∣
∣(σh

trial,n)
D
∣
∣,Λh

n

)

(4.32)

allows to rewrite the inremental �ow funtion depending on (σh
trial,n,Λ

h
n) and the history

variable εhpv,n−1 from the previous time step. The �ow funtion is inserted in (4.29), whih

gives

Λh
n =
△tn
η

〈

fh
n

(∣
∣(σh

trial,n)
D
∣
∣,Λh

n

)

σ0

〉r

. (4.33)

Note in passing that, for rate-independent plastiity (elasto-plastiity), above onsid-

erations are in general ondensed into the so-alled Karush

13

-Kuhn-Tuker

14

onditions.

By the appliation of the Karush-Kuhn-Tuker onditions, the plasti multiplier Λh
n

is omputed with the onstraints F ≤ 0 ,Λh
n ≥ 0 ,Λh

n F = 0. For given σh
trial,n, let

Λh
n = Λh

n

(∣
∣(σh

trial,n)
D
∣
∣
)
be the solution of the nonlinear problem (4.33). Note that only

13

William Karush (1917 � 1997): Amerian mathematiian who is best known for his ontribution to the

�Karush�Kuhn�Tuker onditions�. He was the �rst to publish the neessary onditions for the inequality

onstrained problem in his Masters thesis. He beame only renowned after a seminal onferene paper

by Harold William Kuhn and Albert William Tuker. [Wikipedia℄

14

Albert William Tuker (1905 � 1995): Canadian-born Amerian mathematiian who made important

ontributions in topology, game theory, and non-linear programming. He is, together with William

Karush and Harold William Kuhn, best known for the �Karush�Kuhn�Tuker onditions�, a basi result

in non-linear programming, whih was published in onferene proeedings, rather than in a journal.

[Wikipedia℄
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for the speial ase he = 0 and r = 1 the solution is known in losed form, so that, in

general, the return parameter Λh
n has to be approximated by a few Newton steps. In order

to obtain a unique solution in the ase of softening, it is required that

△tn
η

is su�iently

small. The solution of (4.33) de�nes the radial return εhp,n =RRRh
n(σ

h
trial,n) by

R

R

R

h
n = εhp,n−1 + Λh

n

(
|(σh

trial,n)
D|
) (σh

trial,n)
D

|(σh
trial,n)

D| , (4.34)

and the inremental plasti stress response σh
n = SSSh

n

(
ε(uh

n), ε
h
p,n−1

)
by

S

S

S

h
n =

4

CCC
[

ε(uh
n)−RRRh

n

]

. (4.35)

Together with (4.25), this results in the nonlinear variational problem

RM,h
n =

∫

Ωh

S

S

S

h
n · ε(δuh) dv −

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄hn · δuh da = 0 . (4.36)

This problem an be solved diretly with a generalised Newton method, see Appendix

C.2 for a suitable algorithm.

Remark: Reently, several further nonlinear solution algorithms for this problem lass

were disussed, e. g., interior point methods in Krabbenhoft et al. [121℄, SQP methods in

Wieners [192℄, or the Newton-Shur

15

method in Kulkarni et al. [124℄. The latter method

is introdued shortly, as its solution algorithm is relatively akin to the subsequent Setion

4.2.2. The Newton-Shur method introdues two independent variables, displaement and

stress. A Newton algorithm for the nonlinear system is onstruted with two equations,

the temporal disretised equation (4.25) and (4.35). Sine the seond equation is loal,

the Shur omplement an be omputed. Thus, only one global system, in form of (4.36),

needs to be solved in every Newton step. Therein, the nonlinear stress response is replaed

by the Shur omplement. Numerially, this method does not hange the disretisation,

and thus yields the same disrete solution, but the solution is obtained by a di�erent

nonlinear solution algorithm. It turns out that this method also an be transferred to

appliations in �nite plastiity, where the performane is superior to the standard losest

point algorithms.

First, in terms of a onise residual vetor notation, f. (4.23)2, the problem (4.27) an

be rewritten for a single time step n as

F =





F 1

F 2




!
= 0 ❀ n : R(△y) =





RG(△u ,△q)

RL(△u ,△q)



 = 0 with

dR

d△y
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: DR

∆∆∆ = R .

(4.37)

15

Issai Shur (1875 � 1941): Israelian mathematiian who worked in Germany for most of his life. As a

student of Ferdinand Georg Frobenius, he is perhaps best known today for his result on the existene of

the �Shur deomposition�. [Wikipedia℄
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Therein, the Newton iteration index m is omitted for onveniene. Note in passing

that the formerly used Runge-Kutta stage index i is obsolete due to the impliit Euler

time-integration sheme; onsequently, the single stage inrement is de�ned by △( · ) :=
△( · )n − △( · )n−1. The split-up system of equations {F 1,F 2} leads after their tempo-

ral disretisation to the global residual vetor RG
and its loal ounterpart RL

. The

residual vetors depend on the inrements of the global (primary) and loal (seondary)

variables ondensed in △u and △q . The Newton inrements are represented by ∆∆∆. The

algorithmially onsistent tangent then reads

DR =
∂RG

∂△u
+
∂RG

∂△q

∂△q

∂△u
. (4.38)

Under the assumption that the loal system RL
an be solved su�iently exat, the loal

inrements an be understood as a funtion of the global inrements △q = △q(△u), viz.

RL !
= 0 ,

dRL

d△u
=
∂RL

∂△u
+
∂RL

∂△q

∂△q

∂△u
= 0 ❀

∂△q

∂△u
= −

(
∂RL

∂△q

)−1
∂RL

∂△u
. (4.39)

Thus, the small linear system (4.39)2 an be solved in a deoupled way. This yields to

the �nal form of the algorithmially onsistent tangent, viz.

DR =
∂RG

∂△u
− ∂R

G

∂△q

(
∂RL

∂△q

)−1
∂RL

∂△u
❀ DR∆∆∆ = RG ⇒ △um+1 = △um−∆∆∆m .

(4.40)

With this, the aumulated Newton solution of the primary variables △um+1
an be

omputed.

Alternatively to (4.37), the Newton-Shur method initially states the problem of small-

strain elasti-inelasti material behaviour as follows:

n : R(△u ,△σ) =





RE(△u ,△σ)

RS(△u ,△σ)



 = 0 ❀








∂RE

∂△u

∂RE

∂△σ

∂RS

∂△u

∂RS

∂△σ












∆∆∆u

∆∆∆σ



 =





RE

RS



 .

(4.41)

Therein, the two independent primary variables, displaement and stress, are introdued,

and ondensed into △u and △σ. The omplementary residual vetors are RE
, for the

regular equilibrium equation, and RS
, for the state variable evolution equation. Here, the

state variable is the stress tensor σ. The state variable evolution equation for the stress

tensor σ an be represented by, e. g.,

RS = σn +
3µ

△σ
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(σn − σn−1)
∗
κ (σn)

−
√

3

2
|σD

trial,n| . (4.42)
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The softening/hardening of the material under study is represented in

∗
κ (σ). By the

appliation of a general Shur omplement tehnique

16

for matrix alulus to (4.41), the

problem yields




∂RE

∂△u −
∂RE

∂△σ

(

∂RS

∂△σ

)−1
∂RS

∂△u



∆∆∆u = RE − ∂RE

∂△σ

(
∂RS

∂△σ

)−1

RS ,

∂RS

∂△σ ∆∆∆σ = RS − ∂RS

∂△u∆∆∆u ,

⇒







△um+1 = △um −∆∆∆m
u ,

△σm+1 = △σm −∆∆∆m
σ .

(4.44)

It has been shown in Kulkarni et al. [124℄ that the performane of this alternative ansatz

is superior to the standard losest point algorithm. ✷

4.2.2 Augmented Small-strain Elasto-visoplastiity

This setion ontinues the preeding setup for small-strain elasto-visoplastiity. Here,

additional �nite-element approximations are used for the plasti strain εp. Therefore, the

standard �nite-element spaes are augmented. This augmentation yields to the introdu-

tion of the spaes

Aε(t) = {εp ∈ H1(Ω)d} (ansatz) and T ε = {δεp ∈ H1(Ω)d} (test) . (4.45)

In the following, quadrati elements Au,h(t) are used for the spatially disretised displae-

ments, and linear elements Aε,h(t) for the plasti strains. Note that in this ase, εhp is a

non-loal variable, so that it is not possible to eliminate the �ow rule loally. Thus, the

inremental �ow rule (4.29) has to be inluded into the variational system in weak form:

16

The ommon Shur omplement for matrix alulus is de�ned as:





A B

C D









x

y



 =





f

g



 ❀

(D−CA−1B)y = g −CA−1f → Ax = f −By ,

(A−BD−1C)x = f −BD−1g → Dy = g −Cx .
(4.43)
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�nd {uh
n, ε

h
p,n} ∈ {Au,h(tn),Aε,h(tn)} × H1(Ω)d satisfying

RM,h
n =

∫

Ωh

σh
n · ε(δuh) dv −

∫

Γu,h
N

t̄hn · δuh da = 0 ,

RA,h
n =

∫

Ωh

(

εhp,n − εhp,n−1 −
△tn
η

〈
F (σh

n; κ
h
n)

σ0

〉r
(σh

n)
D

|(σh
n)

D|
)

· δεhp dv = 0 ,

(4.46)

for all test funtions {δuh, δεhp} ∈ {T u,h, T ε,h} × H1(Ω)d. Sine F depends in the �rst

argument only on the seond invariant, the return parameter funtion

Λh
n

(
|(σh

n)
D|, εhpv,n

)
=
△tn
η

〈

F̃
(
|(σh

n)
D|, εhpv,n

)

σ0

〉r

(4.47)

with F̃
(
|(σh

n)
D|, εhpv,n

)
= F (σh

n;
∗
κ (εhpv,n)) is well de�ned. Moreover, sine Λh

n is Lipshitz
17

ontinuous, a generalised derivative exists and again a (generalised) Newton method an

be diretly applied to the oupled system, see Appendix C.3 for a suitable algorithm.

Note that the numerial realisation is quite simple if in algorithmi substep S4) the

linearisation of the system (4.46) is approximated numerially by the entral di�erene

quotient (4.24). This an be denoted in Runge-Kutta stage inrements analogue to (4.23)

or (4.41), respetively, as

n : R(△u ,△e) =





RM(△u ,△e)

RA(△u ,△e)



 = 0 ❀








∂RM

∂△u

∂RM

∂△e

∂RA

∂△u

∂RA

∂△e












∆u

∆e



 =





RM

RA



 .

(4.48)

Therein, the primary variables are ondensed in u = [u1
, . . . , uN ]T , e = [ε1p, . . . , ε

N
p ]

T
,

and the residual vetors are omposed as RM = [RM,h,1
, . . . , RM,h,N ]T , and RA = [RA,h,1

,

. . . , RA,h,N ]T . Note that this proedure ompletely avoids the evaluation of the radial

return.

In Setion 5.1, both numerial methods � the FEM and the AugFEM � are exemplar-

ily applied to a visoplasti Perzyna-type regularisation of softening material behaviour

within a geometrially linear approah in order to simulate the development of shear

bands ourring in a tensile bar. The numerial studies prove omparative results, while

exhibiting a omputational speed-up for the AugFEM.

17

Rudolf Otto Sigismund Lipshitz (1832 � 1903): German mathematiian and dotoral student of

Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirihlet. While Lipshitz gave his name to the �Lipshitz ontinuity ondition�,

he worked in a broad range of areas. He is onsidered to be a forgotten pioneer. Main parts of his

sienti� ontributions � espeially in the �eld of assoiative algebra � have fallen into oblivion after

1950. [Wikipedia℄
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4.3 The Extended Finite-Element Method (XFEM)

After the small exurs to elasto-visoplasti material behaviour of single-phase materials in

Setion 4.2 the following hapter resides again in the framework of multi-phasi materials.

Nevertheless, the basi priniple of the preeding extension of the FEM is taken up here

again. In ontrast to the AugFEM, the XFEM is an enrihed method where the �eld

desribing quantities are enrihed. The XFEM belongs to the family of enhaned assumed

strain methods (EAS), f. Simo & Rafai [173℄. It enables loal enrihment in subregions

of the disretised domains. In general, the XFEM is mainly used in appliations that

involve disontinuities in �eld equations. Within this topi, the XFEM has a broad

appliation area, e. g., material interfaes, raks, or boundary layers, to name only a few.

An important advantage of the XFEM is its auray in omparison to the standard FEM.

As a onsequene, the requirement for a suitable �nite-element mesh is redued. Regular

meshes an be used in appliations whih otherwise would require mesh-re�nement with

element edges aligning with the disontinuities.

The enrihment of the �eld quantities within the framework of the XFEM are based on

the PU priniple, f. Setion 4.1.1. These enrihments result in additional DOF. The en-

rihment arries additional ansatz funtions with loal supports that are multiplied with

global enrihment funtions. Hene, the additional ansatz funtions yield a loal enrih-

ment. Therein, speial attention is required for the integration of the loally enrihed

subdomains due to possible jumps or kinks in the �eld funtions. Based on the spatial

disretisation (4.2), the ansatz of the displaement �eld funtion uS(x, t) is enrihed, viz.

uS(x, t) ≈ ůh
S(x, t) = ūh

S(x, t) +

N∑

j=1

Υj
u(x) u

j
S(t) +

M∑

ℓ=1

∑

j∈I∗
ℓ

Π
j
aℓ(x) a

j
Sℓ(t) ,

δuS(x) ≈ δůh
S(x) =

N∑

j=1

Υj
u(x) δu

j
S

︸ ︷︷ ︸

FEM approximation

uh
S, δu

h
S

+

M∑

ℓ=1

∑

j∈I∗
ℓ

Π
j
aℓ(x) δa

j
Sℓ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

XFEM enrihment

ah
Sℓ, δa

h
Sℓ

with







{aj
Sℓ(t), δa

j
Sℓ} ∈ {Aa,h(t), T a,h} : XFEM ansatz (DOF) and test ,

ůh
S(x, t) ∈ Åu,h(t) = Au,h(t) +Aa,h(t) : enrihed displaement ,

δůh
S(x) ∈ T̊ u,h = T u,h + T a,h : enrihed test ,

Π
j
aℓ(x) = Υ

j
aℓ(x)ψℓ(x) : additional ansatz funtions .

(4.49)

Multiple XFEM enrihment ℓ = 1, . . . ,M an be applied to the disontinuous �eld fun-

tions under study. Eah of the enrihment must satisfy the PU

18

onstraint, see Figure

18

In fat, Π
j
ai builds only a PU in all elements whose nodes are all in the nodal subsets I∗i . In
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4.3. In this monograph, the number of XFEM enrihment will be restrited to a single

one. Consequently, only a single disontinuity an be modelled. Enrihed quantities will

be denoted by a irle supersript (̊ · ). The enrihed displaement �eld funtion reads

ůh
S, and the enrihed test funtion δůh

S. Both reside in the ansatz and test spaes {Åu,h
,

T̊ u,h} whih ontain the enrihment spaes {Aa,h
, T a,h}. The additional DOF (primary

variables) are represented in a
j
S; their test ounterparts are denoted δa

j
S. Note that these

DOF only support �nite-elements whih are interseted by disontinuities. Thus, they

∑

j∈I∗1

Π
j
a1(x) = 1

∑

j∈I∗2

Π
j
a2(x) = 1

∑

j∈I∗3

Π
j
a3(x) = 1

Figure 4.3: PU for multiple XFEM

subregion enrihment.

reside in the nodal subset j ∈ I∗. This is a ruial

advantage of the XFEM to other enrihed methods,

beause the number of additional DOF is limited. The

additional ansatz funtions Πj
a onsist of the loal sup-

port Υj
a, and of the global enrihment funtion ψ. In

this monograph, the loal support funtions will be ho-

sen idential to the standard FEM ansatz funtions,

i. e., Υj
a ≡ Υj

u. Note that this is not a onstraint; the

enrihment an be de�ned based on individual fun-

tions, e. g., quadrati FEM but linear XFEM ansatz

funtions. Di�erent global enrihment funtions an be

applied for weak or strong disontinuities. For the here

disussed problem of strong disontinuities in displae-

ment �elds, a set of possible enrihment funtions is �

in diret analogy to (3.44) � given with

ψ1(x) = H
(
φ(x)

)
=

{
1 : φ(x) > 0

0 : φ(x) ≤ 0

1 : φ(x) > 0

0 : φ(x) = 0

−1 : φ(x) < 0







= sign

(
φ(x)

)
= ψ2(x) .

(4.50)

Therein, the Heaviside- (H ) and signum-funtion (sign) lead to idential results as they

span the same approximation spae. In (4.50), the salar-valued global funtion φ(x)
traks the disontinuity by its zero-level. This globally represented so-alled level-set

funtion is a widely used numerial tehnique to trak � �xed or moving � interfaes

impliitly. Examples of proper traking tehniques an be found in Setion 4.4.

Remark: One of the reasons for the general suess of the XFEM is its apability to

onsider disontinuities inside �nite-elements. In this ontext, it makes sense to point out

an often used alternative. The so-alled Hansbo method, f. Hansbo & Hansbo [93, 94℄,

was shown idential to the XFEM enrihment in Areias & Belytshko [4℄. The Hansbo

method may be interpreted as the superposition of two elements. Therein, the �rst element

is used to de�ne the funtions ΥI and Υ′
II , see Figure 4.4 for a 1-d representation; the

elements with only some of their nodes in I∗i , Π
j
ai does not build a PU, i. e.,

∑

j∈I∗

i
Π

j
ai(x) 6= 1. Theses

elements are so-alled blending elements. Fortunately, these blending elements do not a�et typial � in

this monograph disussed � XFEM omputations partiularly. Thus, the in�uene of blending elements

is in general negleted. Anyway, a possible remedy to this problem has already been proposed by Fries

[76℄.
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right node is alled virtual. The seond element is used to de�ne the funtions Υ′
I and

PSfrag replaements

(a)

(b)

Υ1
u Υ2

u Π1
a Π2

a

ΥI ΥII Υ′
II Υ′

I

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the (a) lassial XFEM

(
ψ = sign(φ)

)
with the (b) Hansbo method.

ΥII , with the left virtual node. This is � of ourse � also valid for 2-d and 3-d problems.

✷

Due to the additional XFEM enrihment, the standard FEM approximations lak the

normalisation by the Kroneker symbol δji , f. (4.3), in general. But this normalisation is

ruial for the diret appliation of Dirihlet boundary onditions. One possible remedy

for this situation is to �nd loal XFEM enrihment funtions Πj
a that are zero at all

nodes. This would immediately yield ůh
S = ūh

S, as usually given in the standard FEM

approximation. The remedy is aomplished by a shifting of the global enrihment

funtions ψ, individually for eah node as

ψshift(x) = ψ(x)− ψ(xj) ❀ Πj
a(x) = Υj

u(x)ψ
shift(x) . (4.51)

Consequently, the XFEM enrihment beomes zero at every node k through k 6= j :
Υj

u(xk) = 0 and k = j : ψ(xk) − ψ(xj) = 0. The �nal form of the XFEM enrihed

displaement approximation then reads

ůh
S(x, t) = ūh

S(x, t) +
N∑

j=1

Υj
u(x)u

j
S(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= uh
S ≈ ũS

+
∑

j∈I∗

Υj
u(x)

[

ψ(x)− ψ(xj)
]

a
j
S(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= ψah
S ≈ ψ[[uS ]]

. (4.52)

Therein, the ontinuum-mehanial �eld funtion for the displaement (3.42) is approxi-

mated by the quantities uh
S = ūh

S +
∑N

j=1Υ
j
uu

j
S, and ah

S =
∑

j∈I∗ Υ
j
ua

j
S.

Remark: Disontinuities that end inside the onsidered domain require a speial enrih-

ment. In order to represent suh a disontinuity in its proper length, nodes whose support

ontain the disontinuity tip (singularity) should to be enrihed, too. For example, the

following four disontinuous funtions are, in general, used for 2-d simulations:

ψI =
√
r sin

θ

2
, ψII =

√
r sin

θ

2
sin θ , ψIII =

√
r os

θ

2
, ψIV =

√
r os

θ

2
sin θ .

(4.53)

These funtions depend on a loal polar oordinate system that is de�ned at the rak tip.

The angle θ is positive de�nite in ounter-lokwise diretion, levelled in elongation of the
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disontinuity line, and negative de�nite for the lokwise diretion below the elongated

disontinuity line. Suh funtions are provided by the asymptoti modes of displaement

at the rak tip. The �rst funtion in (4.53) is also disontinuous aross the disontinuity

line. The singularity surrounding nodes are enrihed by (4.53) instead of the regular

XFEM funtions (4.51), see Belytshko & Blak [10℄, and Strouboulis et al. [178℄. Note

that if the solution is not singular at the rak tip, e. g., due to the appliation of the

ohesive zone theory, other funtions of enrihment an be seleted, seeMoës & Belytshko

[138℄ and Zi & Belytshko [197℄. ✷

4.3.1 Disontinuous Disretisation

Additionally to the spatial disretisation of the FEM in Setion 4.1.1, the XFEM dison-

tinuous disretisation remains to be disussed. The disontinuous entries in the balane

equations (3.60) and (3.63),

. . .

∫

_

S

v̄SδP daS . . . and . . .

∫

_

S

t̄S,S · δuS da
S . . . , (4.54)

are onsidered individually. The balane ontribution (4.54)1 an be interpreted as an

internal �uid �ow. This has been already identi�ed in (3.61). Consequently, a possible

ansatz for its overall disretisation an be de�ned as

∫

_

S

v̄SδP daS
❀

1

̺e

Ωh
e,n − Ωh

e,n−1

△tn
δPh . (4.55)

The disretised volume of eah �nite-element is represented by Ωh
e,n from the atual time

step, and by Ωh
e,n−1 from the previous time step. E�ient algorithms for the omputa-

tion of the disretised volume or area, for the 2-d ase of a �nite-element an be found

in Appendix C.4 and Appendix C.5. The internal �uid �ow (4.55)2 is de fato an ad-

ditional Neumann BC, also known as additional support of the right-hand side. Eah

node � from a disontinuous element � with a pressure DOF gets a pro-rata value on

the right hand side of the residual balane equation. The pro-rata value is saled by

the number of element nodes ̺e as a onsequene of the transfer of the volume inte-

gral to disrete (nodal) values. Note in passing that the sign of the internal �uid �ow

di�ers from that of the external �uid �ow v̄h, reall (4.21). Furthermore, note that

the temporal disretisation from Setion 4.1.2 is still valid and applied to the onsid-

ered disontinuous XFEM problems here. Aordingly, it is ruial to onsider any

ourring Runge-Kutta intermediate steps, i. e., n ⇔ ni, tn ⇔ Tni = tn + cihn, and
△tn ⇔ cihn. Alternatively to this approah, it is of ourse also feasible to apply the

subsequent disretisation of the ohesive framework to this balane ontribution. A-

tually, this disretisation is straightforward if the rossing disontinuity surfae is nu-

merially identi�ed; as it is presented, albeit only virtual, in the following. Anyway,
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Figure 4.5: (a) Intersetion planes of hexahe-

drons, and (b) their triangulation.

the volumetri ansatz (4.55)2 is favoured

in this monograph. For the numerial

omputation of (4.54)2, the surfae of the

disontinuity itself needs to be spatially

disretised. This will be presented with

fous on the herein used �nite-element

types. An intersetion of 2-d �nite-

elements results in simple line segments.

Their disretisation and numerial inte-

gration follows straightforward. Thus, the

following ohesive framework will mainly

fous on the 3-d disretisation. 3-d prob-

lems are herein disretised with 8-node hexahedron elements beause of their superiority

over tetrahedron elements. Thus, their intersetion planes with the disontinuity surfae

an result in shapes of triangles, retangles, pentagons, or hexagons, see Figure 4.5 (a).

These shapes need to be triangulated for a sound numerial integration sheme, see Figure

4.5 (b). Again, note that any eventually ourring Runge-Kutta intermediate steps must

be onsidered, i. e., n⇔ ni. The disretisation of (4.54)2 an be de�ned as

∫

_

S

t̄S,S([[uS]], n̄
S) · δuS daS

❀

∫

ΓS,h

t̄S,S,hn (ah
S,n, n̄

S,h
n ) · δah

S daS . (4.56)

For (4.56)2, the disretisation of the test funtional δuS redues to the disretised en-

rihment part δah
S. This is the result of the ativation of ohesive stresses solely by the

disontinuous displaement �eld ah
S,n. Note that δah

S laks the previous enrihment ψ,
f. (4.52); the disontinuity itself is integrated over the disontinuity, in ontrast to the

overall integration. The disretised values of the ohesive stress vetor are omputed as

follows:

t̄S,S,hn = (1− dhn)
(

λS⊥
(
ah
S,n · n̄S,h

n

)
n̄S,h
n

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a
h,⊥
S,n

+µS
∼

(
ah
S,n − a

h,⊥
S,n

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a
h,∼
S,n

)

with







dhn = 1− e−aub
n ,

un = max

[

‖ah
S,s‖
]n

s=0
,

❀ umax, dmax .

(4.57)

Therein, {umax, dmax} are history variables. They need to be stored or updated, respe-

tively, at eah integration point on the surfae ΓS,h
. With them, the absolute maximum

distane between the two sides of the disontinuity umax, along with the orresponding

maximum damage variable dmax, an be aessed at eah time step. This is neessary

for the orret numerial modelling of the assumed linear unloading proesses, see Figure

3.16. The irreversibility of the damage is assured through

dhn =







1− e−aub
n : un ≥ umax

1− un
1− dmax

umax
: un < umax






with un = ‖ah

S,n‖ . (4.58)
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The numerial omputation and storage of the disretised disontinuity surfae will take

plae in the referential on�guration, beause of the materially �xed surfae S0. Thus, the

element intersetion points of the disontinuity are stored per element. These intersetion

points form the omputational basis for the determination of the surfae area elements

ΓS,h
e , and the orresponding normal vetors mS,h

e , see Figure 4.6. The transport of the

referential intersetion points X
ζi
S,e to their re�etions x̄

ζi
e on the virtual surfae

_

S reads

x̄ζi
e = F̄S

S X
ζi
S,e = X

ζi
S,e + ũh

S(X
ζi
S,e) +

1
2
ah
S,n(X

ζi
S,e) . (4.59)

Therein, the virtual deformation gradient (3.51) has been used. Alternatively, the or-

responding balane equations ould also be evaluated diretly in the referential on�g-

uration. However, due to the homogenisation proess of the TPM, and the therefrom

originating spatial mixture balane equations, this alternative is not onsidered in this

monograph. Within this monograph, the element-wise disontinuity surfae is not limited

to a plane, see Figure 4.11. Consequently, this results in multiple surfae normal vetors

m
S,h
S,e . Their respetive images in the atual on�guration n̄S,h

e are omputed per triangle

element after the transport of the intersetion points X
ξi
S,e → x̄ξi

e . Prior to the identi-

�ation of the �nal position of the intersetion points in the �stati� referene element,

the points x̄i
e are loated in the global oordinate system of the atual on�guration.

As a byprodut, the disontinuity surfae area elements � globally and per referene ele-

ment � are omputed for both on�gurations dA
ξj
S,e, dA

j
S,e, and da

ξj
S,e, da

j
S,e, respetively.

Thus, the Jaobian fator J j
a = daj/ daξ,j for the numerial integration over the referene

element is a known quantity. This yields to

∫

ΓS,h

t̄S,S,hn (x) · δah
S daS ≈

J∑

j

K∑

k

t̄S,S,hn (x(ξj
k)) · δah

S(ξ
j
k)w

j
kJ

j
a . (4.60)

Note in passing that the integration points ξ
j
k on the interseting surfae triangles an be

elegantly identi�ed by 3-d tetrahedron subelements; if the respetive fourth node of the

tetrahedron is positioned on the triangle surfae, regular triangle element shape funtions

an be used.
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Figure 4.6: Transport of the disontinuity surfae.
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With these preliminaries, the �nal form of the fully disretised disontinuous balane

equations reads

R̊V,h
ni =

∫

Ωh

div

(△Ů h
S,ni(. . . , a

h
S,ni)−

◦

U ′h
S,ni(. . . , a

h
S,ni)

hn aii

)

δPh dv

+

∫

Ωh

kF
(
Ů h

S,ni(. . . , a
h
S,ni)

)

γFR

[
grad (Ph

n +△Ph
ni)− ρFR g

]
· grad δPh dv

+

∫

Γv,h
N

v̄h(Tni) δPh da − 1

̺e

Ωh
ni − Ωh

n

cihn
δPh = 0 ,

R̊M,h
ni =

∫

Ωh

(

TS
E(Ů

h
S,ni(. . . , a

h
S,n))− Ph

ni I
)

· grad δůh
S dv +

∫

ΓS,h

t̄
S,S,h
ni · δah

S daS

−
∫

Ωh

ρg · δůh
S dv −

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄h(Tni) · δůh
S da = 0 ,

(4.61)

One an see that � even though the disontinuous enrihment solely ontributes to the

solid displaement � both equations depend on the additional primary variable ah
S,n. This

again reveals the strong oupling of the TPM balane equations. The notation of the

balane equations onsiders possible Runge-Kutta intermediate stages, indexed by i. This
is ruial for a suessful numerial implementation into the FEM-program PANDAS.

disontinuous disretised BVP

∫

Ωh

div(ůh
S)

′
S δPh dv +

∫

Ωh

kF

γFR
(grad Ph − ρFRg) · grad δPh dv +

1

̺e

Ωh
n − Ωh

0

t
δPh =

= −
∫

Γv,h
N

v̄hδPh da ,

∫

Ωh

(TS
E − Ph I) · grad δuh

S dv −
∫

Ωh

ρg · δuh
S dv =

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄h · δuh
S da ,

∫

Ωh

(TS
E − Ph I) · H grad δah

S dv +

∫

ΓS,h

t̄S,S,h · δah
S daS −

∫

Ωh

ρg ·H δah
S dv =

=

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄h · H δah
S da .

(4.62)

The variables {△Ů h
S,ni,

◦

U ′h
S,ni, Ů

h
S,ni} represent the enrihed ounterparts to those presented

in (4.21), and (4.22). The appliation of the variational priniple, i. e., δuh
S(δa

h
S = 0),
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and δah
S(δu

h
S = 0), allows a split-up for a learer representation of the BVP equations.

Furthermore, for the sake of larity, the notation in (4.62) ondenses the Runge-Kutta

intermediate stages to a more ommon overall representation per time step n.

Remark: Within (4.61), one might wonder about the mixed Runge-Kutta quantities

( · )ni and ( · )n in the internal �uid �ow ontribution. This is the result of the appliation

of a single-step temporal integration sheme. For single-step shemes, it is unneessary to

numerially store previous steps (intermediate stages). Thus, the step di�erenes ( · )ni−1−
( · )ni yield to absolute di�erenes ( · )ni− ( · )n. This relationship an be niely visualised

with Zi := △Yni, e. g., for s = 3 Runge-Kutta stages, viz.
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4.3.2 Numerial Integration

Depending on the hosen global enrihment funtion ψ, jumps, kinks or other disontinu-

ities an be present in the additional ansatz funtionΠa. However, the standard Gaussian

integration sheme is only suited for element-wise smooth and ontinuous ansatz fun-

tions. Therefore, the numerial integration needs to take element-wise disontinuities

into aount. In this ontext, the orresponding elements are divided into two parts along

the rossing disontinuity. These parts are then again � due to their unique geometry

� divided into subelements. For a sound numerial implementation, these subelements

are in general hosen to be of the same element type than their soure elements. Thus,

the standard Gauss quadrature an be applied again to the subelements. Finally, the

integral ontributions of the subelements are added together to obtain the overall element

values, see Figure 4.7. For the most basi element type, linear 2-d triangular elements,

Figure 4.7: Numerial integration points of 2-d/3-d subelements.

the onstrution of subelements is quite simple. The subdivision proess for linear ret-

angular elements is numerially a bit more ostly but also straightforward, see Figure

4.8. Furthermore, the sum of orresponding unique element edge numbers allows the
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identi�ation of the rossing position. The 3-d expansion of this proedure an beome

quite hallenging as various ases must be onsidered. For details on this speial � plane

intersetion surfaes � subdividing proess on 3-d hexahedron elements, the interested

reader is referred to Gehrliher [84℄. However, the usage of 3-d hexahedron subelements

bears no relationship to the e�ort if the general ase of non-planar intersetion surfaes is

onsidered. Thus, the 3-d subelementation proess will be arried out with tetrahedron

elements. The previously disussed � per element � intersetion points are in general iden-
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Figure 4.8: Subdividing of 2-d triangular and retangular elements.

ti�ed by nodal salar values. They are the result of global traking strategy tehniques.

The salar values are used to linearly interpolate the intersetion points. The intersetion

of the disontinuity surfae with a 3-d hexahedron element an result in several di�erent

intersetion planes. All together, 255 di�erent on�gurations (plus one �zero-ase�) are

possible. Therein, 130 intersetion planes are ambiguous. The remaining 126 intersetion

planes an be di�erentiated by seven prinipal intersetion ases, see Figure 4.11. These

ases di�er in the number of intersetion points, and the number of separated element

nodes. The element-wise subsurfaes are disretised by up to four triangle elements, reall

Figure 4.5. Note that the orientation of these triangle subsurfaes must be also taken into

aount for the distintion of the intersetions. For a orret omputation of the numeri-

al integration points and their integration weights, it is ruial to onsider � at least in

the sequene of node numbering � �xed subelements. The seven prinipal ases are eah

subdivided by a �xed tetrahedron sheme. The orresponding on�gurations are then,

depending on their node numbering, turned and squeezed into this subelement sheme.

This allows a redution of omplexity of the division proedure.

The element-wise subsurfaes are omputed by the so-alled Marhing Cubes Algo-

rithm (MCA), see Lorensen & Cline [129℄. The MCA

19

originally omes from the �eld

19

The Marhing Cubes Algorithm is laimed by anti-software patent advoates as a prime example
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of omputer graphis. Therein, it is used to ompute isosurfaes of spatial voxels (salar

�eld) with polygonal graphi elements. Its appliation is in general foused on medial

visualisations suh as CT and MRI san data images. The algorithm uses an index to

a pre-alulated array of 256 possible polygon on�gurations (28 = 256) within a ube

(hexahedron). In this monograph, the sign of eah nodal salar value of the referene

hexahedron �nite-element is interpreted as a bit in an 8-bit integer, see Figure 4.9. For

positive values, the appropriate bit is set to one; negative values result in a zero bit. The

binary sum of all eight element edges indiates the polygon on�guration. The polygon

on�guration is then looked up in the pre-alulated array. A proper implementation of

the MCA in the framework of the XFEM an be found in Appendix C.6.
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All relevant 126 on�gurations of the intersetion sur-

faes are presented in Figure 4.11. The intersetion

points X
ζ
S,e, and the triangle normal vetors m

S,h
S , in-

diate the number of subelements Ωh
e,sub of the possi-

ble on�gurations (on�gs) per prinipal ase A to G.
The numbers in brakets are the indies to the over-

all 15 possible prinipal ases, inluding the ambiguous

ones and the �zero-ase�. The orresponding on�gu-

ration numbers are based on the aforementioned 8-bit

integer, e. g., [1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1℄ (nodal

values) ❀ 11010100 (8-bit integer) ❀ 212 ❀ Case F

(11). In Figure 4.11, element nodes with negative values

are oloured in red, positive ones in blue. The entre

of gravity of eah triangle of the intersetion surfae is depited by a yellow dot; their

orresponding normal vetors are indiated by a red line. The intersetion points are

visualised with blak dots, the subelement tetrahedrons with blue lines. The subelements

are indiated by green numbers. Furthermore, the Gaussian integration points are ex-

emplarily depited for a seond order integration; their olouring is inherited from the

element nodes. Note that it is neessary to identify

20

the disrete position (side) of the

integration points for the orret appliation of the XFEM enrihment. The integration

weights are saled by the evaluation of a orresponding subelement Jaobian determinant

(and the tetrahedron volume orretion fator

1
6
).

Remark: The numerial modelling of disontinuities within the XFEM does in general

not presume the disretisation of the two sides of a disontinuity. Thus, the trajetory

of the disontinuity surfaes an only be revealed vaguely with the introdution of the

virtual surfae

_

S . Alternatively, the position of the disontinuity surfaes in the

in the graphis �eld of the woes of patenting software. An implementation was patented despite being

a relatively obvious solution to the surfae-generation problem, they laim. Another similar algorithm

was developed, alled Marhing Tetrahedrons, in order to irumvent the patent as well as solve a minor

ambiguity problem of marhing ubes with some ube on�gurations. This patent expired in 2005, and

it is now legal to use it without royalties sine more than 17 years have passed from its issue date

[Wikipedia℄.

20

Beause of the hosen tetrahedron subelements, the identi�ation an be numerially straightforward

implemented. One e�ient implementation is the omputation of �ve determinants � out of ombinations

of the tetrahedron nodes with the respetive integration point � and the test of their signs.
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deformed mesh an be visualised by a derivation of the original �nite-element mesh.

This derivation an be aomplished within a post-proessing step. The post-proessing

step is independent on the regular XFEM omputation. Thus, the omputation an be

solely performed in the visualisation program. Consequently, the topology of the derived

mesh an be modi�ed arbitrarily without losing omputational e�ieny. Therefore, two

additional sets of nodes are reated for eah disontinuous element. Eah set of nodes is

loated on one side of the disontinuity. The displaement of the orresponding nodes is

then omputed with regular, enrihed ansatz funtions

ůh
S(X

S,v
S ) =

Ne∑

j=1

{

Υj
u(X

S,v
S )
[
u
j
S + ψja

j
S

]}

with







X
S,v
S : L penetration points of ΓS,h

0

(v = 1, . . . , L) ,

ψj : disrete enrihment .
(4.63)

The evaluation of the regular ansatz funtions Υj
u at the penetration points X

S,v
S of

the disretised surfae ΓS,h
0 is straightforward. This kind of post-proessed visualisation

depends on the additional knowledge or storage, respetively, of the variable set {XS,v
S , ψj}

per disontinuous element. The spatial oordinates of the penetration points read xS,v
s =

X
S,v
S + ůh

S. Other quantities on the additional nodes an be omputed analogously, but

of ourse without the additional enrihment. See Figure 4.10 for a 2-d visualisation of
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Figure 4.10: Additional node set for the post-proessing visualisation of a disontinuity.

this proedure. For more details on this topi, the interested reader is referred to the

works of Remmers [156℄ for 2-d triangular elements and O'Brien & Hodgins [146℄ for 3-d

tetrahedron elements. Note in passing that beause of the self-developed visualisation

program PANPOST, f. Rempler [157℄, mixed element types ould be visualised diretly.

✷
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4.4 Traking Tehniques

A ruial point in the numerial simulation of failure mehanis is the modelling of the

appearane and the propagation of disontinuities. The following hapter deals with

tehniques for a global traking of displaement jumps in the ontext of �nite-elements.

At �rst, lassial level-set funtions will be presented. They are nowadays a ommon

hosen traking method for 2-d simulations of strong disontinuities. In this ontext,

they have been � as far as the author is aware � �rstly introdued by Stolarska [177℄.

Besides that, their main appliation is found in the �eld of modern omputer graphis.

For a omprehensive overview on this topi, see Osher & Fedkiw [153℄. For a sound

numerial implementation in the ontext of the XFEM, level-set funtions are vetorially

disretised. Vetor level-set funtions have been generally introdued, and transferred

to the XFEM framework, by Ventura et al. [186, 187℄. During the development of this

monograph, vetor level-set funtions have been the �rst examined methodology for the

numerial traking of disontinuities. But the appliation of this methodology turned

out to be numerially too ostly for 3-d problems. Therefore, the more sophistiated

Global Traking Algorithm (GTA) was hosen to model 3-d disontinuities. The GTA is

introdued in Setion 4.4.2. It is a robust and yet very elegant strategy to trak strong

disontinuities in 2-d as well as in 3-d simulations. It has been proposed �rstly by Oliver

et al. [150, 151℄. This method has been adopted suessfully to simulate disrete frature

by, e. g., Dumstor� & Meshke [51℄, Cervera & Chiumenti [35℄, and Feist & Hofstetter

[73℄. The reader who is interested in a omprehensive omparison of rak path strategies

is referred to Jäger et al. [112�114℄. Note that, although the presented traking tehniques

an also be extended to model multiple disontinuity paths, this monograph restrits itself

to one single disontinuity path.

4.4.1 2-d Vetor Level-Set Funtions

Level-set funtions identify geometrial areas and/or their movements without parame-

terising these. The identi�ation proess is based on the representation of the border of

the geometrial area under study impliitly by a prede�ned value; this value is most of all

hosen to be zero. Thus, the border is de�ned by S0 = {XS | φ(XS) = 0}. Without going

deeper into the �eld of level-set funtions, their priniple will be introdued on the basis

of a 2-d example. At least in the ontext of disontinuities, the most useful representation

of level-set funtions is probably the signed-distane funtion. It is de�ned by

φ(XS) = ±min‖XS −XS

S‖ ∀ XS

S ∈ S0 , ∀ XS ∈ {B+
0 ,B−

0 } . (4.64)

With the Euklidean

21

norm ‖ · ‖, the sign di�ers on the two sides of a losed interfae S0.

The funtion (4.64) allows an impliit desription of disontinuities by storing representa-

tive values of it at disrete points in the domain {B+
0 ,B−

0 }. The signed-distane level-set
21

Eulid of Alexandria ( 360BC� 280BC): Greek mathematiian, often referred to as the �Father of

Geometry�. His book �Elements� is one of the most in�uential works in the history of mathematis. It is

the basis for most geometrial systems, referred to as the �Eulidean geometry� (in ontrast to so-alled

�non-Eulidean geometries that mathematiians disovered in the 19

th

entury). [Wikipedia℄
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funtion is vetorially disretised for a sound implementation into the framework of the

XFEM by Ventura et al. [186℄. The disrete points for the storage of representative values

are the nodes X
j
S of the underlying �nite-element mesh. Note that only the disontinuity

surrounding nodes j ∈ I∗ are used to store representative values f̃ j
. Herein, these nodal

values are a data three-tuple f̃ j = {f(Xj
S),H (Xj

S)}. The three-tuple onsists of the o-
e�ients of the losest point projetion vetor f j = f(Xj

S) of the element node X
j
S to the

disretised disontinuity surfae S0 → ΓS,h
0 or line, respetively, and of a modi�ed Heavi-

side value H j = H (Xj
S) = ±1. The latter value identi�es the side of the disontinuity.
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Here, in a 2-d setting, this disretisation

results in a polygonal line

22

representation

of the disontinuity, see Figure 4.12. Eah

of the polygonal line segments intersets

at least one �nite-element. The atual line

segment is denoted by sn = XTIP
S,n −XTIP

S,n−1,

and the previous one by sn−1. Both line

segments end in the disontinuity tipXTIP
S,n

and XTIP
S,n−1, respetively. Let En ⊂ R

2
be

the element domain that ontains those

�nite-elements whih are a) interseted by
sn, b) ontaining one or both ends of sn,

and c) ontaining nodes whose atual los-
est point projetion vetor is shorter than the previous one. The nodes in this element

domain � and only these nodes � store the level-set data three-tuple f̃ j
. Thus, let Fn

be the set of element nodes at time step n whose level-set data needs to be omputed.

Consequently, the variable Fn−1 represents the analogue node set of the previous time

step n− 1. The omplete set of element nodes whose level-set data needs to be omputed

(updated) is denoted by Fa. Now, there are three di�erent ases to onsider for the

determination of the nodal set Fa:

• losest distane to the disontinuity is a point projetion on sn,

• hange of the losest point projetion from sn−1 to sn,

• losest distane to the disontinuity is a line to the tip XTIP
S,n−1.

In Figure 4.12, the omputation area of the nodal level-set data is marked yellow � � and

the update area is marked blue � �. With these preliminaries, the set Fa an be de�ned

22

The �only� polygonal line representation of the disontinuity is a onsequene of the approximation of

the level-set funtion φh with linear �nite-element ansatz funtions, i. e., φh(XS) =
∑Ne

j=1 Υ
j φj . This also

results in a smoothing of line kinks within an element. Alternative disretisations for the approximation

of φh are disussed in Ventura et al. [187℄.
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as:

Fa =
{
X

j
S ∈ En : (Xj

S −XTIP
S,n ) · sn ≤ 0 ,

(Xj
S −XTIP

S,n−1) · sn−1 > 0 ∨ (Xj
S −XTIP

S,n−1) · sb > 0
}

with sb =
sn−1

‖sn−1‖
+

sn

‖sn‖
.

(4.65)

Note in passing that it may be neessary for 2-d retangular �nite-elements to also im-

plement a orretion step after the determination of Fa. The orretor step assures that

really all element nodes X
j
S,e of an interseted element �ontain� level-set data. The there-

fore neessary ondition reads (Xi
S,e −XTIP

S,n ) · sn > 0. Finally, the nodal level-set values
are determined by

H j(f j) = sign
[
(Xj

S −XTIP
S,n−1) · s⊥n

]
,

f j =







−ŝ⊥n
[
(Xj

S −XTIP
S,n−1) · ŝ⊥n

]
, if : (Xj

S −XTIP
S,n−1) · sn ≥ 0 ,

−(Xj
S −XTIP

S,n−1) , if : (Xj
S −XTIP

S,n−1) · sn < 0

with ŝ⊥n =
s⊥n
‖s⊥n ‖

.

❀ φj = φ(Xj
S) = H

j‖f j‖ and φh(XS) =

Ne∑

j=1

Υjφj .

(4.66)

Remark: Besides the previous presentation of level-set

funtions in the ontext of damage, their methodology is

also a reasonable mehanism for the modelling of mate-

rial interfaes, e. g., voids in solids. Level-set funtions

an be used to model arbitrarily shaped voids in �nite-

element meshes without the neessity of a re-aligning of

�nite-elements beause of the impliit harater. Thus, to-

gether with the XFEM, arbitrarily shaped solid areas an

be modelled, see Koh [119℄. In priniple, any BVP an be

generated out of one single, �xed �nite-element mesh, see

the �gure on the right side of this remark. Further possible

appliation areas are, e. g., omputational �uid dynamis

(CFD) and struture optimisation. ✷
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After the ombination of vetor level-set funtions and the XFEM, the numerial im-

plementation of the propagation mehanism of a disontinuity, based on SIF, is

presented in the following. This is a ommonly used approah for 2-d rak problems.

Note that this is based on the fundamental onepts of frature mehanis from Setion

3.1. First, the onept of system energy hange (3.27) for single-phase materials needs
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to be formally extended for its appliation on multi-phasi materials. Consequently, the

external energy dUext ontains a �uid pressure ontribution on the disontinuity surfae

_

S (ontour CS
), viz.

dUext =

∫

_

S

[
(HT (TS

E − P I))n · ds
]
da

❀ −dU
ds

=

∫

C

[
W n1 −

∂ui
∂x1

T S
E,iℓnℓ

]
dc

︸ ︷︷ ︸

J

−
∫

CS

P
∂ui
∂x1

ni dc

︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

with

_

S 2−d⇔ CS .
(4.67)

The shift in e1-diretion reveals a �uid pressure ontribution P to the energy release

rate, f. (3.32). Thus, the onept of the J-integral yields for 2-d problems G(I,II) =
J − P = 1

E′ (K
2
I + K2

II). Reall that E ′
is onneted to the 2-d hoie of plain stress or

plain strain. In this ontext, the introdution of two independent equilibrium states of an

elastially deformed body is a ommon proedure. The two equilibrium states are used

to numerially ompute the SIF. This numerial omputation is based on the so-alled

interation integral between the two states, f. Yau et al. [196℄. The �rst state with the

�eld variables u
(1)
i , P(1)

, T
S(1)
E,ij , and E

(1)
S,ij orresponds to the real situation; the latter two

quantities denote the oe�ients of the stress and strain tensor. The seond state with

idential variables as the �rst one but indexed with the supersript ( · )(2) is an auxiliary

state. The onept of the J-integral for the sum of the two equilibrium states reads

J (1+2) −P (1+2)
. After this formal extension of the J-integral to multi-phasi materials, it

an be straightforward shown that the �uid pressure ontribution reveals no interation

ontribution between the two states, if the pressure P(1+2) ≡ P is onstant between the

two states. This yields

P (1+2) =

∫

CS

P(1+2) ∂u
(1+2)
i

∂x1
ni dc =

∫

CS

P(
∂u

(1)
i

∂x1
+
∂u

(2)
i

∂x1
)ni dc = P (1) + P (2) . (4.68)

The assumption of onstant pressure is based on a foregoing assumption of the onnetion

of the disontinuity to an unlimited external �uid reservoir. As a onsequene, the overall

interation integral yields

J (1,2) =
2

E ′
(K

(1)
I K

(2)
I +K

(1)
II K

(2)
II ) = −

∫

Γ

[
W (1,2) δℓ1 −

∂u
(1)
i

∂x1
T

S(2)
E,iℓ −

∂u
(2)
i

∂x1
T

S(1)
E,iℓ

] ∂q

∂xℓ
da .

(4.69)

Therein, the ontour line integral is onverted into a domain integral with the weighting

funtion q(x), see Figure 4.13. The weighting funtion is de�ned as q(x) = {1 ∀ x ∈
C1 | 0 ∀ x ∈ C2| varying monotonially in-between}. C1 and C2 are two non-interseting

ontours enlosing the tip of the disontinuity. The monotoniity of q(x) is a su�ient
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but not neessary requirement. It is disretised with regular FEM ansatz funtions, viz.

q(x) =
∑

j∈I# Υj(x). The set I# is de�ned for all element nodes xj with ‖xj−xTIP‖ < r.
It is noted that the stress intensity fators are analytially independent of the radius r.
However, the hoie of numerially larger radii leads to better approximations of the

interation integral. The interation integral only has to be evaluated over those elements

rossed by the irle around the disontinuity tip. In all other elements, the weighting

funtion is onstant and does not ontribute to the interation integral, see Figure 4.13().

Besides, the restrition holds that the disontinuity inside the irle must be straight.
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With these preliminaries, individual stress intensity fators an be omputed. The real

stress intensity fators are obtained by the hoie of the auxiliary mode with K
(2)
I,II = 0∨1.

It follows that

K
(1: real)
I =

E ′

2
J (real, aux I) with







K
(2)
I = 1

K
(2)
II = 0






: pure Mode I auxiliary state ,

K
(1: real)
II =

E ′

2
J (real, aux II) with







K
(2)
I = 0

K
(2)
II = 1






: pure Mode II auxiliary state .

(4.70)

This now allows the appliation of the maximum hoop stress riterion, see Erdogan &

Sih [70℄. For this riterion, the disontinuity growth is assumed to our in a diretion so

that the hoop stress T S
E,θθ is maximum. This orrelates with the diretion in whih the

shear stress T S
E,rθ vanishes, i. e.,

T S
E,rθ =

1√
2πr

os

θ

2

[
1

2
KI sin θ +

1

2
KII (3 os θ − 1)

]

= 0 . (4.71)

The solution of os

θ
2
= 0⇒ θ = ±π is irrelevant as it points in the bakwards diretion of

the disontinuity. Consequently, (4.71) beomes only zero for KI sin θ+KII (3 cos θ−1) =
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0. This yields the solution of the propagation angle θS with

θS = 2 arctan
1

4




KI

KII

±
√
(
KI

KII

)2

+ 8



 . (4.72)

Thus, for the angle θS, T
S
E,θθ is a prinipal stress. With this, one an �nd an equivalent

Mode I SIF Keq
I , expressed in relation to the maximum hoop stress, viz.

Keq
I =

√
2πr T S

E,θθ(θS) = KI os
3 θS
2
− 3KII os

2 θS
2
sin

θS
2
. (4.73)

The parameter Keq
I provides a single measure of mixed-mode stress �elds. It is used to

determine the material-dependent disontinuity growth under mixed-mode loading. For

a DIN EN ISO 12737 ompatible material strength parameter Kc
I , the growth propagation

riterion then follows

Keq
I = Kc

I . (4.74)

Remark: It has been shown in Koh [120℄ that the previously disussed rak propaga-

tion mehanism annot be applied straightforward on linear triangle �nite-element meshes.
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(1 · 10−4L).

The disussed mehanism only onverges within a fair dis-

retisation level for � at least � linear retangular elements.

Regarding the benhmark BVP in Figure 4.14 for pure

Mode I and pure Mode II loading, one an observe a strong
mesh dependeny for the numerial omputation of θS with
linear triangular elements, see Figure 4.15. In Figure 4.14,

the variable F denotes a fore quantity and L a length

quantity. Thus, the referene solution of the given BVP

(Mode I : θS = 0◦, Mode II : θS = −70.5◦, f. Erdogan
& Sih [70℄) an only be obtained with a rather high dis-

retisation level. Normally, a large radius r ould ompen-

sate the disretisation level. But the path independeny of

the J-integral an only be preserved for straight disonti-

nuities within the radius r. This restrition ollides with

small sized �nite-elements where the path of the disontinu-

ity itself is highly disretised. Alternatively, the numerial

omputation of the rak propagation with linear triangu-

lar elements an be replaed by a prinipal stress riterion,

see Setion 3.2.4, in partiular on (3.77). This riterion shows a very good agreement of

the numerial rak propagation results with experiments for even relatively oarse linear

triangle element meshes. ✷
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4.4.2 3-d Global Traking Algorithm (GTA)

Due to the numerial osts of a 3-d traking of disontinuities with vetor level-set fun-

tions, the Global Traking Algorithm (GTA) is introdued. The GTA is a robust and

yet very elegant strategy to globally trak strong disontinuities in 2-d as well as in 3-d

simulations. The method � as far as the author is aware � originates, for its appliation to

omputational failure mehanis, from Oliver et al. [150, 151℄ and Samaniego [163℄. Sine

then, it has been applied suessfully multiple times in the ontext of frature mehan-

is. The GTA methodology is based on the solution of a onstitutive heat-ondution-

like problem. Therein, the haraterisation of the disontinuity results in an additional

�eld of salar-valued DOF. The additional DOF are interpreted as global level-set un-

knowns. As a onsequene, arbitrarily shaped disontinuity surfaes an be desribed

C0-ontinuously23. This is the main reason for the robustness of the method. However,

the robustness is ahieved at the ost of solving an additional PDE. The additional GTA

PDE is only weakly oupled with the regular ontinuum-mehanially based equations.

Thus, it an be solved within a post-proessing step after eah standard time step. The

solution proess of the additional PDE has been implemented in the FEM program PAN-

DAS within a so-alled staggered algorithm.

The GTA salar �eld is denoted φ(XS). For a onstant level of φ, iso-surfaes an be

provided. Thus, the partiular iso-surfae of level zero φ = 0 is de�ned to be the geomet-

rial representation of the disontinuity surfae S0. By the appliation of the prinipal

stress riterion (3.77), it is stated that the disontinuity surfae runs perpendiular to

the maximum prinipal stress diretion n∗
max = n∗

1. The diretion vetor n∗
max � as an

eigenvetor of TS
E � is orrelated to the maximum eigenvalue λmax. As a onsequene,

the remaining two eigenvetors n∗
i (i = 2, 3) are tangential to the propagating disonti-

23

The ontinuity lass C0 onsists of all ontinuous funtions. Furthermore, the lass C1 onsists of all

di�erentiable funtions whose derivative is ontinuous; suh funtions are alled ontinuously di�eren-

tiable. Note that a di�erentiable funtion might not neessarily be C1 ontinuous:

f(x) = x2sin( 1
x
) for x 6= 0 and f(x) = 0 for x = 0 : ontinuous and di�erentiable ,

f ′(x) = −os( 1
x
) + 2x sin( 1

x
) for x 6= 0 and f ′(x) = 0 for x = 0 : disontinuous at x = 0 .
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nuity; the two eigenvetors span the disontinuity plane in the spatial on�guration. A

pull-bak transport, along with a normalisation, is applied for their use in the referential

on�guration, viz.

m∗
2 :=

F−1
S n∗

2

‖F−1
S n∗

2‖
and m∗

3 :=
F−1

S n∗
3

‖F−1
S n∗

3‖
. (4.75)

By design, the GTA funtion φ shall provide levels that envelope the vetor �elds m∗
2 and

m∗
3. Those envelopes are perpendiular to the gradient of φ. Thus, let φ be the solution

of the PDE. Thus,

m∗
2 ·GradS φ = 0 and m∗

3 ·GradS φ = 0 . (4.76)

This motivates the onstitutive introdution of a tensor G∗
and a orresponding vetor

j∗ with

G∗ := m∗
2 ⊗m∗

2 +m∗
3 ⊗m∗

3 + ǫ I and j∗ := −G∗
GradS φ . (4.77)

Therein, G∗
an be interpreted as an anisotropi �thermal ondutivity-like� tensor and

the vetor j∗ as a �ondution �ux�. The tensor G∗
has been modi�ed with a small

perturbation

24 ǫ in the meaning of �titious isotropi ondutivity. This is a measure

to restore the neessary elliptiity of the otherwise rank-one tensor (for the diretion

n∗
max). The elliptiity guarantees that positive eigenvalues exist, a ruial property for

the solution of the following weak formulation of the problem; rank-one tensors may

have null eigenvalues and onsequently inherit a singularity problem. With (4.77), a �eld

equation for the determination of an equilibrium an be postulated as

DivS j
∗ = 0 ∀XS ∈ B0 . (4.78)

This lari�es the terminology �heat-ondution-like problem� as (4.78) is omparable to

a heat �ow problem of a stationary temperature �eld. Aordingly, the problem is a

lassial BVP, f. Setion 2.6.4. Thus, the boundaries of the spatial domain Ω0 are split

into Dirihlet Γφ
D and Neumann Γj

N boundaries with φ = φ̄ on Γφ
D, and j∗ = j̄∗ on Γj

N .

With the ommon proedure of transferring a strong equilibrium �eld equation into its

weak formulation, f. again Setion 2.6.4, the referential divergene �eld (4.78) yields

∫

Ω

j∗ ·GradS δφ dVS =

∫

Γj

N

j̄∗ ·mS δφ dAS . (4.79)

Note that, in general, a �ux-free boundary ondition j̄∗ = 0 is assumed. One an now see

the only weakly oupling of (4.79) with the regular ontinuum-mehanially based system

of DAE (2.77). Furthermore, the linear harateristi of (4.79) is obvious. The spatial

24

A value of ǫ = 10−6
has been applied for the numerial simulations of this monograph.
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disretisation of the �eld variables reads

φ(XS) ≈ φh(XS) = φ̄h(XS) +

N∑

j=1

Υ
j
φ(XS) φj ∈ Aφ,h ,

δφ(XS) ≈ δφh(XS) =
N∑

j=1

Υ
j
φ(XS) δφ

j ∈ T φ,h .

(4.80)

The ansatz Aφ,h
, the test spaes T φ,h

, the basis funtions Υ
j
φ and so forth follow anal-

ogously to (4.2) and thus, won't be pointed out again. The disretised approximation

φh(XS) is not time-dependent. Consequently, a temporal disretisation is obsolete; the

GTA problem is solely stationary. Thus, the fully disretised weak formulation yields

weak formulation of GTA

Rφ,h =

∫

Ωh

j∗(TS
E) ·GradS δφhdVS = 0 . (4.81)

This linear system is solved after eah aepted standard time step in a post-proessing

step. For the post-proessing step, the atual solid Cauhy stress tensor TS
E needs to be

known. Therefore, its deomposed prinipal stress diretions and values are transferred
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Figure 4.16: Geometry-based initial Dirihlet GTA BC.

into the referene on�guration, and are then numerially stored at eah integration point.

The prinipal stress diretions an be adopted e�iently from the preeding evaluation of

the Rankine rak propagation riterion. The deoupled solution mehanism an be

implemented within a so-alled staggered algorithm. The most ruial part in the solution

of (4.81) is the proper hoie of initial Dirihlet BC. From the multiple possibilities of

de�ning initial BC, e. g., mesh-dependent, per root-element, or geometry-based, only the

latter one is implemented in the numerial simulations within this monograph. The
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geometry-based initial BC have the advantage of mesh independeny. However, a �exible

pre-proessing step is needed for the determination of the initial values of φ̄h
. Herein,

this is done by the omputation of the losest point projetion to a sliing dis �ut�

per element node. The sliing dis is de�ned by its entre point Xd, its normal vetor

md and its radius rd. This pre-proessing step is visualised in Figure 4.16. Therein, an

exemplary retangular blok under tension is presented to test the GTA implementation.

This purely aademi BVP has the unit length L and the time unit T . With it, the initial

Dirihlet BC result in the � depited on the right hand side � isosurfaes of the salar �eld

φ, and in the thereto perpendiular maximum priniple stress �eld λmax. It an be seen

that the zero level of φ already haraterises the designated disontinuity surfae after

the initial time step. Regarding the numerial simulation over time, the propagation of

the disontinuity (visualised by red dots), and the evaluation of the salar �eld φ an be

niely seen in Figure 4.17. Although the results of this numerial test BVP should be

rather interpreted in a qualitative way, the resulting disontinuity surfae S0 is in good

ompliane to Jäger [112℄.
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Chapter 5:

Numerial Examples

The numerial examples are omputed on the basis of the theoretial aspets of the

preeding hapters. All numerial simulations have been omputed with the FEM program

PANDAS. During the evaluation of this monograph, PANDAS has been extended to be able

to ompute 3-d disontinuous problems with the XFEM. By design, this FEM program has

no restritions about the number of oupled balane equations. Its highly sophistiated

FEM ore ode is apable of solving � in priniple � arbitrary numbers of strongly oupled

balane equations simultaneously. Unfortunately, the ore ode was not designed to also

ompute weakly oupled balane equations non-simultaneously. As a onsequene of the

traking of disontinuities with the GTA, the solution proess had to be extended by a

so-alled staggered algorithm. The implementation of this algorithm into PANDAS now

allows the solution of additional PDE in a post-proessing step within eah standard time

step. Aompanying to this, the post-proessing tool PANPOST has been developed to

visualise the results of those numerial omputations. Furthermore, this visualisation

program has also been extended to be apable to visualise strong disontinuities. Note

in passing that on top of that several additional software tools had beome neessary for

the development of the presented numerial methodology. Thus, an extensive numerial

toolbox has been developed as a side produt.

The implementation of the numerial traking mehanisms, vetor level-set funtions and

GTA have been already shown in a small test BVP at the end of the orresponding sub-

setions. Before advaning to the more omplex numerial examples of the ombination

TPM and XFEM, numerial studies on the AugFEM are �rst presented. The subsequent

2-d numerial example simulates the �uid exhange within a tear opening of a hydrated

tissue ross setion. This BVP is omputed within the traking framework of vetor

level-set funtions. The �nal 3-d numerial examples address the problem of an avasular

nerosis of a human femur frature. The simulations are omputed on a real live geometry

and validate the numerial methodology that was proposed in this monograph.

5.1 Numerial Study on the FEM and AugFEM

This numerial example gives a brief overview over the apabilities of the AugFEM. For

further details on this topi the interested reader is referred to Rempler et al. [158℄.

The numerial results of the FEM and the AugFEM are ompared to eah other on

two regularly re�ned meshes, onerning omputing time and memory requirement. The

following numerial study uses a visoplasti Perzyna-type regularisation within a small-

strain approah, f. Setion B.2. For the sake of simpliity, a single-phase material

is assumed. The numerial example is onsidering a 3-d BVP problem based on a 2-d

template taken from Ammann [2℄. The BVP is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Due to symmetry

reasons, only a quarter of the tensile bar is disretised. The numerial studies were

109
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Figure 5.1: BVP: 3-d tensile bar, f. Rempler et al. [158℄.

omputed on meshes onsisting of hexahedral elements as shown in Figure 5.4. For a

better resolution of the plasti zone, one third of the mesh is meshed �ner. In order

to initiate a shear band, the Lamé onstants µ and λ are weakened at the imperfetion

position x1 = 0m, x2 = 0m and x3 = 0m. Commonly for FE omputations, this BVP

uses a time-step size ontrol within the Newton iteration sheme, i. e., the time-step size

varies. A von-Mises-type yield riterion, f. (B.10), determines the inelasti material

behaviour. The exemplary motivated softening law from (B.12) is assumed. The material

parameters are hosen as µ = 81 000 kN/m2, hsat = 0.99, λ = 118 000 kN/m2, he =
40, η = 0.1 s, κ0 = 400 kN/m2, r = 1. A linearly inreasing Dirihlet boundary ondition

ū1 is applied with

˙̄u1 = 1mm/s at one side of the BVP. The standard FEM solution

was omputed with quadrati basis funtions. The additional degrees of freedom for the

augmented FE formulation were disretised using linear basis funtions. All numerial

results are generated iteratively with a generalised minimum residual (GMRES) sheme,

whih is preonditioned by a level-3 inomplete LU fatorisation (ILU). An idential

omputation ode was used to ompare the two methods. The existing FEM soure ode

has just been extended by additional DOF. The numerial integration was implemented

with a Gaussian quadrature of order �ve, resulting in 27 integration points per element.

This fully integrated �nite-element is highly reommended for the 3-d plastiity problems

disussed here.

The resulting surfae load on the side II of the tensile bar is ompared between the

AugFEM and the FEM, see Figure 5.3. The omputational results of the AugFEM are

lose to the standard FEM omputations, and the omputations �nish in a reasonable

time, see Table 5.1. For this example, this is due to muh larger time-step sizes for the

AugFEM. This of ourse is harged by an inreased memory requirement sine the addi-

tional degrees of freedom result in a larger sti�ness matrix. Visualising the neking of the

tensile bar, the alternative method shows a sharp loalisation of the plasti deformation,
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see Figure 5.2. As one an see, the width of the arising shear band is not mesh-dependent.

Instead, the shear band width is proportional to the visosity parameter η, see Ammann
[2℄. This proves that the presented AugFEM leads to omparative results to the standard

FEM. Further on, it is shown that the AugFEM results in an advantage in omputing

time ompared to the standard FEM. Thus, by the transfer of internal DAE systems to

εpv

0.0 0.0938 0.1875

(a)

εpv

0.0 0.1018 0.2037

(b)

Figure 5.2: 3-d tensile bar: aumulated plasti strains εpv at deformation ū1 = 0.5mm with

variable time-step size△t = 10−5 s omputed with the augmented FE formulation on

(a) 3040 and (b) 5520 hexahedral elements (deformation saled by 3.0), f. Rempler

et al. [158℄.
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Figure 5.4: 3-d tensile bar: �nest mesh

with 5520 hexahedral elements, f.

Rempler et al. [158℄.

element nodes, the presented AugFEM is a sound alternative to the standard FEM for the

omputation of elasti-inelasti material behaviour. Even with this showase, a drawbak

of the AugFEM may our for very loalised inelasti zones due to the additional global

variables that appear at eah node. So there is still a large potential left for optimisa-
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tion, e. g., regional limitations of plasti zones and sueeding loal enrihment as they

are known from the XFEM. The restrition to a loal enrihment will result in a redued

global system. Furthermore, there are several tehniques on the market to improve the

numerial solution of larger systems, e. g., Krabbenhoft et al. [121℄ and Wieners [192℄.

With the advantage in omputing time, it is possible to predit the diretion of plasti

deformation growth earlier. Aompanying this, early statements of designated frature

proess zones ould be given. For the future, the AugFEM may be the appropriate hoie

for the fast omputation of large plastiity problems due to its implied advantage in feasi-

ble parallelisation. Sine the atual tendeny of multi-ore proessor systems, the parallel

omputation of numerial omputations is beoming elementary. Further on, the method

an be quite diretly extended to other regularisation tehniques suh as, e. g., gradient

plastiity, without the neessity of submerging to the integration point level.
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3040 ≈ 34:03

∗
34:03

45783

492480

70353

0

1041

7732

40

68

5143 254 586.6 2143.8

× 3.65

End of omputing (ū1): 0.14212mm (FEM) vs. 0.5mm (AugFEM)

5520 ≈ 127:02

†
127:02

79779

894240

122079

0

1682

3977

51

88

2470
333 1246.0 4503.8

× 3.61

End of omputing (ū1): 0.15185mm (FEM) vs. 0.5mm (AugFEM)

Table 5.1: Comparison of the standard FEM and the AugFEM on suessive 3-d mesh levels

with variable time-step size (△t is hosen depending on the Newton onvergene). In

this test, it an be seen that in the same omputing time, where the AugFEM reahes

the �nal displaement ū1 = 0.5mm, the standard FEM simulation only arrives at a

displaement of approximately 0.15mm, f. Rempler et al. [158℄.

5.2 2-d Tear Propagation in Hydrated Biologial Tissue

The following 2-d numerial experiment simulates the tear propagation proess in an hy-

drated biologial tissue. In partiular, the BVP, see Figure 5.5, is designed to model

human spleen rupture, see Figure 1.1. The spleen is an organ in the left upper quad-

rant of the abdomen (also alled the belly). It �lters blood by removing old or damaged

blood ells. Thus, it is one of the most blood-saturated organs in the human body. Con-

sequently, a spleen rupture permits large amounts of blood to leak into the abdominal

avity, it an result in shok and death. It is a situation that requires immediate medial

attention. Note that this example is meant to provide �rst basi insights into disontin-

uous �uid-saturated porous media. Thus, a rather elementary XFEM framework is used.

Consequently, the simulation results should be regarded qualitatively.
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The symmetri ross setion is loaded under a pure Mode I displaement. Its surrounding

edges are assumed to be drained (P0 = 0). The tissue is modelled using a biphasi TPM

model, f. Setion 2.6.1. The model onsists of a linear elasti solid skeleton and a

visous interstitial �uid. The XFEM is applied for the numerial treatment of the tearing

mehanism. SIF are omputed to evaluate the tear extension regarding. A maximum hoop

stress riterion, see (4.69) and (4.73), drives the extension proess. The omputation of

the SIF uses the disretised energy on�guration sheme. The arising opening in the tissue

is onsidered as to be onneted to an external �uid reservoir and is thereby loaded with

di�ering pressures. Furthermore, vetor level-set funtions are used for the global traking

of the disontinuity. In this framework, only small deformations are onsidered. With

these assumptions, the appliation of the ohesive zone model is omitted. The material

parameters are hosen as given in Figure 5.5. It is a ommon hallenge to �nd proper

material parameters for the simulation of biologial tissue. Espeially very well blood-

saturated tissues, like the here onsidered spleen, highly di�er in its in vivo and ex vivo

material properties. Thus, aurate physial experiments, as they are ommon pratise

BVP (material) parameters:

µS = 32.55 · 10+3 N/m2

λS = 17.09 · 10+4 N/m2

nS
0S = 0.68

kF = 1.0 · 10−4 m/s

KIC = 2.0 · 10+2 N
√
m

ūh = 4.0 · 10−3 m

ti = 3.0 · 10+0 s

th = 1.5 · 10+1 s
PSfrag replaements

ū

ūh

tti th

loading path:

PSfrag replaements

imperfetion, P1

x1

x2

35

44

ū(t)

ū(t)

[10−3m]

P0

I

II

III

IV

Figure 5.5: BVP: ross setion of hydrated tissue.

for non-grown materials, are in general not available. Therefore, the parameters applied

here are based on in vivo experiments on pig tissue, f. Sailer [162℄, and on ontributions

from Cutnell & Johnson [41℄, and Bakovi¢ et al. [6℄. The spleen blood irulation has

been assumed to be four times higher than in the overall bulk (❀ nS
0S = 0.68).

The displaement loading ū = 4.0 mm is linearly inreased in t = 15 s, see again Figure

5.5. In order to simulate the interstitial pressure development, three di�erent tear pressure

loadings are applied, i. e., Pa
1 = −103N/m2

, Pb
1 = 0N/m2

, and Pc
1 = 103N/m2

. The

pressure loadings are diretly applied through Dirihlet BC in order to model pressure

impats expliitly. The impat of these three tear pressure loadings to the inside of the

tissue is shown in Figure 5.6. Also, the interstitial �uid �ow (wF ) � towards or away from

the tear opening � is indiated by the pressure distribution P. Note, one an observe that
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the tear further expands with inreasing P1.

P

−103 0.0

(a)

P

0.0 101
(b)

P

0.0 103
()

Figure 5.6: 2-d hydrated tissue ross-setion: varying interstitial pressure development inside the

tissue for three di�erent tear pressure loadings.

5.3 3-d Frature of the Human Femur

PSfrag replaements

α
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88
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III

[10−3m]

Figure 5.7: BVP: head of the human femur;

e2-depth = 50 · 10−3 m.

The �nal 3-d numerial example addresses the

problem of femoral nek frature of the human

femur. The femoral nek is loated at the prox-

imal end of the femur, near the tip. This type

of bone frature is a ommon injury that is trig-

gered already by relatively low external fores.

Espeially older people are a�eted by suh

fratures beause the natural desaling (osteo-

porosis) inreases the risk of frature. This

type

1

of frature often disrupts the blood sup-

ply to the head of the femur. Depending on the

level of restrited blood supply, portions of the

femoral nek and femoral head an die (avas-

ular nerosis). This level highly in�uenes the

hoie of treatment. It is a riterion for joint-

preserving measurements, i. e., �xation of the

frature with srews and/or plates or prostheti

implants.

The geometry of the BVP under study is depited in Figure 5.7. It is designed to repre-

sent the head of a human femur. Three surfaes are disretised to apply BC. Only the

lower surfae I is drained; this surfae is also geometrially �xed. External fores ±F
1

In linial pratise, two lassi�ations of the femoral nek frature have proven. The �rst lassi�ation,

after Pauwels [154℄, di�erentiates three types of femoral fratures by the angle between the horizontal

and the broken line. The seond one, after Garden [81℄, also takes the degree of disloation of the femoral

head and the therefrom resulting restrition of blood supply into aount.
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are applied opposing on surfae II and III. The fores are saled by the �xed time-step

size △t = 1.0 · 10−3
. The BVP is rotated by the angle α around the e2-axis to re�et

the real life position of the femur. The numerial model is based on the previous devel-

oped biphasi ontinuum-mehanial model. Furthermore, all of the presented numerial

methodology is implemented herein. The orresponding parameters are hosen as follows:

ρSR = 2.1 · 104 kg/m3

ρFR = 1.0 · 104 kg/m3

γFR = 3.24 · 104 kN/m3

µS
0 = 2.36 · 108 kN/m2

λS0 = 1.98 · 108 kN/m2

γS0 = 1

µS
∼ = 1.0 · 106 kN/m3

λS⊥ = 5.0 · 105 kN/m3

nS
0S = 0.6

α = 26◦

F = 3.9 · 10−3 kN

κ = 0.0

g = 0.0 m/s2

fc = 0.0 kN/m2

a = 8.0 · 10−3 1/m

b = 0.5

The hosen parameters and external loads are inspired by Krause et al. [122℄, and Gasser

& Auer [82℄. Some additional assumptions have been made due to the lak of in vivo

material parameters

2

. Consequently, the presented results of physial quantities should

be regarded in a qualitative way. In this ontext, it has been assumed that the frature

extends per omputational time step, i. e., the ritial value fc is set to be zero. This

extension is limited to one element-row per time step. These simpli�ations lead to a

better omparability of the numerial results. Nevertheless, the simulations are omputed

on a real life geometry

3

. Initially, the X-ray omputed tomography (CT) �le has been

adapted to meet the requirements of FEM simulations. The mesh generation is based

on an initial tetrahedron mesh whih was onverted into a hexahedron mesh. This has

been done by remeshing eah tetrahedron element from its entre of gravity with four

hexahedron elements. As the onsequene, the resulting �nite-element mesh onsists of

randomly positioned and arbitrary shaped hexahedron elements. The �nal mesh onsists

of 2, 828 8-node hexahedron elements and a total number of 28, 792 DOF. So, altogether

this kind of mesh requires an e�ient and stable numerial methodology.

The numerial experiments are designed to gain insights of external parameters to the

internal distribution of pressure, �uid �ow, and the shape of the frature. Variant A

�uts� the mesh near the tip of the femur, see Figure 5.8. Reall, this �ut� de�nes initial

Dirihlet BC for the GTA. These BC are meant to fore a typial femur nek frature, see

Figure 1.22. This type of frature is ritial beause it often results in the replaement of

the femur head with a prostheti implant. The numerial omputation of the shape of the

frature is in good agreement with radiographs. Furthermore, the presented methodology

allows insights to the onsequent hange of the interstitial �uid �ow and the internal

pressure distribution. Variant B �uts� the mesh on the opposing side to variant A, see

Figure 5.9. It is positioned nearer to the body of the femur. These BC are meant to fore

2

Material parameters in the �eld of biomehanis are typially measured ex vivo. Thus, the material

properties of living tissue is in general falsi�ed.

3

The skeleton data have been obtained by ourtesy of S. Van Sint Jan, Laboratory of Anatomy,

Biomehanis and Organogenesis, Université Libre de Bruxelles.
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Figure 5.8: Variant A. Figure 5.9: Variant B.

Variant A (in 10−3
m):

XA
d = [−7, −14, 25]T ei

mA
d = [1, 0, 1.5]T ei

rAd = 7

Variant B (in n 10−3
m):

XB
d = [−20, −18, −12]T ei

mB
d = [1, 0, 1.5]T ei

rBd = 7

a typial intertrohanteri frature, see Figure 1.23. This type of femur frature has a

good hane of healing. Treatment involves stabilising the frature with a lag srew and

plate devie to hold the two fragments in position. The omputational result is again

in good agreement with radiographs. The shape of the frature is urved towards the

tip of the femur. The results on�rm the bene�ts of the presented numerial simulation

method. With it, new oherenes an be gained. In this ontext, the presented numerial

methodology an at as a virtual (numerial) lab.

Figure 5.10: Stress diretion stream-

lines and fault GTA dis-

ontinuity surfae.

Remark: At this point the author of the mono-

graph would like to point out a general drawbak

of the GTA. In the ontext of this BVP, the GTA

an fail to predit the orret rak propagation sur-

fae. This situation originates from a �swith� of the

maximum prinipal tensile stress diretion. Oddly

shaped disontinuity surfaes an our beause the

GTA is designed to ompute perpendiular surfaes

to that diretions. If the maximum prinipal tensile

stress �swithes� its diretion, the omputed perpen-

diular surfae follows. This is visualised in Figure

5.10. The depited streamlines are omputed from

the maximum prinipal tensile stress diretion. The

green surfae represents the predition of a desig-

nated disontinuity surfae for fault initial BC. This

limitation must be taken into aount in the seletion of proper BC. Note in passing that

similar e�ets an also happen within 2-d simulations, see Dumstor� [50℄. ✷
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Variant A (F = ±3.6 · 10−3 kN) Variant A (F = ±18.0 · 10−3 kN)

GTA surfae (φ), intersetion points oloured in red

internal pressure distribution (P, [kN/m2])

−7.5 −3.7 0.0 −7.5 −3.7 0.0

interstitial �uid �ow (wF , [10
−3m/s])

2.9 · 100 6.9 · 101 1.4 · 102 1.5 · 100 5.3 · 101 1.0 · 102

Figure 5.11: Computational results for variant A.
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Variant B (F = ±3.6 · 10−3 kN) Variant B (F = ±18.0 · 10−3 kN)

GTA surfae (φ), intersetion points olored in red

internal pressure distribution (P, [kN/m2])

−2.5 −1.2 0.0 −2.5 −1.2 0.0

interstitial �uid �ow (wF , [10
−3m/s])

5.1 · 10−1 2.8 · 101 5.6 · 101 8.1 · 10−1 1.1 · 101 2.1 · 101

Figure 5.12: Computational results for variant B.



Chapter 6:

Summary and Outlook

The goal of this monograph was the development of a numerial methodology for the

simulation of damage proesses in multi-phasi materials. Within the wide range of

multi-phasi materials, the fous was in partiular on the appliability to biomaterials.

Therefore, fundamentals of lassial ontinuum-mehanial �eld theories have been intro-

dued. This introdution was framed within the TPM. With the aid of the TPM, it was

possible to derive a thermodynamially onsistent multi-phasi material model. Con-

stitutive settings losed the ontinuum-mehanial model used in this monograph; it was

designed to onsist of two phases, in detail, a fully �uid-saturated, materially inompress-

ible solid. The porous solid skeleton has been modelled with a hyperelasti Ogden-type

strain energy funtion. In order to take a ompation point of the porous skeleton into

aount, the strain-energy funtion has been extended with a volumetri term. The in-

terstitial �uid has been assumed to be visous. Its interstitial seepage �ow through the

solid skeleton was modelled with a Dary-like approah. Therein, deformation-dependent

permeability has been introdued impliitly. A brief exurs in material plastiity was

neessary for the understanding of the later presented extension of the FEM.

In advane to the disussion on ontinuum frature mehanis, a brief introdution into

the theoretial fundamentals of frature mehanis has been given. Starting from stress

onentration aspets, singular stress �elds have motivated SIF. An energeti approah,

together with the general introdution of the J-integral, formulated a framework for the

numerial omputation of SIF. This framework was interpreted as a �rst approah towards

the numerial simulation of damage proesses, albeit only for linear elasti materials. The

ohesive frature theory has then been applied to transfer this �rst approah into a

more general framework. Basi strong disontinuity kinematis have been founded on an

enrihed solid displaement �eld funtion. The enrihed part of the displaement �eld

funtion onsists of the displaement jump quantity and the Heaviside step funtion.

As a onsequene, the material deformation gradient was identi�ed to inherit a singular

harater. Thus, a virtual surfae, plaed in between the two sides of a disontinuity, was

introdued in order to avoid possible inompatibilities. The in�uenes of jump quantities

over this virtual surfae have been taken into aount for the formulation of the overall

BVP. This has been done with respet to global master balane equations. Therefrom,

modi�ed weak formulations of the volume and the momentum balanes resulted. The

additional internal body volume of the opening of the disontinuity has been postulated

as an internal �uid in�ux. Furthermore, a transverse isotropi potential funtion was

introdued to derive the ohesive tration fores on the disontinuity. With this, large de-

formation problems an be addressed. The investigation of the loss of elliptiity, regarding

the biphasi �nite aousti tensor, revealed the ommon Rankine rak propagation

riterion for the solid skeleton.

119
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The spatial and temporal disretisation of the developed biphasi ontinuum-mehanial

model have been presented for the FEM. Therein, the temporal disretisation was based

on single-step Runge-Kutta methods. Prior to the disussion on the XFEM, its basi

priniple was �rst introdued using an example from the �eld of elasto-visoplasti ma-

terial behaviour. This yielded to an augmented Finite-Element formulation for inelasti

materials, the AugFEM. The �nal onsolidation of the XFEM and the TPM used

a single enrihment for the numerial disretisation of the disontinuous displaement

�eld. The spatial disretisation applied an additional internal Neumann BC as an ansatz

for the fully �uid-saturated opening of the disontinuity. The omputation of the o-

hesive tration in the atual on�guration was made possible with the transport of the

referential intersetion points onto the intermediate virtual surfae. In order to meet the

requirements of the Gaussian integration sheme, a subdivision proess was introdued for

disontinuous elements. Hexahedron �nite-elements have been hosen beause of their

superiority over tetrahedron elements. In this ontext, the �nding of the 3-d sub-elements

was based on the MCA. Numerous on�gurations of the MCA have been investigated to

pre-ompute the �xed sequenes of the sub-element node numbering. With these insights,

two traking tehniques have been presented. The �rst, regarding a vetor level-set

funtion, was used to numerially implement 2-d damage proesses. The orresponding

propagation riterion based on the numerial omputation of the previously introdued

frature fundamentals. The seond traking tehnique, the GTA, was implemented into

PANDAS within a staggered algorithm. The GTA made it possible to globally trak 3-d

disontinuities with an additional disretised, heat-ondutivity-like salar �eld funtion.

Three numerial example BVP provide an insight to the pratial impat of the theoret-

ial aspets of this monograph. All simulations have been omputed with the (X)FEM

program PANDAS. The �rst numerial example proves that the AugFEM is a sound alter-

native to the standard FEM for the omputation of elasti-inelasti material behaviour.

The subsequent 2-d numerial example simulates the �uid exhange within a tear opening

of a hydrated tissue ross setion. The last example shows the 3-d damage apabilities of

the presented numerial methodology on the frature of a human femur. The results on-

�rm the bene�ts of the presented numerial simulation method. With it, new oherenes

an be gained.

This monograph suessfully proves the proposed ombination of the XFEM together

with the TPM as a sophistiated numerial methodology for the simulation of damage

in multi-phasi materials. With this, it is now possible to simulate 3-d �uid proesses in

disontinuous porous media. Thus, biomehanial problems an be addressed within the

safe frame of a numerial laboratory to help the understanding of oherenes. Upon the

provided framework, the problems to address are of ourse not limited to biomehanial

materials. Simulations based on this monograph an in general identify leaking proesses

in rupture, frature impats to �uid-saturated media, interstitial �uid �ow in raked ma-

terials and more. Anyway, the self-understanding of this monograph is that of a �rst, basi

step towards a more omprehensive numerial framework. The herein presented numerial

methodology is far from being omplete. There is muh room for improvements until the
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methodology re�ets a universal appliability. It is for example per design not possible to

address avity problems with the herein used biphasi material model. For that kind of

problems, it would be neessary to add � at least � a third onstituent, i. e., a ompress-

ible gas phase. Consequently, phase transition problems would aompany this extension.

Every grown, living tissue exhibits several inhomogeneities regarding distribution and

alignment of its omponents. Hene, for a irumferential numerial modelling of damage

proesses in biologial tissue, anisotropy onsiderations are needed to be taken into a-

ount. Furthermore, the used 8-nodal hexahedron �nite-elements are a rather elementary

disretisation. It is highly reommended to also implement stabilisation tehniques, or

alternatively, Taylor-Hood-elements, to overome a �loking� or osillatory behaviour of

the solution. Another ruial point is of ourse the numerial implementation of multiple

disontinuities. In this ontext, several implementation aspets are still open for dis-

ussion. However, an extensive numerial toolbox � ontaining neessary side-produts

to the main ontribution � has been developed that should simplify these future exten-

sions. Conerning the implementation aspets, a transfer of the provided aademi ode

framework into a ommerial FEM-program would inrease its general usability.





Appendix A: Tensor Calulus

This hapter re�ets the tensorial expressions that are used within this monograph. The

notation is based on the work of de Boer [17℄. Furthermore, a omprehensive overview

over this topi an also be found in the online available leture notes, see Ehlers [57℄. Note

in passing that most of the following was taken from those leture notes. The following

relations are � unless otherwise stated � valid for arbitrary basis systems. Greek letters

{α, β} denote salar values, small boldfae letters {a,b} denote vetors, and bold roman

majusules {A,B,C} denote seond order tensors; I is the identity element, and 0 the

zero element. The adjoint and the ofator of a tensor are denoted by adj ( · ) and cof ( · ).

A.1 Tensor Algebra

A.1.1 Colleted Rules for Seond-order Tensors

Produts of tensors with salars, vetors and tensors:

α (βA) = (αβ)A

A (α a) = α(Aa) = (αA) a

(α + β)A = αA+ βA

α (A+B) = αA+ αB

A (a+ b) = Aa+Ab

(A+B) a = Aa+Ba

αA = Aα

a = Ab

Ia = a

0 a = 0

(αA) ·B = A · (αB) = α (A ·B)

A · (B+C) = A ·B+A ·C
A ·B = B ·A
A ·B = 0 ∀ A , if B ≡ 0

A ·A > 0 ∀ A 6= 0

a · (a⊗ b) = a ·Ab

(A.1)

The tensor produt of tensors:

α (AB) = (αA)B = A (αB)

(AB) a = A (Ba)

(AB)C = A (BC)

A (B+C) = AB+AC

(A+B)C = AC+BC

AB 6= BA

IA = AI = A

0A = A0 = 0

(a⊗ b) (c⊗ d) = (b · c) a⊗ d

(A.2)

123
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The transposed and inverse tensor:

(a⊗ b)T = (b⊗ a)

(αA)T = αAT

(AB)T = BTAT

a · (Bb) = (BTa) · b
A · (BC) = (BTA) ·C
(A+B)T = AT +BT

A−1 = (detA)−1 adjA

A−1 = (detA)−1 cofAT

−→ A−1
exists if detA 6= 0

AA−1 = A−1A = I

(A−1)T = (AT )−1 =: AT−1

(AB)−1 = B−1A−1

(A.3)

The adjoint, ofator, determinant and inverse of a tensor:

adjA = (cofA)T

(cofA)T = cofAT

adj (AB) = adjA adjB

det (AB) = detA detB

det (αA) = α3
detA

det I = 1

detAT = detA

det (adjA) = det (cofA) = (detA)2

detA−1 = (detA)−1

det (A+B) = detA+ cofA ·B+

+A · cof B+ detB

(A.4)

The trae operator:

trA = A · I
tr (αA) = α trA

tr (a⊗ b) = a · b

trAT = trA

tr (AB) = tr (BA) = A ·BT = AT·B
trABC = trBCA = trCAB

(A.5)

A.1.2 The Three Salar Prinipal Invariants

Salar produt representation:

IA1 = A · I = tr A

IA2 = 1
2
(I2A1 −AA · I) = 1

2

[
(tr A)2 − tr (AA)

]

IA3 = 1
6
I3A1 − 1

2
I2A1(AA · I) + 1

3
ATAT ·A = det A

(A.6)

Eigenvalue representation:

IA1 = λA1 + λA2 + λA3

IA2 = λA1 λA2 + λA2 λA3 + λA3 λA1

IA3 = λA1 λA2 λA3

(A.7)
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For deformation tensors of the solid phase ϕS
(CS,BS;FS):

(IS1 ≡ ) I1 = tr CS = tr BS = FS · FS

(IS2 ≡ ) I2 = tr (cof CS) = tr (cof BS) = cof FS · cof FS

(IS3 ≡ ) I3 = det CS = det BS = (det FS)
2

(A.8)

A.1.3 The Basi Salar Invariants

The three salar prinipal invariants from Setion A.1.2 an also be expressed in terms of

the so-alled basi invariants. The basi invariants are de�ned as the traes of the power

of a tensor A, i. e.,

JA1 = IA1 ,

JA2 = tr (A2) = I2A1 − 2IA2 ,

JA3 = tr (A3) = I3A1 − 3IA1IA2 + 3IA3 .

(A.9)

Additional invariants, the so-alled mixed invariants, to the invariants of a single tensor

A for two symmetri seond order tensors A and B are

J{A,B}4 = tr (AB) , J{A,B}6 = tr (AB2) ,

J{A,B}5 = tr (A2B) , J{A,B}7 = tr (A2B2) .

(A.10)

If B is of rank one and ‖B‖ = 1, then J{A,B}4 ≡ J{A,B}6 and J{A,B}5 ≡ J{A,B}7. Note

that, onsequently, the higher prinipal invariants of B are then equal to zero, i. e., IB2 =
IB3 = 0; the only remaining basi invariant IB1 is in this ase onstant.

A.1.4 Cardano's Method

The solution of a harateristi polynomial

λ3 − I1λ2 + I2λ− I3 = 0 (A.11)

an be found by

λi =
1

3

{

I1 + 2
√

I21 − 3 I2 os

[
1

3
(θ + 2 π i)

]}

with θ = arccos
2 I31 − 9 I1I2 + 27 I3

2 (I21 − 3 I2)
3/2

.

(A.12)
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A.2 Tensor Analysis

A.2.1 Co- and Contravariant Transport of Tensors

First-order tensors (vetors):

hSk

FS ( · )

F−1
S ( · )

aSk hk
S

FT−1
S ( · )

FT
S ( · )

ak
S

Seond-order tensors:

hSk ⊗ hSℓ

FS ( · )FT
S

F−1
S ( · )FT−1

S

aSk ⊗ aSℓ hk
S ⊗ hℓ

S

FT−1
S ( · )F−1

S

FT
S ( · )FS

ak
S ⊗ aℓ

S

Legend:

: ovariant transport

: ontravariant transport

: push-forward

: pull-bak

A.2.2 Seleted Rules for the Operators grad ( · ) and div( · )

grad (φψ) = φ gradψ + ψ gradφ

grad (φb) = b⊗ gradφ+ φ gradb

grad (φT) = T⊗ gradφ+ φ gradT

div(a⊗ b) = a divb+ (grada)b

div(φb) = b · gradφ+ φ divb

div(φT) = T gradφ+ φ divT

div(Tb) = (divTT ) · b+TT · gradb

div(gradb)T = grad divb

(A.13)
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B.1 Co- and Contravariational Framework

The onept of the o- and ontravariational framework an be best introdued by regard-

ing a orresponding example. Bodies with urved boundaries need a �natural� oordinate

system, i. e., urvilinear oordinates, see Figure B.1. For the following disussion on natu-
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a2
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(t0)

(t)

χ

θi; i = 1, 2, 3 : natural oordinates

→ urvilinear

→ ontravariant

X = X(θi) : referene position

vetor

x = x(θi, t) : atual position

vetor

χ = χ(θi(X), t) : plaement funtion

Figure B.1: Natural (urvilinear) oordinate system in atual and referential on�guration.

ral (or fundamental) ovariant basis systems, general, non-orthogonal and non-normalised

loal base vetors are �rstly introdued as

gi :=
∂x

∂θi
.

(ovariant frame)

(B.1)

Note that the length of gi is proportional to the length of an in�nitesimal line element in

θi-diretion. Covariant basis vetors in a on�gurational framework are then de�ned as

hi =
∂X

∂θi
, ai =

∂x

∂θi
. (B.2)

Therein, hi denote the basis vetors in the referential on�guration, and ai the basis

vetors in the atual on�guration. Eah triple of them span a tangential spae in the

orresponding on�guration. For measuring vetor-based physial quantities (fore, dis-

plaement, strains, stresses, et.) in a unique �metri� system, metri oe�ients need to

127
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be assoiated to base vetors, e. g.,

f = f i gi : fore vetor ,

u = ui gi : displaement vetor ,

W = f · u : work (expressed by salar produt) .

(B.3)

In this example, the vetor oe�ients f i
and ui are onstitutive denoted by a supersript

index, in ontrast to the subsript index of their base vetors. This notation will be

lari�ed in the sueeding illustration. Beause the base vetors gi hange their length

along oordinate lines by design (reall, the base vetors are not normalised or even

onstant along the in�nitesimal line elements), the omponents of the oe�ients must

adjust analogously; otherwise the physial quantities would beome position dependent.

See Figure B.2 for a 2-d illustration of the above given example (B.3)3 on the omputation

of work by a orresponding salar produt. The metri oe�ients gij are the abstration
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f

uα

g1

g2

f 1g1

f 2g2

u1g1

u2g2

W = f · u = f iui gi · gi

= f 1u1 g1 · g1 + f 1u2 g1 · g2+

f 2u1 g2 · g1 + f 2u2 g2 · g2

with







gi · gj = |gi| |gj| os(αij) =: gij

os(αii) = 1

W = gijf
iuj 6= f iui

Figure B.2: 2-d illustration of variant salar produt.

of distane and the ause for a variant result of the salar produt. This is the onsequene

of the mixed terms gij for i 6= j. For example, if |gi| = 1, the orresponding work yields

❀ W = f 1u1 + (f 1u2 + f 2u1) os(α) + f 2u2. In order to obtain a salar produt that

is independent (invariant) of base vetors for the determination of physial quantities

by multipliation of their omponents, a ontravariant basis formulation with following

orthogonality ondition is introdued:

gj · gi = δji with







|gj| 6= 1, |gi| 6= 1

g1 ⊥ g2, g3 , g
2 ⊥ g3, g1 , g

3 ⊥ g1, g2

δji = 1, if i = j

δji = 0, if i 6= j

(B.4)
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This orthogonality ondition an be alternatively de�ned by

gj :=
∂θj

∂x
:= grad θj .

(ontravariant frame)

(B.5)

The following relations hold:
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g

g

g

ij

ij
ij

jk

j

j







= gi

= gi
= δ k

i .
(B.6)

With this o- and ontravariational framework, the previously stated salar produt ex-

ample an be solved with resulting oe�ients whih are invariant to the base vetors,

see Figure B.3.
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i
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Figure B.3: 2-d illustration of invariant salar produt.

B.2 Plastiity

In this setion, geometrially linear elasto-visoplasti material behaviour is introdued

for single-phase materials. Note in passing that in the following only non-α-indexed equa-

tions and physial quantities appear beause of the restrition to single-phase materials.

Nevertheless, the governing equations and mehanial quantities are in priniple idential

to that of the mixture, reall Truesdell's metaphysial priniple (2.35)3. For a omprehen-

sive introdution on plasti material behaviour within a standard ontinuum-mehanial

and an extended TPM framework, the interested reader is referred to Simo & Hughes

[170℄, Naghdi [143℄, Haupt [97℄, Miehe et al. [137℄, Wieners [192℄, Mahnkopf [132℄, Ehlers

[59℄, and itations therein; also, take note on the remark at the end of this subsetion.
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The momentum balane (2.41)2 is simpli�ed by assuming quasi-stati onditions (

..

x= 0)

and vanishing body-fore densities (b = 0). For the modelling of the inelasti material

behaviour, a visoplasti Perzyna-type regularisation is onsidered. It is assumed that the

Green-Lagrangean strain tensor is geometrially linear, reall (2.25). As a result, the in

Setion 2.4 introdued stress tensors are taken to be approximately idential: T ≈ τ ≈
P ≈ S =: σ. These assumptions lead to the equilibrium equations

divσ(x, t) = 0 with (x, t) ∈ Ω(t) × [0, T ] ,

σ(x, t)n(x) = t(x, t) with (x, t) ∈ ΓN (t) × [0, T ] ,

(B.7)

where n(x) is the outward-oriented unit surfae normal. Furthermore, let [0, T ] be a

�xed time interval, let Ω0 ⊂ R
d
be the referene on�guration of the domain Ω with

the spatial dimension d, and let the domain surfae be deomposed into a Dirihlet ΓD

and a Neumann ΓN boundary suh that ΓD(t = 0) ∪ ΓN(t = 0) = ∂Ω0. Details on the

domain surfae deomposition an be found in Setion 2.6.4. The geometrially linear

strain tensor ε is desribed as ε = 1
2
[ Gradu + (Gradu )T ]. Due to the small-strain

approah, ε an be deomposed additively into an elasti part εe and a plasti part εp,

suh that

ε = εe + εp . (B.8)

Regarding Hooke's law, σ = 2µ εe + λ ( εe · I ) I, for the linear elasti material response

depending on the Lamé onstants µ and λ, the onstitutive stress-strain relation is intro-

dued via

σ =
4

CCC [ ε− εp ] . (B.9)

Therein,

4

CCC = 2µ (I⊗I)
23

T +λ (I⊗I) is the symmetri, fourth-order elasti material tangent.

The elasti material behaviour, limited by the equivalent stress σ0, is enveloped by a

onvex salar-based yield funtion F whih, for the present purpose, is set to a von

Mises

1

-type yield funtion

F (σ; κ) = |σD| −
√

2

3
κ = 0 with







σD = σ − 1
3
(σ · I) I ,

|σD| =
√

(σD · σD) .

(B.10)

Therein, σD
is the deviatori part of the stress tensor, and |σD| is the Frobenius2 norm.

As an example for isotropi softening behaviour, it is assumed that κ =
∗
κ (εpv) depends

1

Rihard Edler von Mises (1883 � 1953): Austrian mathematiian who worked in several engineering

disiplines. His main area of work was the numerial mathematis. Therein, he is most famous for the

�von Mises yield riterion�. [Wikipedia℄

2

Ferdinand Georg Frobenius (1849 � 1917): German mathematiian who's algorithm on �Gruppen-

haraktere� is of partiular importane in the �eld of quantum mehanis. [Neue deutshe Biographie 5

(1961), 641.℄
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on the aumulated plasti strain

εpv =

√

2

3

t̄∫

0

|ε̇p| dt . (B.11)

The isotropi softening behaviour is postulated as

∗
κ (εpv) = κ0 {1− hsat[1− exp (−he εpv)]} , (B.12)

i. e., the progression of the material softening an be ontrolled by two material param-

eters, hsat and he. The initial stress parameter κ0 is related to the equivalent stress σ0
as σ0 ≡ κ0. The softening behaviour that is given here is omparable to Engelen et. al

[69℄. Note that the underlying mathematial problem of plasti material behaviour is

ill-posed. As a onsequene, the following boundary-value problem looses elliptiity, f.

Loureno et. al [130℄. Thus, all deformation tends to loalise into a zone of zero width.

One possible remedy to this problem is the appliation of a regularisation tehnique, e. g.,

the elasto-visoplastiity approah disussed here. In order to omplete the momentum

balane, the plasti strain rate ε̇p needs to evolve from the plasti �ow rule ε̇p = Λζ.
The non-negative parameter Λ is, in general, known as the plasti multiplier or the on-

sisteny parameter, f. Simo & Hughes [170℄. In this ontext, the parameter Λ spei�es

the magnitude of the plasti strain rate, while ζ determines its diretion. For assoiated

plastiity, ζ is perpendiularly oriented on the yield surfae F (σ; κ) ≡ 0. Thus, ζ an be

derived aording to

ζ =
∂F (σ; κ)

∂ σ
. (B.13)

For a visoplasti model of Perzyna-type [155℄, the visoplasti multiplier is given by

Λ :=
1

η

〈
F (σ; κ)

σ0

〉r

, where η > 0 and r ≥ 1 . (B.14)

Through the visoplasti multiplier Λ, the relaxation time η ontrols the evolution of

plasti strains and the amount of visosity, respetively. Furthermore, r is the visoplasti
exponent, and the Maaulay

3

brakets 〈 · 〉 are de�ned by 〈x〉 = max{0, x}. Taking the

preeding onsiderations into aount, the plasti �ow rule an be evaluated as

ε̇p =
1

η

〈
F (σ; κ)

σ0

〉r
∂F (σ; κ)

∂ σ
. (B.15)

3

William Herrik Maaulay (1853 � 1936): British mathematiian and engineer who is usually given

redit for introduing singularity funtions in the ontext of beam de�etions. Before Maaulay [131℄,

the equation for the de�etion of beams ould not be found in losed form. This �nding of the losed

form is also referred to as �Maaulay 's method�.
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Remark: In ontrast to the preeding disussion on non-porous materials, a major har-

ateristi of porous materials is that they an undergo plasti deformations under purely

hydrostati loading onditions, see Figure B.4(a). Furthermore, the volume hange of

porous materials under plasti loading an be ontratant or dilatant. A non-assoiated

�ow diretion ε̇p ❀ (εSp)
′
S is then the onsequene, see Figure B.4(b). In this ontext,

��

1

��

2

��

3

�I

I
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Figure B.4: Example of single-surfae yield riterion F for fritional materials in (a) prinipal

stress spae (tension positive), and (b) in hydrostati plane, see Ehlers [55, 56℄

porous materials are also alled fritional materials. Thus, a more omplex yield rite-

rion than (B.10) is needed for the proper representation of these speial harateristis

of porous materials. As an example of a sophistiated single-surfae yield riterion for

fritional materials, Ehlers [55℄ is ited:

F = Φ1/2 + β I + ǫ I2 − κ = 0 with







Φ = II

D(1 + γ ϑ)m +
1

2
α I2 + δ2 I4 ,

ϑ = III

D/(IID)3/2 .

(B.16)

Furthermore, for the orret determination of non-assoiated plastiity, a plasti potential,

f. Mahnkopf [132℄, must be de�ned:

G = Γ1/2 + ψ2 I+ ǫ I2 ,

Γ = ψ1 II
D +

1

2
α I2 + δ2 I4 ,







❀ (εSp)
′
S = Λ

∂G(σS
E)

∂σS
E

. (B.17)

In the above equations, I represents the �rst prinipal invariant of σS
E ( ❀σ) and II

D
,

III

D
the (negative) seond and third invariants of (σS

E)
D ( ❀σD). The seven material

parameters {α, β, δ, ǫ, κ, γ, m}, govern the shape of the yield surfae. The dilatation

angles ψ1 and ψ2 need to be measured from experimental data. For details, see Ehlers &

Avi [61℄. ✷
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B.3 Introdution to Con�gurational Fores

The following introdution to on�gurational fores is restrited to isothermal proesses

for elasti � single phase � homogeneous materials within the geometrially linear theory.

The derivation proess is based on handwritten notes from Ehlers. For more details on

this topi, the interested reader is referred to, e. g., Kienzler & Herrmann [117℄, Müller et

al. [142℄ and Miehe & Gürses [136℄. With the aforementioned restritions, the Clausius-

Duhem inequality redues to an energy equation, viz.

σ · .ε − ρ0ψ̇ ≥ 0 ❀ Ẇ − σ ·
.
H= 0 with







W := ρ0ψ ,

H := Gradu .
(B.18)

After a Legendre-transformation (ζ :=W − σ ·H), the energy equation reads

Ẇ − (σ ·H).+
.
σ ·H = 0 . (B.19)

Time integration and the vetor derivative

(
∇( · ) := grad ( · )

)
of (B.19) yields

W − σ ·H+

∫
.
σ ·H dt = 0 ,

∇W −∇(σ ·H) +

∫

∇( .σ ·H) dt = 0 .
(B.20)

This an be reformulated

4

as

div (W I−HTσ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: E

+HT
divσ − (∇σ)

13

THT +

∫

∇( .σ ·H) dt = 0 . (B.21)

4

Note the transformations:

∇(σ ·H) = (∇σ)
13

T HT + (∇H)
13

T σT = ∇(HTσ · I) ,
div (HTσ) = (∇HT )σ + HT

divσ = ∇(HTσ) I .

With σ = σT
and ∇H = (∇H)

23

T
following holds:

(∇HT )σ = (∇H)
13

T σT

→ ∇(σ ·H) = div (HTσ)−HT
divσ + (∇σ)

13

T HT .

Furthermore, it is:

∇W = div (W I) .
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Therein, the Eshelby or on�gurational stress tensor E, respetively, an be identi�ed.

Insertion of the equilibrium ondition divσ + b = 0→ divσ = −b into (B.21) yields

divE −HTb−(∇σ)
13

THT +

∫

∇( .σ ·H) dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: A, see footnote5

= 0 . (B.22)

Appliation of (B.18)2 results for (B.22) in

divE −HTb+ (∇H)
13

TσT −
∫

∇Ẇ dt = 0 ,

divE −HTb+ (∇H)
13

TσT −∇W
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: f

= 0 .
(B.23)

Finally, the on�gurational fore vetor f is identi�ed and the �nal form of the on�gu-

rational fore equilibrium is:

divE + f = 0 . (B.24)

B.4 Modi�ed Reynolds Transport Theorem

dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

B
[(Ψα)′α dv +Ψα( dv)′α] with







(Ψα)′α =
∂Ψα

∂t
+ (grad Ψα)

′
xα ,

( dv)′α = div

′
xα dv ,

(B.25)

5

Separate investigation of the substitution A, B, respetively:

A = −
∫
{ [

(∇σ)
13

T HT
]· −∇( .σ ·H)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=: B

}
dt = −

∫
{
∇(σ·

.
H)−[(∇H)

13

T σT ]·
}
dt = (∇H)

13

T σT−
∫

∇(σ·
.
H) dt

B = (
.
σ)

13

T HT + (∇σ)
13

T (
.
H)T − (

.
σ)

13

T HT − (∇H)
13

T (
.
σ)T

= (∇σ)
13

T (
.
H)T + (∇

.
H)

13

T σT

︸ ︷︷ ︸

∇(σ·
.
H)

−(∇
.
H)

13

TσT − (∇H)
13

T (
.
σ)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸

−[(∇H)
13

T σT ]·
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The general Reynolds transport theorem is ex-

tended for a singular surfae S̄(n̄S,+ daS, n̄S,+ daS)
interseting a body B, see Figure B.5. The surfae
splits the body into the two parts, B+

and B−
.

Let the surfae move with the veloity

′
xS̄. All

ontinuum-mehanial �eld funtions are assumed

to be ontinuous within eah body part and on the

surfae itself. Due to the singular design of the sur-

fae

_

S , disontinuities in the �eld funtions over

the surfae are possible. The interested reader is

referred to Mahnkopf [132℄ for more details on the

following derivation. Starting from the total, ma-

terial time derivation of a vetor-valued physial

quantity Ψα
integrated over the overall body B,

see (2.14), viz.
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Figure B.5: Surfae interseted body.

leads to

dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

B

[ ∂Ψα

∂t
+ (grad Ψα)

′
xα +Ψα

div

′
xα

︸ ︷︷ ︸

div (Ψα ⊗ ′
xα)

]

dv ,

=

∫

B

∂Ψα

∂t
dv +

∫

B
div (Ψα ⊗ ′

xα) dv ,

=

∫

B

∂Ψα

∂t
dv +

∫

∂B
(Ψα ⊗ ′

xα) da .

(B.26)

With this, regarding now two motion funtions χα →
′
xα and χβ →

′
xβ, the following

relation is obtained:

(i) :
dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

B

∂Ψα

∂t
dv +

∫

∂B
(Ψα ⊗ ′

xα) da ,

(ii) :
dβ

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

B

∂Ψα

∂t
dv +

∫

∂B
(Ψα ⊗ ′

xβ) da ,

(i)− (ii) :
dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

dβ

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv +

∫

∂B
[Ψα ⊗ (

′
xα −

′
xβ)] da .

(B.27)

Beause the total, material time derivation in (B.27)3 is not neessarily limited to be

omposed by the onstituents motion funtions, the seond veloity

′
xβ an be substituted
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by

′
xS̄. The separate evaluation of (B.27)3 for the two body parts then reads

for B+ :
dα

dt

∫

B+

Ψα dv =
dS̄

dt

∫

B+

Ψα dv +

∫

∂B+

[

Ψα ⊗ (
′
xα −

′
xS̄)
]

da

+

∫

S̄

{

(Ψα)+ ⊗
[

(
′
xα)

+ − ′
xS̄

]}

(−n̄S,+) daS ,

(B.28)

for B− :
dα

dt

∫

B−

Ψα dv =
dS̄

dt

∫

B−

Ψα dv +

∫

∂B−

[

Ψα ⊗ (
′
xα −

′
xS̄)
]

da

+

∫

S̄

{

(Ψα)− ⊗
[

(
′
xα)

− − ′
xS̄

]}

(−n̄S,−) daS .

(B.29)

Therein, quantities denoted by ( · )+/−
represent the orresponding limiting values of the

two sides of the surfae

_

S . The normal vetors of the two sides of the surfae

_

S are in eah

ase reiproally oriented to the normal vetor of the surfaes ∂B+/−
, thus, n = −n̄S,+

and n = −n̄S,−
. De�ning a single surfae normal vetor for

_

S as n̄S,+ = −n̄S,− =: n̄S
,

and taking into aount that B = B+ ∪ B−
, as well as ∂B = ∂B+ ∪ ∂B−

, leads together

with (B.26) and the de�nition of general jump quantities (3.37) to the �nal form of the

modi�ed Reynolds transport theorem for a moving disontinuity in a body:

❀
dα

dt

∫

B
Ψα dv =

∫

B

∂Ψα

∂t
dv +

∫

∂B
(Ψα ⊗ ′

xα) da−
∫

S̄
[[Ψα ⊗ (

′
xα −

′
xS̄)]] n̄

S daS
(B.30)
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C.1 Householder-QL Algorithm

One of the most e�ient tehniques for the numerial omputation of eigenvalues and

eigenvetors of real symmetri matries A ∈ R
m×m

is their QL-deomposition following

after a Householder transformation. For the purpose of this monograph, the Householder-

QL algorithm is only applied to 3×3 matries (m = 3). The Householder transformation

redues a symmetri matrix A to tridiagonal form P by an orthogonal transformation

P := tridiag (A) = QT
H AQH , (C.1)

where QH is symmetri (QH = QT
H). The basi idea behind the QL-deomposition is

that any real matrix an be deomposed in the form P= QL , where Q is orthogonal

(Q−1 = QT ) and L is lower triangular. The olumns of Q then represent the eigenvetors

mAi, and the diagonal elements of L represent the eigenvalues λAi ofA. The Householder-

QL algorithm an then be onstruted as follows:

IN) A = [ aij ] with i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

S0) If a13 = 0 then QH = I ❀ P ≡ A .

S1) If a13 6= 0 then QH =







1 0 0

0 u v

0 v −u






❀ P =







a11 ℓ 0

ℓ a22 + v w a23 − uw
0 a23 − uw a33 − v w







with ℓ =
√
a12 a12 + a13 a13, u =

a12
ℓ
, v =

a13
ℓ
, w = 2 a23 u+ v (a33 − a22) .

S2) For (s = 0; s < 3; s = s+ 1), deompose P s = QsLs

with Ps+1 = LsQ s (= QT
s P sQs) .

OUT) Q = [ qij ] ❀ mA1
= [ qi1 ],mA2 = [ qi2 ],mA3 = [ qi3 ] with i, j = 1, 2, 3 ,

L = [ lij ] ❀ λAi = lii with i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

Table C.1: Householder-QL algorithm for the numerial omputation of eigenvalues λAi and

eigenvetors mAi of real symmetri matries A ∈ R
3×3 (i = 1, 2, 3).
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C.2 Newton Algorithm with Radial Return

The following sheme shows a generalised Newton algorithm for the displaement with

loal nonlinear radial return at all integration points. The Newton iteration index is

denoted m, the atual time-step index is n. For a stable performane, this algorithm

should be extended by a time-step ontrol and a damping strategy for the Newton update.

Note that for the sake of larity the general notation of the Runge-Kutta intermediate

steps is waived herein. Consequently, the orresponding variables are substituted, viz.

u := △u and △u := ∆∆∆.

S0) Set uh
0 = 0, εp,0 = 0, εhpv,0 = 0 and n = 1.

S1) In time step n, hoose a start value uh,0
n ∈ Au,h(tn) satisfying the Dirihlet boundary

onditions and set m = 0.

S2) Compute the trial stress σ
h,m
trial,n = σh

trial,n(u
h,m
n , εhp,n−1), s

h,m
n =

∣
∣(σh,m

trial,n)
D
∣
∣
and

Λh,m
n = Λh

n

(
sh,mn

)
by solving the equation (4.33) in every integration point. Compute

the residual

Rh,m
n (δuh) =

∫

Ωh

S

S

S

h
n

(
ε(uh,m

n ), εhp,n−1

)
· ε(δuh) dv −

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄hn · δuh da , δuh ∈ T u,h .

S3) If the residual is small enough, set uh
n = uh,m

n and update the inner variables by

εhp,n =RRRh
n(σ

h
trial,n) and ε

h
pv,n = εhpv,n−1 +

√
2
3
|△εhp,n|. Set n := n+ 1 and go to S1).

S4) For every integration point ompute the onsistent tangent SSSh,m
n by

SSSh,m
n ε =







4

CCC ε if fh
n (s

h,m
n ,Λh,m

n ) ≤ 0 ,

4

CCC
(

ε −2µ ∂Λh,m
n ε · ζh,m

n ζh,m
n −

−2µΛ
h,m
n

sh,mn

(
εD − ε · ζh,m

n ζh,m
n

))

if fh
n (s

h,m
n ,Λh,m

n ) > 0 ,

with ζh,m
n = 1

sh,mn

(σh,m
trial,n)

D
and the derivative of the return parameter ∂Λh,m

n =

∂Λh
n(s

h,m
n )

∂s
. Let △uh,m

n ∈ T u,h
be the solution of the linear variational problem

∫

Ωh

SSSh,m
n ε(△uh,m

n ) · ε(δuh) dv = Rh,m
n (δuh) , δuh ∈ T u,h .

Compute the Newton update uh,m+1
n = uh,m

n − △uh,m
n , set m := m + 1 and go to

S1).
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C.3 Newton Algorithm without Radial Return

The following sheme shows a generalised Newton algorithm for the oupled system for

displaement and plasti strain avoiding a loal nonlinear radial return. The Newton

iteration index is denoted m, the atual time-step index is n. Note that for the sake

of larity the general notation of the Runge-Kutta intermediate steps is waived herein.

Consequently, the orresponding variables are substituted, viz. {u, εp} := {△u ,△e} and
{△u,△εp} := {∆∆∆u ,∆∆∆e}.

S0) Set uh
0 = 0, εp,0 = 0, εhpv,0 = 0 and n = 1.

S1) In time step n, hoose start values {uh,0
n , εh,0p,n} ∈ {Au,h(tn),Aε,h(tn)} and set m = 0.

S2) Compute the stress σh,m
n =

4

CCC
[
εn(u

h,m
n )− εh,mp,n

]
, its seond invariant sh,mn =

|(σh,m
n )D|, the equivalent plasti strain εh,mpv,n = εhpv,n−1 +

√
2
3
|εh,mp,n − εhp,n−1|, the

return parameter Λh,m
n = Λh

n

(
sh,mn , εh,mpv,n

)
, the �ow diretion ζh,m

n = 1

sh,mn

(σh,m
n )D and

ompute the residual

Rh,m
mod,n(δu

h, δεhp) =

∫

Ωh

σh,m
n · ε(δuh) dv −

∫

Γt,h
N

t̄n · δuh da+

+

∫

Ωh

(
εh,mp,n − εhp,n−1 − Λh,m

n ζh,m
n

)
· δεhp dv .

S3) If the residual is small enough, set (uh
n, ε

h
p,n, ε

h
pv,n) = (uh,m

n , εh,np,n , ε
h,m
pv,n). Set n := n+1

and go to S1).

S4) For every integration point ompute fh,m
n = F̃ (sh,mn , εh,mpv,n) and the generalised deriva-

tives

∂Λh,m
n

∂s
=







0

r△tn
η

(
fh,m
n

)r−1 ∂F̃

∂s

fh,m
n ≤ 0

fh,m
n > 0

0

r△tn
η

(
fh,m
n

)r−1 ∂F̃

∂εp







=
∂Λh,m

n

∂εp
.

Let {△uh,m
n ,△εh,mp,n } ∈ {T u,h, T ε,h} be the solution of the linear variational system

∫

Ωh

△σh,m
n · ε(δuh) dv +

∫

Ωh

△εh,mp,n · δεhp dv−

−
∫

Ωh

(∂Λh,m
n

∂s
△σh,m

n · ζh,m
n ++

∂Λh,m
n

∂εp

2

3

△εh,mp,n · (εh,mp,n − εhp,n−1)

|εh,mp,n − εhp,n−1|
)

δεhp · ζh,m
n dv−
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−
∫

Ωh

Λh,m
n

sh,mn

(

△σh,m
n · δεhp − (△σh,m

n · ζh,m
n )(δεhp · ζh,m

n )
)

dv = Rh,m
mod,n(δu

h, δεhp)

with △σh,m
n =

4

CCC
[
εn(△uh,m

n )−△εh,mp,n

]
. Finally, ompute the Newton update

{uh,m+1
n , εh,m+1

p,n } = {uh,m
n , εh,mp,n } − {△uh,m

n ,△εh,mp,n }, set m := m+ 1 and go to S1).

C.4 Area of a 2-d Polygon

The following program omputes the area of an arbitrary shaped 2-d polygon. This

funtion is also valid for the area omputation of triangle or retangular �nite-elements.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python

2

3 # --- import external libraries

4 from math import *

5

6 # --- global vars

7 X = 0; Y = 1

8

9 # --- polygon example

10 p1 = [+1 .0,+0.0℄; p5 = [+2 .0,+1.0℄

11 p2 = [+3 .0,+0.0℄; p6 = [+1 .0,+4.0℄

12 p3 = [+4 .0,+4.0℄; p7 = [+0 .0,+4.0℄

13 p4 = [+3 .0,+4.0℄; p8 = [+1 .0,+0.0℄

14 polygon = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8℄

15

16 # --- ompute area of a 2-d polygon

17 def Area2DPolygon(polygon ):

18 area = 0.0

19 j = 2; k = 0; n = len(polygon )

20 polygon.append(polygon [0℄)

21 polygon.append(polygon [1℄)

22 for i in range(1,n+1):

23 area += (polygon [i℄[X℄*(polygon [j℄[Y℄-polygon [k℄[Y℄))

24 j += 1; k += 1

25 return area /2.

26

27 # --- start program
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28 if __name__ == '__main__ ':

29 # --- ompute polygon area

30 print Area2DPolygon(polygon )

The funtion

1

Area2DPolygon() deomposes a 2-d polygon into triangles. The inluded

summation of the area of these triangles is preferred for e�ieny. But to avoid any over-

head from omputing the index i, one must extend the polygon array up to polygon[n℄

= polygon[0℄ and polygon[n+1℄ = polygon[1℄ with n representing the number of the

nodes of the polygon. This omputation gives a signed area for a polygon; and similar to

the signed area of a triangle, it is positive when the verties are oriented ounterlokwise

around the polygon and negative when oriented lokwise. Thus, this funtion ould also

be used to e�iently test a polygon's global orientation.

C.5 Volume of a 3-d Mesh

The following program omputes the volume of an arbitrary shaped 3-d objet that on-

sists of a surfae mesh made up from triangles. The proedure is also valid for the vol-

ume omputation of tetrahedron and hexahedron �nite-elements. For hexahedron based

�nite-elements the six surfaes need to be triangulated. Therein, it is ruial to take the

orientation of the triangulated surfaes into aount.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python

2

3 # --- import external libraries

4 from math import *

5

6 # --- global vars

7 X = 0; Y = 1; Z = 2

8

9 # --- hexahederon example

10 p1 = [ -0.5 , -1.0 ,+1.5℄; p5 = [+0.5 , -1.0 ,+1.5℄

11 p2 = [ -0.5 ,+1.2 ,+1.7℄; p6 = [+0.5 ,+1.0 ,+1.5℄

12 p3 = [ -0.5 ,+1.0 , -1.5℄; p7 = [+0.5 ,+2.2 , -1.5℄

13 p4 = [-0.8,-1.0,-1.5℄; p8 = [+0.5 , -1.0 , -1.5℄

14 hex_sur1 = [p1 , p2 , p3 , p4℄; hex_sur4 = [p3 , p7 , p8 , p4℄

15 hex_sur2 = [p1 , p5 , p6 , p2℄; hex_sur5 = [p1 , p4 , p8 , p5℄

16 hex_sur3 = [p5 , p8 , p7 , p6℄; hex_sur6 = [p2 , p6 , p7 , p3℄

17 hex_elem = [hex_sur1 , hex_sur2 , hex_sur3 ,

18 hex_sur4 , hex_sur5 , hex_sur6 ℄

19

20 # --- triangle -> tetrahedron volume

21 def SignedVolumeOfTriangle (p1 , p2 , p3):

22 v321 = p3[X℄*p2[Y℄*p1[Z℄

1

The original idea for this funtion is based on http://goo.gl/8Gkm0.
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23 v231 = p2[X℄*p3[Y℄*p1[Z℄

24 v312 = p3[X℄*p1[Y℄*p2[Z℄

25 v132 = p1[X℄*p3[Y℄*p2[Z℄

26 v213 = p2[X℄*p1[Y℄*p3[Z℄

27 v123 = p1[X℄*p2[Y℄*p3[Z℄

28 return (1.0/6.0)*( - v321+v231+v312 -v132 -v213+v123)

29

30 # --- volume of triangle based surfae mesh

31 def VolumeOfMesh (mesh ):

32 volume = 0.0

33 for tri in mesh:

34 volume += SignedVolumeOfTriangle (tri[X℄,tri[Y℄,tri[Z℄)

35 return abs(volume)

36

37 # --- start program

38 if __name__ == '__main__ ':

39 mesh = [℄

40 # --- triangulation hexaedron surfaes

41 for surf in hex_elem :

42 tri1 = [surf [0℄, surf [1℄, surf [2℄℄

43 tri2 = [surf [2℄, surf [3℄, surf [0℄℄

44 mesh.append(tri1)

45 mesh.append(tri2)

46 # --- ompute mesh volume

47 print VolumeOfMesh (mesh)

The funtion

2

SignedVolumeOfTriangle() alulates the signed volume of a tetrahedron

based on a single surfae triangle and topped o� at the origin. The sign of the volume

omes from whether the triangle is pointing in the diretion of the origin. The normal of

the triangle is itself dependent upon the order of the verties or nodes, respetively.

C.6 Marhing Cubes Algorithm (MCA)

The MCA

3

uses an index to a pre-alulated array of 256 possible polygon on�gurations

(28 = 256) within a ube. The iso-level (levelset value) of eah nodal salar value of the

ube is interpreted as a bit in an 8-bit integer. For nodal values higher than the levelset

value, the appropriate bit is set to one, lower values result in a zero bit. The binary sum

of all eight element edges indiates the polygon on�guration. The intersetion position

of the ube edges with the orresponding triangles is omputed by a linear interpolation

of the nodal salar values.

1 #!/usr/bin/env python

2

The original idea for this funtion is based on http://goo.gl/Y0FFp.

3

The implementation of the MCA is based on http://goo.gl/lGnOC and http://goo.gl/lGnOC.
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2

3 # --- iso -level (levelset value)

4 level = 0.0

5

6 # --- hexahederon example

7 n0 = [+1, -1, -1℄; n1 = [+1, +1, -1℄;

8 n2 = [+1, +1, +1℄; n3 = [+1, -1, +1℄;

9 n4 = [-1, -1, -1℄; n5 = [-1, +1, -1℄;

10 n6 = [-1, +1, +1℄; n7 = [-1, -1, +1℄

11 elem_hex = [n0 , n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , n6 , n7℄

12 elem_val = [-1.1, +1.2, +1.3, -1.4, +1.1, +1.2, +1.3, +1.℄

13

14 # --- MCA: edge table

15 edgeTable = [

16 0x0 , 0x109 , 0x203 , 0x30a , 0x406 , 0x50f , 0x605 , 0x70 ,

17 0x80 , 0x905 , 0xa0f , 0xb06 , 0x0a , 0xd03 , 0xe09 , 0xf00 ,

18 0x190 , 0x99 , 0x393 , 0x29a , 0x596 , 0x49f , 0x795 , 0x69 ,

...

45 0x69 , 0x795 , 0x49f , 0x596 , 0x29a , 0x393 , 0x99 , 0x190 ,

46 0xf00 , 0xe09 , 0xd03 , 0x0a , 0xb06 , 0xa0f , 0x905 , 0x80 ,

47 0x70 , 0x605 , 0x50f , 0x406 , 0x30a , 0x203 , 0x109 , 0x0℄

48

49 # --- MCA: triangle table

50 m = -1; triTable = [

51 [m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄,

52 [0, 8, 3, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄,

53 [0, 1, 9, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄,

...

304 [0, 9, 1, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄,

305 [0, 3, 8, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄,

306 [m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m, m℄℄

307

308 # --- linear interpolation of edge intersetion

309 def interpolate (p1 , p2 , valp1 , valp2):

310 if abs(level -valp1) < 0.000000000001: return p1

311 if abs(level -valp2) < 0.000000000001: return p2

312 if abs(valp1 -valp2) < 0.0000000001: return p1

313 mu = (level -valp1 )/(valp2 -valp1)

314 p = (p1[0℄ + mu * (p2[0℄ - p1[0℄),
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315 p1[1℄ + mu * (p2[1℄ - p1[1℄),

316 p1[2℄ + mu * (p2[2℄ - p1 [2℄))

317 return p

318

319 # --- MCA: intersetion surfae (triangles )

320 def ube(pos , val):

321 ubeIdx = 0

322

323 pnts = [[0.0, 0.0, 0.0℄ for i in range (12)℄

324 if val [0℄ < level: ubeIdx |=1

325 if val [1℄ < level: ubeIdx |=2

326 if val [2℄ < level: ubeIdx |=4

327 if val [3℄ < level: ubeIdx |=8

328 if val [4℄ < level: ubeIdx |=16

329 if val [5℄ < level: ubeIdx |=32

330 if val [6℄ < level: ubeIdx |=64

331 if val [7℄ < level: ubeIdx |=128

332

333 et = edgeTable [ubeIdx ℄

334 vi = interpolate

335

336 if et ==0: return 0

337 if et&1: pnts [0℄ = vi(pos[0℄,pos[1℄,val[0℄,val [1℄)

338 if et&2: pnts [1℄ = vi(pos[1℄,pos[2℄,val[1℄,val [2℄)

339 if et&4: pnts [2℄ = vi(pos[2℄,pos[3℄,val[2℄,val [3℄)

340 if et&8: pnts [3℄ = vi(pos[3℄,pos[0℄,val[3℄,val [0℄)

341 if et &16: pnts [4℄ = vi(pos[4℄,pos[5℄,val[4℄,val [5℄)

342 if et &32: pnts [5℄ = vi(pos[5℄,pos[6℄,val[5℄,val [6℄)

343 if et &64: pnts [6℄ = vi(pos[6℄,pos[7℄,val[6℄,val [7℄)

344 if et &128: pnts [7℄ = vi(pos[7℄,pos[4℄,val[7℄,val [4℄)

345 if et &256: pnts [8℄ = vi(pos[0℄,pos[4℄,val[0℄,val [4℄)

346 if et &512: pnts [9℄ = vi(pos[1℄,pos[5℄,val[1℄,val [5℄)

347 if et &1024: pnts [10℄ = vi(pos[2℄,pos[6℄,val[2℄,val [6℄)

348 if et &2048: pnts [11℄ = vi(pos[3℄,pos[7℄,val[3℄,val [7℄)

349

350 ntriangle = 0

351 tt = triTable [ubeIdx ℄

352 triangles = [℄

353 for i in range (0,16,3):

354 if tt[i℄!= -1:

355 triangles .append ((pnts[tt[i℄℄,

356 pnts[tt[i+1℄℄,

357 pnts[tt[i+2℄℄))

358 ntriangle +=1

359 return ntriangle , triangles , ubeIdx
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360

361 # --- start program

362 if __name__ == '__main__ ':

363 # --- ompute intersetion surfae (triangles )

364 print ube(elem_hex ,elem_val )
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